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OWRB received public comments on the 2019 Triennial Review of Water Quality Standards 
Triennial Review from 12 organizations.  The comments and OWRB responses are presented in 
the tables below.   
 

 
 
 

Public Comments Received from Organizations 
Comment 
Number Comment Response 

 Conservation Coalition of Oklahoma  
1.1 The Conservation Coalition of Oklahoma 

submits these comments along with the 
Oklahoma Trout Unlimited & Tulsa Fly 
Fishers, Save the Illinois River and the 
Greater Tenkiller Area Association 
pertaining to proposed revisions to the 
Oklahoma Water Quality Standards 
(OWQS) that are under consideration 
by the Oklahoma Water Resources 
Board (OWRB).  Specifically, there is 
new language proposed that would 
establish water quality standard 
variances, that, as we understand it, are 
being pursued as a consequence of a 
recently signed Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA) between  Oklahoma 
and the state of Arkansas. Based on that 
agreement, it is our understanding that 
the OWRB has been directed to consider 
“applicable variance requirements" as 
well as revisions to the OWQS.  Further, 
we understand that implementation of 
pertinent revisions and subsequent 
criterion is to be coordinated with 
Arkansas and that this process will also 
involve Oklahoma stakeholders. 

OWRB is not considering changes to the 
WQS variance provision as a consequence 
of the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) 
signed between the Oklahoma Secretary of 
Energy and Environment, Oklahoma 
Secretary of Agriculture, Arkansas 
Department of Environmental Quality, and 
Arkansas Natural Resources Commission 
(referred to as the OK AR MOA for the 
remainder of this document).  OWRB staff 
has been considering and has had several 
discussion regarding revisions to the WQS 
variance provision since the changes to the 
federal water quality standards regulations 
were made in 2015 (40 CFR Part 131).    
 
The intention of the proposed change to 
Oklahoma’s WQS variance provision is to 
align Oklahoma’s WQS with the federal 
regulations (40 CFR 131.14) and create the 
opportunity for WQS variance to be an 
effective WQS tool in the future where it is 
applicable.   
 
 

Public Comments Received from Organizations 
List of Commenters  

1. Conservation Coalition of Oklahoma 
2. Environmental Federation of Oklahoma 
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4. Koch Fertilizer 
5. Local Environmental Action Demanded 
6. Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality 
7. Oklahoma Farm Bureau 
8. Public Service Company of Oklahoma 
9. Sac and Fox Nation 
10. Save the Illinois River 
11. Sierra Club 
12. Valero Refining Company 
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1.2 Central to this process is the existing 
WQS provision for phosphorus, which we 
understand will be under review as a 
consequence of this MOA. Based on 
feedback from OWRB staff, it is our 
understanding that this phosphorus 
criterion review is intended to result in 
the submittal of rules to improve both 
the criterion and its implementation. This 
will entail a review of the Joint Study 
Recommendations for the current 
phosphorus standard, the development 
of other tools, such as a variance, to 
being time-limited, incremental 
improvement to, water quality in the 
watershed. The pivotal action to this 
process is the revision of OWQS 
variance language to reflect new federal 
regulations, which, according the 
OWRB, must be done before an interim, 
time-limited variance could be created for 
the phosphorus criterion. We also 
understand that the OWRB has 
committed to engage stakeholders as this 
process progresses. If this is a largely 
inaccurate summary of the steps to be 
taken by the OWRB to pursue this 
variance provision of the water quality 
standards, please advise. 

The 2019 WQS rulemaking is independent 
of the OK AR MOA.  Separate from this 
rulemaking staff will begin working, in 
cooperation with sister state agencies and 
Arkansas agencies, on items presented in 
the MOA.  In addition to stakeholder 
outreach conducted as part of the OK AR 
MOA activities, any revisions to the total 
phosphorus criterion would be an OWRB 
WQS rulemaking action and both the 
informal and formal public participation 
processes would be employed to engage 
with stakeholders.  OWRB staff is committed 
to working with stakeholders.   
 
 

1.3 For those Oklahomans who have 
struggled for decades to establish water 
quality standards, particularly for 
phosphorus, for state designated scenic 
rivers and other streams and 
waterbodies affected by pollution in 
eastern Oklahoma, the actions outlined 
above are viewed as devastating to their 
and the state's efforts to restore the 
water quality integrity of some of  the 
highest quality water resources in 
Oklahoma.  To them, the concept of a 
variance or “temporary”, less stringent 
standard that would be substituted for 
the existing standard is a mechanism for 
allowing polluters to continue polluting 
with impunity. The Conservation 
Coalition of Oklahoma stands with them 
and shares their concern. Variances in 
their mind and in the practical 
experience of veterans of water quality 
standards revisions, is another word for 
significant delay and very possibly a 
basis for abandoning or significantly 

We recognize and respect the enormous 
contribution that stakeholders in the Illinois 
River watershed have made to improving 
and protecting water quality.  We value the 
hard work of stakeholders and recognize 
that they have been steadfast throughout a 
long and difficult process.  Stakeholders 
have provided and continue to provide an 
essential voice in the water quality standards 
process.     
 
A WQS variance does not allow pollution.  A 
WQS variance is a tool that directs 
incremental improvements in water quality in 
situations where beneficial uses are not 
attainable in the short-term, but are 
attainable in the future.  Variances act as a 
temporary WQS and are enforceable.  In 
addition, variances can include interim 
milestones and accountability measures to 
assure that the anticipated progress toward 
water quality improvement does in fact 
occur. 
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curtailing actions to control pollution 
sources. There is also a major concern 
that utilization of a variance for an 
Oklahoma Scenic River is a violation of 
the protections afforded such waters. 

OWRB staff acknowledges the questions 
and concerns regarding WQS variance and 
Oklahoma’s Scenic Rivers Act.  Staff 
anticipates that all legal questions regarding 
the application of a WQS variance to Scenic 
Rivers would be fully vetted prior to any 
development of a variance.      

1.4 Another factor that isn’t accounted for 
in this WQS discussion is the reported 
significant increase in poultry 
operations in the two states.  While it 
isn't a consideration for WQS revisions, 
it is a factor that will have a significant 
impact on the pollution load of affected 
streams and water bodies.  By default 
that makes a variance even more 
significant, especially considering that 
the cumulative impact of these new 
pollution sources on water quality are not 
being evaluated because the agency 
permitting these operations is not 
required to do so. By copy of this letter 
to Governor Stitt, we are asking him to 
address the cumulative impact issue of 
permitted polluting sources. 

OWRB staff shares concerns regarding 
cumulative impacts on water quality.  The 
Oklahoma Water Quality Standards 
Antidegradation Policy (785:45, Subchapter 
3 & 785:45-5-25) provides a strong 
regulatory foundation for sister 
environmental agencies working to manage 
and or limit increased loading in Scenic 
River watersheds.   
 
 

1.5 In closing, the Conservation Coalition of 
Oklahoma supports the existing water 
quality standard for phosphorus and 
actions to control pollution sources that 
will comply with that standard. 
Additionally, there is no provision to 
ensure that variances would be time-
limited, except for a periodic five year 
review to determine water quality 
improvement and no provision for 
ensuring that eventual compliance with 
prevailing water quality standards would 
be achieved. Without both of these 
provisions, the concept of variances is 
nothing more than the mechanism to 
legitimize existing downgraded water 
quality conditions. A variance in this 
instance will, in our mind, ensure the long 
term continuation of phosphorous 
pollution and is likely inconsistent with the 
legal protections for Oklahoma’s Scenic 
Rivers. We therefore do not support its 
implementation.  

A WQS variance is not a mechanism to 
legitimize degraded water quality conditions.   
Variances act as a temporary WQS and are 
enforceable.  In addition, variances can 
include interim milestones and accountability 
measures to assure that the anticipated 
progress toward water quality improvement 
does in fact occur.  Furthermore, the 
waterbody’s underlying standard remains in 
place and is still the long-term water quality 
goal for the waterbody.   The variance 
provides a technically robust and structured 
regulatory pathway to improve water quality 
over time and eventually attain the original 
standard.   
 
WQS variances are time limited; however,  
the term or time limit for the variance is 
determined on an individual basis for each 
variance depending upon the particular 
circumstances.  A variance must be 
reevaluated at least every 5 years.    
 
See response to comment 1.3 

1.6 In my personal experience, the OWRB 
has a decent track record of 
consideration for public concerns, a 

Thank you, OWRB staff values stakeholder 
participation in the WQS rulemaking process 
and sincerely strives to maintain and protect 
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commitment to adhere to the law and to 
render decisions that help protect 
Oklahoma’s waters.  On behalf of the 
Conservation Coalition of Oklahoma and 
Oklahoma Trout Unlimited & Tulsa Fly 
Fishers, we ask for such a decision. 

water quality for all Oklahomans.       

 Environment Federation of Oklahoma  
2.1 The Environmental Federation of 

Oklahoma (EFO), is a non-profit 
organization providing Oklahoma 
Industry a voice in the formulation and 
implementation of environmental laws, 
regulations and policies. EFO’s goal is to 
ensure an appropriate balance between 
protection of Oklahoma's environment 
and responsible economic growth which 
is very much like OWRB's goal which 
recognizes the relationship between an 
enhanced quality of life with a strong 
economy and a healthy environment. 
Please accept these comments as 
being offered in furtherance of these 
goals. 

Comment noted 

2.2 Before I detail our comments, I must 
first expound on the willingness, abilities 
and professionalism of the Water 
Quality Programs Division. The staff 
spent a considerable amount of time 
researching and developing the 
proposed regulations and not only 
encouraged, but requested that 
stakeholders review the proposals early 
and give comments and suggestions. 
The staff is very professional, 
knowledgeable of the science and wiling 
to hear and investigate other opinions 
and research. Through this process I 
believe that OWRB's water 
quality standards will be protective of 
human health while allowing flexibility 
and methods for industry to stay in 
compliance. 

Thank you, OWRB staff values stakeholder 
participation in the WQS rulemaking process 
and sincerely strives to work cooperatively 
with all parties.   

2.3 I would like to present on behalf of the 
EFO member companies our 
comments on the proposed  changes to 
785:35, Well Driller and Pump Installer 
Licensing, 785:45, Oklahoma's Water 
Quality Standards including appendices 
and  785:46, Implementation to 
Oklahoma's Water Quality Standards 
which will have a significant impact on 
their operations and compliance 

Comment noted.  Please see response to 
comments below.   
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strategies. EFO member companies are 
very sensitive to changes in the water 
quality standards that will be ultimately 
included in their discharge permits and 
could make it difficult and/or costly to 
comply with the permit requirements.  
 

2.4 I will start by expressing my appreciation 
to the staff for not  going forward  with  
the changes  in  the  Human  Health  
Criteria. EFO member companies with 
expanding the parameters in Appendix 
G and using updates from EPA’s 2015 
recommended criteria. We questioned 
the applicability of many of the criteria to 
Oklahoma waters and found that many 
were 4 to 10 times more stringent 
without a substantiated reason and 
found that many of the new standards 
would be more stringent than 
surrounding states. We anticipate 
working closely with staff while they 
develop the new criteria. 

OWRB staff is looking forward to continued 
work with EFO member companies on the 
update to human health criteria.     
 
Human health criteria are essential to 
protecting Oklahoma’s Public and Private 
Drinking Water Supply and Fish 
Consumption beneficial uses and it has been 
28 years since OWRB has conducted a 
comprehensive review of human health 
criteria.  Since Oklahoma last 
comprehensively reviewed human health 
criteria in 1991, both the types of chemical 
and industry activities in the state have 
diversified and increased and at the same 
time the foundational science supporting 
human health criteria developed has evolved 
and improved.  Thus, staff finds that a 
comprehensive review to update and 
consider new human health criteria is 
warranted.    
 
It is important to note that states can make a 
myriad of different decisions when 
developing and deriving human health 
criteria.  Therefore, it is often not a clear-cut 
process to compare criteria values between 
states and there are often valid reasons why 
numbers differ between states.  Staff 
expects to work closely with stakeholders on 
key technical issues throughout 2019 in 
preparation for the 2020 rulemaking.     

2.5 OAC Title 785, Chapter 45 
 
EFO agrees and appreciates the OWRB 
including the Site-Specific Criteria and 
the Variance Provisions into Chapter 45. 
These provisions have been available to 
the regulated community for some time, 
but has not been widely known or used 
and was difficult and costly to use. 
Inclusion of these provisions into this 
Chapter will make the programs more 
accessible to industry. 

Comment noted.  Staff looks forward to 
working cooperatively with EFO member 
companies and employing these tools, as 
applicable.            
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2.6 OAC Title 785, Chapter 46 
 
OWRB is proposing to make changes 
to Oklahoma's Surface Water Quality 
Standards (OSWQS) as part of the 
triennial review process. Proposed 
changes significantly amend the state's 
current selenium standard and 
ostensibly align with EPA’s published 
2016 Aquatic Life Ambient Water 
Quality Criterion for Selenium in 
Freshwater. Data suggests that 
selenium toxicity for invertebrates and 
vertebrates is linked to bioaccumulation, 
and studies suggest that the major 
pathway for bioaccumulation of 
selenium is via dietary uptake. 
Traditional methods for predicting 
selenium toxicity based on water 
column concentrations do not capture 
site-specific factors, such as food web 
structure and hydrology. To address 
this gap, EPA recommended the use of 
fish tissue concentration as an 
indicator f o r  local selenium toxicity. In 
Subchapter 5 Section 785:46-5-10, 
OWRB has proposed a single chronic 
criterion composed of 3 criterion  
elements: 1) dissolved total selenium in 
flowing waters, 2) fish tissue whole- 
body, and 3) fish tissue muscle. OWRB is 
proposing that selenium water column 
concentration be used to establish 
reasonable potential (RP) to exceed the 
numerical state standard. If RP is 
established, a fish tissue study may be 
used to support the need for a Water 
Quality-Based Effluent Limit (WQBEL) in 
an OPDES permit. If an existing 
discharger is exceeding the water 
column element but is not failing the 
fish tissue criterion element, this 
indicates that the food web and 
bioaccumulation pathways differ from 
those  used  in the derivation  of  the 
water  column  standard and do not result 
in  fish tissue concentrations. As such, 
the OPDES permittee will not have a 
selenium-based WQBEL in their permit.  
We strongly support this regulatory 
mechanism for establishing RP and the 
need for a WQBEL as it retains EPA's 
intended primacy of fish tissue over 

Comment noted.  Thank you for your 
support.    
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water column concentration. In general, 
we agree with OWRB's conclusion that 
fish tissue selenium concentration may 
more accurately reflect toxicity due to 
impacts of local ecological factors, and 
we appreciate  the imbedded  regulatory  
flexibility and practical  approach  to  
monitoring  requirements in the  
proposed   rules; however,  several  
technical comments are presented 
below that address concerns  on the 
applicability and regulatory framework of 
the proposed standard. 

2.7 Lack of Available Guidance Document: 
In Subchapter 5 Section 785:46-5-10, the 
proposed rule states:  
A fish tissue special study conducted in 
accordance with OAC 785:46-14 and 
consistent with OWRB Technical 
Guidance TRWQ2019-01, shall be 
required to evaluate the fish tissue 
criterion.” 
It is reasonable to expect that a point 
discharger will elect to utilize the 
regulatory flexibility provided in 
785:46-5-10 by confirming the need for a 
WQBEL via a fish study. In the Rule 
Impact Statement for Rule Amendments 
in OAC 785:46 it states: “OPDES 
permittees will bear the cost of a fish 
tissue special study, if they choose to 
conduct such a study." OWRB Technical 
Guidance TRWQ2019-01 has yet to be 
published. The guidance document will 
define collection methods and the 
requirements for an OPDES permittee 
when developing a Monitoring and 
Reporting Plan (745:46-14-3). As such, 
until issued, an OPDES permittee cannot 
fully evaluate the intended regulatory 
flexibility afforded via the fish study and 
potential financial and operational effects 
of such studies. We request that a draft 
TRWQ2019-01 guidance document be 
made available and finalized, after a 
public comment period, prior to 
finalizing the proposed rule. To expedite 
this process, industry stakeholders are 
willing to participate and assist in the 
development of the guidance document. 
 

Staff recognizes the need to finalize the 
referenced technical guidance document as 
soon as possible and that this document is 
central to evaluating and or planning a fish 
tissue special study.      
 
In the near term though, the EPA Draft 
Technical Support for Fish Tissue Monitoring 
for Implementation of EPA’s 2016 Selenium 
Criterion (EPA 820-F-16-007) is readily 
available.  Staff has stated in both the Staff 
Report and in public meetings that the 
OWRB technical guidance document will be 
generally consistent with EPA’s.  One fish 
tissue special study in the state is currently 
underway and the workplan for this project 
was developed based on the EPA technical 
support document and consultation with 
OWRB staff.  The workplan from this study 
has been made available, as an example, to 
interested parties upon request.  
Additionally, staff will happily meet with any 
interested party to help facilitate planning of 
fish tissue special study.         
 
Nevertheless, finalizing the technical 
guidance document is a priority and staff 
looks forward to working with stakeholders.    
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2.8 Compliance and Enforcement 
In Subchapter 5 Section 785:46-5-10, the 
proposed rule states: 
 
If fish tissue data exceed the fish tissue 
criterion element, a WQBEL shall be 
required. The WQBEL shall be 
established based upon the water 
chemistry criterion element. Effluent   
and fish tissue monitoring requirements 
per this subsection shall be included in 
the permit." Further language in 785-46-
5-10 limits the fish monitoring 
requirements to: "Concurrent with permit 
renewal and at least once within the 
year 2, 3, or 4 of the permit." In the 
absence of a WQBEL, fish tissue 
monitoring is still required if reasonable 
potential to exceed the criterion is 
demonstrate. If the fish tissue criterion 
is exceeded, then the agency must 
include a WQBEL in the OPDES permit. 
Thus, the proposed regulatory 
framework does establish fish tissue 
primacy over water column 
concentration, as recommended by 
EPA. However, the proposal is unclear 
whether fish tissue concentration has 
primacy over water column concentration 
when a WQBEL is already present in an 
OPDES permit. For example, if a point 
source discharger has a WQBEL in their 
permit and has not exceeded their 
numerical criteria in the discharge, and 
yet the required fish tissue study in year 2, 
3, or 4 results in an exceedance of the 
fish tissue criterion, the proposal is 
unclear as to whether a permit violation 
has occurred. The statute should make 
clear that the ecological monitoring is 
solely for assessing beneficial use and 
not for compliance determinations. We 
recommend that the fish tissue monitoring 
requirement for point source dischargers 
that are already subject to a WQBEL be 
a non-enforceable, monitor only 
requirement in the OPDES permit during 
the permitting period. 
 

The proposed selenium criterion is a 
multimedia criterion with 3 elements: 1) 
water column, 2) fish muscle tissue, 3) fish 
whole body.  All criteria elements are 
protective against chronic selenium effects 
to aquatic life.  As supported by the 
commenter, the criterion clearly structures 
the hierarchy of the 3 elements.   
 
OWRB rules do not specify how sister 
agencies, such as ODEQ, make permit 
compliance determinations.  Staff 
recommends that questions and comments 
regarding individual permit monitoring and 
compliance be directed to ODEQ.          
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2.9 We are appreciative of OWRB's 
regulatory flexibility by allowing point 
dischargers to confirm the need for a 
WQBEL via a fish study; however, it is 
unclear how the permitting agency will 
handle situations where a point 
discharger that is currently subject to a 
WQBEL no longer requires a permit limit 
due to passing the fish tissue criterion. 
We recommend that the permitted 
discharger be allowed to maintain its 
current permit limit to avoid anti-
backsliding issues. 
 

This comment refers to a specific permitting 
matter (anti-backsliding).  This question is 
best directed to the permitting authority 
ODEQ.     

2.10 Exclusion Criteria 
 
Due to Oklahoma's unique geology 
(e.g., gypsum deposits), elevated 
background concentrations of selenium 
are observed in soil, groundwater and 
surface waters. OWRB recognizes 
Oklahoma's unique geology and affords 
some regulatory flexibility for those 
affected areas. Correlations between 
selenium and conductivity 
concentrations were made from available 
data, and waterbodies that have a 
conductivity greater than 2,000 µS/cm 
are excluded from the proposed rule- 
OWRB does note in the Proposed 
Update to the Oklahoma’s Selenium 
Aquatic Life Criterion and Development of 
Implementation Rules Staff Report: 
"The data in Figure 5 was further 
bisected to determine if a relationship 
exists between conductivities of 1,000 
and 2,000 µS/cm   Both visually and 
statistically (R2 < 6.0), no relationship 
exists with dissolved selenium within that 
conductivity range." 
As such, waterbodies that have 
conductivity concentrations in this range 
may have elevated background 
concentrations of selenium and using 
conductivity as a surrogate for selenium 
concentration may not be appropriate 
for all waters. It is recommended that 
OWRB perform a more thorough  study 
of water segments and/or allow  point  
dischargers to submit data throughout  
the  permitting period on downstream  
waters to support exclusion of water 
segments,  especially for  those  water  

In an effort to be regulatorily responsible in 
the promulgation of a new selenium criterion, 
staff investigated the suitability of the new 
selenium criterion for certain Oklahoma 
waters, specifically waters with higher levels 
of naturally occurring salinity co-occurring 
with selenium.   The rationale, data relied 
upon, and staff recommendations for the 
exploration of conductivity and dissolved 
selenium are summarized below and are 
further documented in the OWRB staff report 
“Proposed Update to the Oklahoma’s 
Selenium Aquatic Life Criterion and 
Development of Implementation Rules” 
(http://www.owrb.ok.gov/rules/wqs/revisions/
pdf/2018-
19/SeleniumAquaticLifeCriterionStaffReport.
pdf). 
 
A literature review revealed studies that 
demonstrate a relationship between salinity, 
expressed as conductivity, and dissolved 
selenium. As such, OWRB staff explored the 
relationship between known naturally higher 
levels of salinity in certain parts of Oklahoma 
and the co-occurrence of higher 
concentrations selenium.  Specific 
conductance was chosen to represent 
salinity in the analysis because it is 
commonly measured by monitoring 
programs and is typically used as a 
surrogate measure of salinity.   The results 
of this data driven analysis, make evident 
that a strong relationship exists between 
dissolved selenium and conductivity when 
mean conductivity exceeds 2,000 µS/cm.  
Below 2,000 µS/cm, the relationship 
becomes much weaker; both visually and 
statistically (R2< 6.0), no relationship exists 
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bodies with conductivity between 1,000 
µS/cm and 2,000 µS/cm. 
 

with dissolved selenium below that 
conductivity level. 
 
An additional characteristic of higher salinity 
waters (specifically those with conductivities 
greater than 2,000 µS/cm) is a general 
negative effect on freshwater fish and 
benthic invertebrate communities. Biological 
collections of both fish and benthic 
invertebrates from the OWRB (OWRB, 
2018) and the Oklahoma Conservation 
Commission (OCC, 2018) demonstrate that 
community population dynamics are affected 
by the occurrence of naturally high salinity in 
these waters. Generally, both richness and 
community diversity are adversely affected 
by higher salinity (OWRB, 2010 and 2013). 
Food web dynamics are likely disrupted in 
these waters, and as a result, the food web 
dynamics found in waters that do not have 
high levels of salinity are not representative 
of these waters. 
 
Based on both the relationship of higher 
levels of salinity with dissolved selenium as 
well as foundational ecological principals 
regarding the biological communities and 
food web dynamics in waters with 
conductivities greater than 2,000 µS/cm, the 
OWRB staff finds that the 5 ug/L criterion for 
selenium should remain in place for certain 
waterbodies until such time as the OWRB 
can explore regionally-specific fish tissue 
and water column criteria for selenium in 
these waters.  Because the science for the 
new criterion is largely driven by dietary 
preferences in fish and local food web 
dynamics, OWRB staff finds that the 
maintenance of a 5 ug/L criterion for 
selenium is protective of the Fish and 
Wildlife Propagation beneficial use in these 
waters.  
 
Waterbodies with conductivities between 
1,000 and 2,000 µS/cm do not show the 
same relationship between higher levels of 
naturally occurring salinity and dissolved 
selenium.   Below 2,000 µS/cm, the 
relationship becomes much weaker.  Both 
visually and statistically (R2< 6.0), no 
relationship exists with dissolved selenium 
within that conductivity range.  Also, 
evidence concerning disruption of food web 
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dynamics in these waterbodies does not 
exist.  To expand the rationale for waterbody 
exclusion for waters above 2,000 µS/cm to 
waters below 2,000 µS/cm would not be 
scientifically defensible and would not be 
protective of the Fish and Wildlife 
Propagation beneficial use in these waters.   
 
However, it is important to keep several 
things in mind concerning waterbodies with 
conductivities below 2,000 µS/cm.  First, the 
new criterion is protective of the Fish and 
Wildlife Propagation beneficial use in these 
waters.  The science for the new criterion is 
largely driven by dietary preferences in fish 
and local food web dynamics.  As such, the 
new criterion provides both a water column 
and a fish tissue element within the criterion. 
As an outgrowth of this regulatory approach, 
the new criterion provides regulatory 
flexibility to the discharger community.   
 
Second, if a facility meets reasonable 
potential test for selenium (based on water 
column data), the facility can now use data 
from fish study to determine if an effluent 
limit is in fact necessary.  In the past, this 
option to confirm the need for a permit limit 
was not available.  Furthermore, if the facility 
exceeds the fish tissue criterion, a site 
specific criterion may be developed that, 
depending on the results of the study, may 
or may not have the same stringency as the 
statewide criterion. 

2.11 While dissolved selenium concentration 
should be considered for exclusion of 
waterbodies, we believe that areas with 
elevated concentrations of selenium in 
soil should be considered, as well.  Data 
from waterqualitydata.us shows sites in 
Western and Eastern Oklahoma that 
have concentrations greater than 1 
mg/kg in the soil. The new criterion is 
based on fish tissue concentration, 
which is a result of dietary uptake of 
selenium through trophic levels. Elevated  
background  benthic  concentrations 
due  to  the presence  of  seleniferous  
soil could  give rise to  naturally 
elevated  fish tissue and/or water  
column concentrations. A waterbody’s 
partition coefficient (Kd) value or 
Enrichment Factor (EF), the ratio 

Staff agrees that the naturally occurring soil 
and geology in parts of Oklahoma that 
contain selenium would likely influence the 
selenium concentrations measured in 
associated waterbodies and fish.  However, 
staff finds that the use of site-specific criteria 
would be an effective WQS option if a 
particular situation ever arises. 
 
The purpose of site-specific criteria is to take 
into account a site’s unique physical, 
chemical, and or biological conditions.  In 
this supposed case an area’s seleniferous 
sols would serve as the unique condition to 
be addressed through the site-specific 
criteria process.   
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between particulate and dissolved 
selenium, may be naturally elevated, 
resulting in overly conservative criteria   
for sites.  EPA's derivation of the 
proposed criteria included inputs from   
sediment, phytoplankton, detritus, etc. 
when calculating the partition coefficient. 
As sediment is likely the minor 
contributing source to dietary uptake in 
the food web, OWRB should consider 
removing sediment contributions in the 
EF calculation. In addition, 
meteorological events and hydrologic 
changes (see below) can result in 
nonpoint source selenium inputs that 
affect the bioaccumulation of  selenium 
in resident fish species. OWRB should 
allow point dischargers to submit data 
demonstrating elevated background 
concentrations of selenium in soil when 
compared to the sediment in receiving 
water body to accurately reflect the 
dischargers inputs to the environment. In 
the interim, we recommend excluding 
dischargers that are in areas with 
seleniferous soil due to its unknown 
impact on the food web. 
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2.12 Fish Migration Consideration in 
Targeted Species: 
 
Water segments that are currently 
excluded from the proposed rule may be 
tributaries of non-excluded water 
segments. Resident fish species in 
Oklahoma's waters such as bluegill 
sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus), a 
recommended fish species to target for  
fish tissue criterion by EPA due to its 
sensitivity and bioaccumulation potential 
can tolerate waters with conductivity 
greater than 2,000 µS/cm. As such point 
dischargers located near the confluence 
of excluded water segments may have 
elevated fish tissue concentrations due 
to elevated background selenium 
concentrations in excluded tributaries. 
One can envision a scenario where 
reasonable potential is confirmed during 
a fish study for a point discharger due 
to resident fish migration pathways, 
resulting in overly conservative permit 
limits for the OPDES permittee. OWRB 
should exclude those facilities that are 
proximal to exclude tributaries of non-
excluded water segments or augment 
EPA's guidance on targeted species for 
fish studies to obviate the scenario 
presented above. 

Oklahoma’s WQS are applicable to receiving 
waterbodies, not to any individual regulated 
facilities.  It is not possible to exclude 
particular regulated facilities “that are 
proximal to exclude tributaries of non- 
excluded water segments”.  However, 
OWRB recognizes that the exclusion of 
certain waterbodies from the current 
rulemaking may create some segment 
specific concerns at the confluence of two 
waterbodies and the waters may share fish 
populations.  As such, these concerns are 
best addressed during implementation and 
will be considered in the fish tissue 
monitoring technical guidance that will be 
developed with stakeholder involvement and 
a robust technical-review process.   
Moreover, a site specific criterion may be 
developed and depending on the results of 
the study, may or may not have the same 
stringency as the statewide criterion. 

2.13 Rolling Average 
 
The proposed  chronic selenium criteria 
is based on a 30-day water  column  
element; however,  EPA derived a 
characteristic time of  60 days for 
accumulation and depuration in fish. 
The depuration rate of selenium for fish 
was based on fathead minnows, and 
EPA recognized that adult fathead 
minnows are expected to have faster 
depuration kinetics due to their small 
size when compared  to larger, longer- 
lived, sensitive fish species, such as 
bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus) 
and shovelnose sturgeon 
(Scaphirbynchus platorynchus). In 
addition, when deriving the new criterion, 
EPA considered measurements from 
the biological samples collected at the 
same sites within 1 year of appropriate 

To ensure that aquatic life criteria are 
protective, EPA guidelines direct that 
averaging periods are less than or equal to 
the toxic speed of action (characteristic 
time).  When developing the 304(a) selenium 
criterion EPA derived the fish characteristic 
time based on conservative values for 
depuration coefficients in fish.  This 
influenced the ~60 day characteristic time 
(i.e. toxic speed of action) and the 
determination to set the criterion averaging 
period at 30 days.  Staff agrees with the 
conservative decisions supporting the 30 
day averaging period. 
 
At the same time, staff included 
opportunities for regulatory flexibility when 
implementing the selenium criterion such as, 
the use of fish tissue data to confirm the 
need for a permit limit and minimal fish 
tissue monitoring during the term of the 
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water quality data to be considered 
acceptable as matched pairs, 
demonstrating that longer compliance 
periods are applicable and 
environmentally relevant. Based on 
practices elsewhere for bioaccumulative 
pollutants, such as selenium and 
mercury, the criterion  may be 
effectively implemented as a 12-month 
rolling  average without having any 
negative environmental impact. 

permit.  Therefore, staff finds that 
maintaining the 30 day averaging period is 
essential to maintaining the criterion’s 
capacity to protect the Fish and Wildlife 
Propagation beneficial use.          

2.14 We appreciate OWRB's willingness to 
consider this comment letter on the 
proposed amendments to OSWQS. We 
also appreciate the inclusion of the Site-
Specific Criteria and the Variance 
Provisions into Chapter 45. The see the 
proposed changes  as significantly  
amending  the  state's  current  
selenium standard  ostensibly to align 
with EPA’s published 2016 Aquatic Life 
Ambient Water Quality Criterion for 
Selenium in Freshwater. OWRB is 
proposing that selenium water column 
concentration be used to establish 
reasonable potential (RP) to exceed the 
numerical state standard. If RP is 
established, a fish tissue study may be 
used to support the need for a WQBEL 
in an OPDES permit. We strongly support 
this regulatory mechanism for 
establishing RP and the need for a 
WQBEL as it retains EPA’s intended 
primacy of fish tissue over water column 
concentration and affords point 
discharger some regulatory flexibility. 
There are concerns on the availability of 
required guidance to fully evaluate the 
proposed selenium rule, in which 
industry stakeholders are willing to 
participate to expedite the development. 
In addition, several technical 
comments and concerns over 
enforcement and permit language were 
discussed. It is our belief that the  
provided  recommendations clarify and  
strengthen the scientific defensibility and 
regulatory framework of the proposed rule  
to protect  aquatic communities 
consistent with the scientific basis of 
EPA’s recommendations. 
 

Comment noted.  Thank you for your 
support.    
 
See response to comment 2.7 
 
See response to comment 2.8 
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 Greater Tenkiller Area Association  

3.1 Regarding: 785:45-5-5 WQ Standards 
Variance  
Oklahoma Scenic Rivers and Lake 
Tenkiller must have the very highest 
water quality protection possible. I ask 
you to reject the rule allowing a variance 
to Oklahoma water quality regulations 
especially for Oklahoma Scenic Rivers.  
Designated scenic rivers should not be 
compromised by allowing a variance to 
meet pollution limits. Oklahoma’s 
phosphorus limit for scenic rivers must be 
enforced without further delay. It must not 
be weakened for any length of time, for 
any reason or for any private, corporate or 
municipal entity. 

Oklahoma’s Scenic Rivers are afforded the 
highest levels of water quality protection 
under the state’s water quality standards.  
The proposed revision to the WQS variance 
does not weaken water quality protection.    
The option to develop a WQS variance has 
long been part of Oklahoma’s WQS and the 
intent of the proposed revision is to improve 
the structure and function of this provision 
and align it with the 2015 federal regulations 
(40 CFR 131.14).  The proposed changes 
provided a more robust framework for the 
development and implementation of a WQS 
variance for any waterbody. 
 
See response to comments 1.3. 

3.2 We respectively ask Oklahoma State 
agencies including the Oklahoma Water 
Resources Board to work in concert to 
enforce the water quality regulations 
currently in place.  One of those 
regulations that is especially important to 
the protection of Oklahoma Scenic Rivers 
is our numeric, instream phosphorus limit.  
This protective limit, proven scientifically 
defensible by the Baylor University Joint 
Scenic Rivers Study, still is not being 
enforced by Oklahoma.  Phosphorus 
levels at the Arkansas-Oklahoma border 
surpass our phosphorus limit by greater 
than 80-percent.  After nearly 20-years of 
passage by the OWRB, this is 
unacceptable. 

OWRB does not have direct water quality 
standards enforcement authority nor does it 
specify how sister agencies compliance 
and/or enforcement determinations.  These 
decisions are wholly the responsibility of the 
implementing agencies. 
 
Yet, since the adoption of the Illinois River 
total phosphorus criterion staff has 
continuously worked with Oklahoma sister 
agencies and agencies in Arkansas to 
implement the criterion and improve water 
quality.  While there have been measurable 
water quality improvements over the years, 
this has proven to be a long and arduous 
process and more improvements are still 
needed.  We value the critical role 
stakeholders have continued to play 
throughout the years.   OWRB staff is 
committed to continued work with 
stakeholders, responsible parties, and 
agencies to restore beneficial uses in the 
Illinois River.    
           

 Koch Fertilizer  
4.1 Koch Fertilizer Enid, LLC (KFE) is 

submitting comments to the proposed 
rulemaking associated with Oklahoma’s 
Water Quality Standards codified in 
Oklahoma Administrative Code (OAC) 
Title 785, Chapter 45 and 46.  KFE 
supports the proposed OAC 785:45-46-5-
10 rulemaking language as it provides an 
evidenced based approach that allows 

Comment noted, thank you for your support.  
Staff values the proactive and cooperative 
working relationship established with KFE.   
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dischargers to determine the appropriate 
applicability of Water Quality Based 
Effluent Limits (WQBEL) for 
bioaccumulating pollutants in receiving 
streams.  In addition, KFE supports the 
evidentiary primacy mechanism 
established in proposed OAC 785:46-15-5 
(support vs nonsupport) because the 
mechanism allows for the assessment of 
the direct impact of bioaccumulating 
pollutants.   

 Local Environmental Action Demanded 
L.E.A.D 

 

5.1 Local Environmental Action Demanded 
(LEAD) Agency, Inc. is 50l(c)(3) non-
profit Environmental Justice organization 
in northeast Oklahoma with offices in 
Vinita & Miami. We sponsor two 
Waterkeeper programs, the Grand 
Riverkeeper and Tar Creekkeeper. 

Comment noted.   

5.2 This letter contains comments 
concerning OWRB's proposed rules 
regarding upgrading of 38 new chemicals 
for the state's list of water pollutants and 
assessing maximum contaminant levels, 
upgrading the current list and changing 
the way variances are providing for 
water quality standards for individual 
water bodies on a "temporary basis." 
 
We are very concerned about these new 
rules OWRB proposes to promulgate.  
On the one hand, the agency states that 
these chemicals are found in the water 
and the fish in our state, and, on the 
other hand, has decided not to upgrade 
its data base with information about 
these chemicals and assess MCLs for 
the protection of human health and the 
environment. 
 
LEAD would like to know why the 
Agency would take this risk with the 
health of Oklahomans who fish, swim, 
and drink the waters of our state? How 
long will it be before the Agency plans to 
work on this update? 
 
Many of these chemicals are 
carcinogenic, by the Agency's 
admission, LEAD finds this unacceptable 
and urges the Agency to reconsider and 

Water quality standards define the goals for 
a waterbody and work to safeguard human 
health and aquatic life by establishing 
provisions to limit pollution.  Protecting 
beneficial uses associated with human 
health is a critical function of the water 
quality standards.    
 
Please see response to comment 2.4.   
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move forward with this update! 
5.3 Regarding the new variance proposal:  

LEAD is very aware of what variances 
can bring. The Tar Creek Superfund Site 
is the environmental issue that our 
organization was focused on when we 
formed and incorporated in 1997.  Tar 
Creek is one stream in Oklahoma that 
got a variance in the early 1980s after 
the 1979 massive fish kill following the 
outflow of acid mine water drainage as 
the mine water surfaced that year. 
 
Tar Creek's Beneficial Use was lowered 
to: "Human Cause Habitat Limited 
Aquatic Community-Irreparable." EPA 
and State had taken the position that a 
simple Band-Aid applied to the site 
would stop the mine water, which failed.  
Therefore, since 1979, every day thirteen 
tons of toxic heavy metals travel down 
Tar Creek into the Neosho River and 
into Grand Lake. EPA has finally decided  
Tar Creek CAN be cleaned up after all, 
though with funding according to the 
EPA it will take yet another 10 years or 
more before the work can be completed.  
Cleanup, has been a political decision, 
not a scientific one. A decision that has 
allowed the metals to accumulate in the 
creek, river and lakes and spread out in 
the watershed during rain and flood 
events. Damages accumulated during 
these 40 years. 
 
How can any Variance be different and 
how long will they last, and will those 
decisions also be science based or 
political, like Tar Creek? 
We are sure the Agency's answer will 
be science based, but we have had the 
experience of knowing political whims 
have been known to be followed, as Tar 
Creek has proven. 

Water quality standards define the goals for 
a waterbody and work to safeguard human 
health and aquatic life by establishing 
provisions to limit pollution.  However, WQS 
must be flexible enough to accommodate a 
range of specific water quality related 
circumstances while at the same time 
meeting both the goals and requirements of 
the Clean Water Act.  Thus, a number of 
tools for achieving water quality standards 
are provided in both federal and state 
regulations.  The WQS tool that was used to 
modify the beneficial uses of Tar Creek was 
a Use Attainability Analyses (UAA) not a 
variance.   
 
A UAA is structured scientific assessment of 
the factors affecting the attainment of 
beneficial uses for a given waterbody.  The 
factors considered in the assessment 
include the physical, chemical, biological, 
and economic measures presented in the 
federal regulations at 40 CFR 131.10(g) and 
Oklahoma WQS 785:45-5-2.  A UAA is 
conducted to remove a beneficial use or to 
adopt a subcategory of the use that requires 
less stringent criteria.  The UAA process 
requires a public hearing and the UAA 
should be reviewed at least every 3 years.   
The UAA for Tar Creek was conducted 
decades ago at that time the conclusion was 
made to subcategorize the beneficial uses.  
 
OWRB staff is apprised of conditions at the 
Tar Creek site and has been encouraged of 
late regarding progress on treatment 
systems and improved water quality.  If 
stakeholders further have questions and/or, 
concerns staff would be happy to meet for a 
discussion.   
 
Please see response to comments 1.3 and 
1.5 regarding WQS variance.   

5.4 LEAD stands with Save The Illinois 
River in opposing this variance rule 
change. Just as they are opposed to 
impacts such a variance would have on 
the lllinois River and Tenkiller Lake, in 
our watershed, Grand Lake (all of its 
water segments) and all of its tributaries 
are on the State’s 303(d) list of impaired 

The federal regulation found at 40 CFR 
131.10(b) requires states to consider and 
ensure the attainment and maintenance of a 
downstream states water quality standards.   
Moreover, states only have the authority to 
adopt and apply WQS with their state 
jurisdiction.  So, for example, a WQS 
variance adopted by the State of Missouri 
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water bodies in part due to nutrient 
loading and dissolved oxygen.  Grand 
Lake is near the Missouri border and its 
primary tributaries flow from Missouri.  
Just across the border are 4 poultry 
processing facilities and all their growers 
lined up on the Honey Creek, Elk River 
and Spring River. Grand Lake catches all 
of the run-off from 80% of Missouri's 
poultry industry. So, the Lake catches 
not only the Tri-State Mining District run-
off and mine water drainage (Tar Creek 
is one of 5 Superfund Sites in the Tri-
State), but also catches all of poultry 
run-off from Missouri. 
Just like Illinois River what's to prevent 
OWRB from allowing Missouri variances 
on our side at Grand Lake? 

would have no applicability in the state of 
Oklahoma and would have to ensure the 
attainment of Oklahoma’s water quality 
standards.   
 
When states are working on WQS projects 
that may affect the waters of another state, 
parties may engage in administrative 
processes, technical work groups, and/or 
created formal agreements to establish 
partnerships that will facilitate cross-
jurisdictional coordination.  Often this may be 
a less than perfect process, but it can yield 
results to improve and protect water quality.         

5.5 Grand Lake suffers from nutrient loading 
and has been completely or partially 
closed in the recent past for toxic blue-
green algae blooms. Expansion into our 
area and the Missouri and Kansas sides 
has begun and could be very dangerous 
for us, especially if these variances were 
to be given 
 
Several rural water districts, Vinita and 
many other communities get their 
drinking water from the Grand Lake. 
One rural water district has already 
gotten into trouble due to over 
chlorination, causing the development of 
Haloacetic acids (HAAS) which is 
carcinogenic. It took the water district 
two years to get the levels below 
maximum contaminant levels.  This a 
growing problem for water bodies high in 
nutrient loading. 

OWRB water quality monitoring programs 
have long conducted a range of monitoring 
efforts in the Grand Lake Watershed.  We 
share LEADs concerns regarding water 
quality impairments in this watershed.   
OWRB along with sister state agencies and 
other partners have been engaged in a 
several projects seeking to improve water 
quality and attain the beneficial uses of 
Grand Lake.  Furthermore, OWRB staff 
shares LEADs concerns regarding nutrient 
loading to waterbodies and the risk to the 
Public and Private Drinking Water Supply 
beneficial use.  Staff would be happy to meet 
with LEAD to share information and discuss 
any stakeholder questions and concerns.     

5.6 This is to illustrate how dangerous 
variances can be, and we already have 
an example of a variance that never had 
to happen and it is posing a danger to 
Grand Lake and the folks who drink the 
water, swim and eat the fish a (ODEQ 
has issued a fish consumption  advisory 
for Grand Lake and its tributaries).  
LEAD Agency has been sharing this 
information with the public, but more 
should be done to convey the 
information 
 

The purpose of Oklahoma’s water quality 
standards is to maintain and protect the 
quality of the waters of the state (785:45-1-1) 
and the OWRB is committed to all agency 
responsibilities for the protection of water 
quality on behalf of all Oklahoma residents.  
OWRB staff values the participation and 
contributions made by stakeholders to 
Oklahoma’s water quality standards and we 
would like to work with LEAD and other 
organizations to improve water quality in the 
Grand Lake watershed and in all of 
Oklahoma’s waters.   
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Growth of the industrial poultry industry, 
therefore, in this part of Green Country 
and on the Missouri, Kansas and 
Arkansas, combined with OWRB 
variances for water quality standards 
could ruin waters in the Grand Lake 
watershed for fishing, swimming and 
perhaps drinking. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to 
comment on this rulemaking.  If you 
have further questions please do not 
hesitate to contact us.   

 Oklahoma Department of 
Environmental Quality 

 

6.1 OAC 785:45-5-5, Water Quality Standard 
Variance 
DEQ agrees with and supports OWRB’s 
proposal to make the variance process 
more consistent with the existing federal 
requirements of 40 CFR 131.14 

Comment noted.  Thank you.   

6.2 OAC 785:45-5-7, Site-specific Criteria 
DEQ requests additional language for 
OAC 785:45-5-7(a), Site-specific Criteria 
as follows:  
“In the case of selenium, site-specific 
criteria may be developed using the 
substitution of fish flesh testing in lieu of 
compliance with the water column 
numerical criteria in accordance with EPA 
guidance as modified and with OWRB 
approval.” 

As part of this rulemaking staff revised 
Oklahoma’s site-specific criteria provision to 
improve its clarity and accessibility.  
Oklahoma’s, site-specific criteria provision 
allows for site specific criteria to be 
developed for a broad range of pollutants, 
including selenium.    
 
 

6.3 Regarding the proposed water column 
criteria for selenium of 3.1 µg/L to replace 
the existing 5 µg/L as proposed in 
Appendix G and explained in OWRB’s 
report dated December 21, 2018 entitled, 
Proposed Update to the Oklahoma’s 
Selenium Aquatic Life Criterion and 
Development of Implementation Rules, 
DEQ objects to the proposed selenium 
standard of 3.1 µg/L for the following 
reasons: 
(see 1 – 6-) below 
 

Please, see responses beginning at 6.4 
below. 

6.4 1) OWRB’s Staff Report states that a 
selenium chronic criteria of 5 µg/L is 
protective of the Fish and Wildlife 
Propagation beneficial use.  DEQ agrees 
with this statement. 

The OWRB staff report “Proposed Update to 
the Oklahoma’s Selenium Aquatic Life 
Criterion and Development of 
Implementation Rules” states that:   
 

“Grounded in both empirical data and 
certain foundational ecological principals 
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regarding biological communities in the 
above listed waters and much of their 
watersheds, the OWRB believes that the 
maintenance of a 5 ug/L criterion for 
selenium is protective of the Fish and 
Wildlife Propagation beneficial use.” 

 
To suggest that the OWRB is applying this 
statement about protectiveness to all 
Oklahoma surface waters misinterprets the 
context of the statement within the report.   
 
The listed waters referred to in this 
statement are specifically waters that have 
naturally occurring salinity greater than 
2,000 µS/cm.  These waters include: the 
Cimarron River, the Beaver River from the 
confluence of Palo Duro Creek downstream 
to the confluence of Kiowa Creek, the Salt 
Fork of the Arkansas River, the Washita 
River above the confluence with Cavalry 
Creek, the Canadian River above the 
confluence with Deer Creek, the Red River 
above Lake Texoma, the North Fork of the 
Red River, the Salt Fork of the Red River, 
and the Elm Fork of the Red River, as well 
as portions of their watersheds.  In no other 
part of the referenced report is it suggested 
that 5 ug/L of selenium is protective of the 
Fish and Wildlife Propagation beneficial use. 
 
Please, refer to comments 2.10 and 8.9  for 
a more complete reiteration of the rationale 
behind the exclusion of some waterbodies 
based on the occurrence of naturally high 
levels of salinity and co-occurrence of 
selenium. 

6.5 2) The same section of the report appears 
to caveat the above referenced approval 
of 5 µg/L based on “assumptions about 
the biological communities in these 
waters and much of their watersheds.” 
The report implicitly states that this is 
based on higher salinity concentrations in 
certain waterbodies, however, no 
evidence is presented that shows 
impairment of fish populations based on 
salinity levels or that any such impairment 
is based on corresponding selenium 
levels 

The report does recognize an explicit 
relationship between increased salinity and 
population dynamics in aquatic ecosystems.  
It is a widely accepted foundational principal 
of freshwater ecology that increased salinity 
has an adverse effect on aquatic 
ecosystems.  A characteristic of higher 
salinity waters (specifically those with 
conductivities greater than 2,000 µS/cm) is a 
general negative effect on freshwater fish 
and benthic invertebrate communities. 
Biological collections of both fish and benthic 
invertebrates from the OWRB (OWRB, 
2018) and the Oklahoma Conservation 
Commission (OCC, 2018) demonstrate that 
community population dynamics are affected 
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by the occurrence of naturally high salinity in 
these waters. Generally, both richness and 
community diversity are adversely affected 
by higher salinity (OWRB, 2010 and 2013).   
These references are located in the report 
and are available to ODEQ staff at both the 
OCC and OWRB websites.  OWRB staff 
values relationship and transparency with 
our partners at the ODEQ and would 
welcome a discussion about both general 
principals of freshwater ecology and 
population dynamics, as well as the reports 
referenced above. 
 
Please, refer to comments 2.10 and 8.9  for 
a more complete reiteration of the rationale 
behind the exclusion of some waterbodies 
based on the occurrence of naturally high 
levels of salinity and co-occurrence of 
selenium. 

6.6 3) OWRB further affirms DEQ’s belief that 
the existing chronic selenium criteria of 5 
µg/L is protective of the Fish and Wildlife 
beneficial use by maintaining the existing 
criteria in the proposed rules to all lakes 
and reservoirs in Oklahoma.  Oklahoma’s 
lakes and reservoirs are generally low 
salinity waterbodies that maintain 
significant and thriving fish populations 
under the current OWQS criteria of 5 
µg/L.  DEQ agrees with maintaining a 
standard of 5 µg/L for these waterbodies 
and believes this is further justification 
that a standard of 3.1 µg/L for other 
waterbodies is unnecessary 

Revisions to the selenium aquatic life criteria 
for lentic (i.e. lakes) waters are currently not 
under consideration.  Staff decided to 
address lentic and lotic waters separately in 
order to better manage program workflow 
and because there are very few direct 
discharges to lakes. The current selenium 
criteria are simply remaining in effect for 
lentic waters.  For the time being, staff has 
not initiated any technical and/or regulatory 
work necessary to update the selenium 
lentic criteria.  Nor made any determination 
regarding the ability of the current criteria to 
continue to protect beneficial uses.  In the 
interim, OWRB staff finds that the update 
lotic selenium criterion will provide additional 
protection to downstream receiving 
reservoirs. 

6.7 4) OWRB published a list of potential 
waterbodies with mean specific 
conductivities less than 2,000 µS, that 
would be subject to the new 3.1 µg/L 
selenium criteria.  These include the 
following:  Arkansas River, North 
Canadian River, lower Canadian River, 
Skeleton Creek, Deep Fork, and lower 
Washita River.  These water systems 
have a significant number of Oklahoma’s 
municipal and industrial dischargers who 
could be impacted by the lowering of the 
selenium criteria from 5 µg/L to 3.1 µg/L. 
This is yet another reason why additional 

Currently, about 23 facilities have 
requirements for selenium.  It is expected 
that some facilities that do not currently have 
selenium permit requirements may receive 
requirements under the updated criterion.  
However, it is expected that a number of 23 
facilities and other facilities (that currently 
don’t have selenium requirements) may be 
able to modify and or be relieved of permit of 
requirements as a result of utilizing the fish 
tissue element of the criterion. 
 
It is a guiding principal of the OWRB water 
quality standards program to update criteria 
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field studies of factual fish populations 
and diversity must be conducted since 
there is no evidence that actual in-stream 
impacts have been observed 

consistent with the most up-to-date sciences 
and leverage that science for water quality 
protection and effective regulatory 
approaches.  The selenium criterion was 
developed using peer-reviewed, 
documented and defensible science on 
freshwater ecosystems.  Much of the 
science supporting the criterion has been 
over 20 years in the making.   Like other 
304(a) recommended criteria, Oklahoma 
does not need to reconfirm the applicability 
of the foundational science to Oklahoma 
waters.  For selenium, the science of 
bioaccumulation is based, among other 
things, upon general ecological principals 
regarding food web structures, dietary 
preferences and autecology of fish, and 
other habitat inputs.  This science is as 
applicable to Oklahoma as any of the other 
48 conterminous states.  Furthermore, the 
effect of accumulating selenium on aquatic 
life is the same in Oklahoma, as it is in other 
states.    
 
As for noted instream impacts, biological 
programs in Oklahoma collect DELT 
(deformities, lesions, and tumors) 
information on individual fish during the 
bioassessment process.  DELT’s do exist in 
Oklahoma fish populations.  Based on the 
junction of the science of selenium 
bioaccumulation and the etiology of these 
DELT’s, it is a reasonable assumption that a 
portion of them arise from selenium 
pollution.  

6.8 5) Groundwater in certain areas of the 
state including the Garber Wellington 
aquifer and the Canadian River alluvium 
(Moore, OKC, Norman, Edmond) have 
values much higher than the proposed 3.1 
µg/L.  Entities using and discharging 
groundwater from these aquifers could be 
unduly impacted by the new 3.1 µg/L 
standard 

When the discharge of groundwater to 
surface water contaminates the receiving 
water, this is commonly recognized by both 
the USEPA and the state of Oklahoma as 
pollution and is regulated through various 
water quality programs, including OPDES 
and OWQS.  The current OWQS recognizes 
this in both surface water quality  standards 
and groundwater quality standards (OAC 
785:45-7-4(d)).  Site specific criterion may 
be developed that, depending on the results 
of the study, may or may not have the same 
stringency as the statewide criterion. 

6.9 6) EPA has not mandated the 3.1 µg/L 
standard and in fact, all other Region 6 
states follow the current 5 µg/L standard. 
Oklahoma would be the only Region 6 

Pursuant to Section 304(a) of the Clean 
Water Act, USEPA promulgates nationally 
recommended water quality criteria.  These 
criteria are never mandated by USEPA for 
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state with this limit. adoption at the state level.  Per both the 
Clean Water Act and the federal regulations 
for water quality standards, it is clearly 
outlined that the both the responsibility for 
water regulation and the right of water 
quality standards development rests with the 
states.   As such, Oklahoma is charged with 
considering new or revised recommended 
criteria and either adopting the criterion or 
providing a justification for not adopting (40 
CFR 131.20(c).  Ultimately, however, the 
state is the primary decision regarding 
Oklahoma’s Water Quality Standards (OAC 
785:45).  OWRB is the state agency 
responsible for promulgating WQS to ensure 
water quality protection across the state 
(O.S. 82:1085.30(A).   
 
The OWRB has always taken this task 
seriously and when reviewing new or revised 
criteria regulates from the perspective of 
what is best for Oklahoma.   Because the 
updated selenium criterion is relatively new 
(published in 2016) and the federal 
regulation requiring consideration of new 
and updated 304(a) criteria applies to all 
states, it is reasonable to assume that other 
EPA Region 6 states will consider the 
selenium criterion in due course as part of 
their WQS programs.    
 
Why is the new selenium criterion best for 
Oklahoma?  First, the new criterion is 
protective of the Fish and Wildlife 
Propagation beneficial use in lotic waters.  
We know that the science for the new 
criterion is largely driven by dietary 
preferences in fish and local food web 
dynamics.  As such, the new criterion 
provides both a water column and a fish 
tissue element within the criterion. As an 
outgrowth of this regulatory approach, the 
new criterion provides regulatory flexibility to 
the discharger community.   
 
Second, if a facility meets reasonable 
potential test for selenium (based on water 
column data), the facility can now use data 
from fish study to determine if an effluent 
limit is in fact necessary.  In the past, this 
option to confirm the need for a permit limit 
was not available.  Furthermore, if the facility 
exceeds the fish tissue criterion, a site 
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specific criterion may be developed that, 
depending on the results of the study, may 
or may not have the same stringency as the 
statewide criterion. 

6.10 785:46-15-5(c)(1)(C) and (c)(2)(C). 
Assessment of Fish and Wildlife 
Propagation Support  
Because the fish tissue testing protocol 
prescribed by the numerical criteria for 
toxic substances as listed in the proposed 
amendments to OAC 785:45 Appendix G, 
Table 2 is based on the 3.1 µg/L 
standard, DEQ requests these provisions 
be stricken accordingly 

Staff is recommending to the OWRB that the 
proposed revisions to the selenium criterion 
in OAC 785:45 Appendix G, Table 2 be 
adopted.  As such, all implementation rules 
in OAC 785:46 that are related to the 
proposed selenium criterion will also be 
recommended for adoption. 

6.11 Furthermore, due to the federal shutdown 
DEQ has been unable to seek further 
input from EPA regarding the technical 
aspects of the proposed revision to the 
standard 

The OWRB’s intent to propose a new 
selenium criterion has been publicly known 
since the fall of 2017.   Staff first began 
discussing this intention as part of public 
meetings during the 2017-2018 interim 
standards rulemaking.  Staff continued to 
discuss the intention of proposing a new 
selenium criterion during a series of public 
meetings related to the current triennial 
rulemaking.  The first of those occurred in 
early spring of 2018, with subsequent 
meetings in September and October of 
2018.   
 
In addition to these public meetings, OWRB 
staff conducted several meetings ODEQ and 
other agency partners to discuss the 
intricacies of the criterion and 
implementation.  Proposed implementation 
rules were available as early as August of 
2018 and were discussed at public meetings 
in September and October of 2018 and in 
one-on-one meetings with ODEQ staff.  
Finally, OWRB provided ODEQ with a period 
to comment on rules prior to submittal of 
rules to the Office of the Secretary of State 
for publication of rulemaking intent.  Based 
upon this public involvement and specifically 
the involvement of ODEQ staff at both public 
meetings and agency technical meetings, 
OWRB staff finds that ODEQ was given a 
reasonable time to consider the proposed 
OWRB rules.  In fact, the OWRB received 
feedback from ODEQ throughout the late 
summer into early fall months.   
 
Since the fall of 2017, the EPA has been 
through several shutdowns, with short 
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periods in January and February of 2018 
and more recently a longer shutdown from 
late December 2018 through January 2019.  
During this time and in spite of the 
shutdowns, OWRB has been in contact with 
various staff of the EPA at both Region 6 
and headquarters, regarding the proposed 
criterion revision and implementation. 

6.12 DEQ respectfully requests that OWRB 
withdraw the proposed selenium standard 
of 3.1 µg/L as it is premature, is being 
applied inconsistently, and is the answer 
to a problem that has not been shown to 
exist.  In addition, it potentially puts the 
state at an economic disadvantage with 
our surrounding Region 6 states that have 
5 µg/L as a criteria.   

The updated selenium criterion is proposed 
in an effective regulatory manner – it is not 
being applied in an inconsistent manner.    
Staff has clear rationale and justification for 
why some lotic waters are exclude from the 
proposed revision and why lentic waters may 
be addressed in the future.   
 
The criterion as proposed leverages the 
most up-to-date science for water quality 
protection and effective regulatory 
approaches.  It provides options and 
flexibility to the regulated community, while 
providing a direct measure of beneficial use 
protection.   
 
See response to comments 2.10 and 6.6. 
 
Staff completed the Rule Impact Statement 
and made it available to the public in 
accordance with rules implementing the 
Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act.  
The Rule Impact Statement includes a 
number of questions regarding the economic 
impact of the proposed rule.  Staff worked to 
address all questions in a substantive 
manner and be responsive to information 
received regarding the draft proposed rules.  
In the absence of specific information from 
outside entities staff evaluated the questions 
in a broad manner.  If ODEQ has specific 
economic information, please provide this 
information to OWRB staff.  Finally, the 
304(a) selenium criteria is relatively new 
(published in 2016) and in accordance with 
federal regulation (40 CFR 131.20(c)) the 
other Region 6 states will eventually also 
consider this criteria as part of their WQS 
programs.       

6.13 DEQ requests OWRB remove the 
proposed selenium standard altogether 
and instead allow dischargers to use fish 
tissue testing to develop site-specific 
criteria. 

 
See response to comment 6.10 
 
See response to comment 12.1. 
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6.14 Finally, DEQ recommends OWRB 
achieve consensus through additional 
workgroup discussions between affected 
governmental agencies and the regulated 
community prior to undertaking future 
rulemaking regarding selenium. 

Comment noted.  Please, see response to 
comment 6.11.    
Furthermore, OWRB WQS program has a 
robust stakeholder process that includes 
public meetings, individual meetings, and 
numerous phone calls and email.  Staff met 
with and worked with industry stakeholders 
in advance of the proposed selenium 
criterion.  Staff has developed positive 
working relationships with stakeholders and 
based upon the public comments received 
finds that the proposed update to the 
selenium criterion has been generally well 
received.   

 Oklahoma Farm Bureau  
7.1 On behalf of Oklahoma’s largest general 

farm organization, thank you for the 
opportunity to comment on this proposed 
rule. It is our understanding the Oklahoma 
Department of Environmental Quality has 
requested withdrawal of the proposed 
selenium standard of 3.1 µ/L, based in 
part because of concern it could put our 
state at an economic disadvantage with 
our surrounding EPA Region 6 states that 
have 5 µ/L criteria 

Comment Noted:  Please refer to the 
response to comments related to the 
Oklahoma Department of Environmental 
Quality for more information.  Documentation 
of any economic disadvantage to the state of 
Oklahoma from the proposed rule change 
was not provided to the OWRB for our 
consideration during the extensive public 
participation process. 
 
Staff completed the Rule Impact Statement 
and made it available to the public in 
accordance with rules implementing the 
Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act.  
The Rule Impact Statement includes a 
number of questions regarding the economic 
impact of the proposed rule.  Staff worked to 
address all questions in a substantive 
manner and be responsive to information 
received regarding the draft proposed rules.  
In the absence of specific information from 
outside entities staff evaluated the questions 
in a broad manner. 

7.2 We have no comment on the scientific 
appropriateness of the proposed 
standard. We are concerned when 
agencies with important roles in protecting 
Oklahoma’s water quality are not in step 
with each other on issues such as this. 
The Oklahoma Water Resources Board 
adopts water quality standards that all 
agencies with applicable environmental 
jurisdiction must implement, including the 
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, 
Food and Forestry. We urge all agencies 
to work closely together for the betterment 
of our state and protection of our natural 

The OWRB works closely with our sister 
agencies during the rule making process 
through semi-formal public meetings and 
through one-on-one meetings, as necessary.  
The OWRB agrees agency cooperation is 
highly desired and modifications were made 
to the proposed rules based upon input from 
the Oklahoma Department of Environmental 
Quality and other stakeholders.  The 
Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food 
and Forestry was an invitee to our public 
meetings and was aware of the proposed 
changes and did not submit any comments 
to the OWRB for consideration. 
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resources 
 Public Service Company of Oklahoma  
8.1 The Oklahoma Water Resources Board 

(“the Board”) has proposed specific 
revisions to 
OAC 785 Chapter 45 (Oklahoma’s Water 
Quality Standards) and OAC 785 Chapter 
46 (Implementation of Oklahoma’s Water 
Quality Standards).  Public Service of 
Oklahoma (“PSO”) is pleased to provide 
these comments on the proposed 
changes. 
 
We believe that the proposed changes 
are, in general, scientifically defensible 
and allow a degree of flexibility to the 
regulated community in Oklahoma 
concerning compliance with the final water 
quality standard (WQS) revisions. We 
concur with the Board’s intent of adopting 
water quality standards that reflect the 
most up-to-date scientific findings. This is 
certainly true for the proposed new 
selenium fish tissue criteria. We do, 
however, have some concerns on specific 
aspects of the proposed WQS revisions. 
These are detailed in the following 
 

Comment noted.  Thank you for the support 
and participation in the water quality 
standards rulemaking process.     
 
Water quality standards work to safeguard 
human health and aquatic life by 
establishing provisions to limit pollution.  
However, WQS must be flexible enough to 
accommodate a range of specific water 
quality related circumstances, while at the 
same time meeting both the goals and 
requirements of the Clean Water Act.  
OWRB staff endeavors to ensure that WQS 
are scientifically defensible, protect water 
quality, and are fair and effective.   

8.2 Comments on Proposed Changes to OAC 
785 Chapter 45 
 
The Board has proposed a new definition, 
and additional clarification, of WQS 
variances.  New definitions are also 
provided for compliance schedules and 
site-specific criteria. The proposed 
revisions, in general, follow revised water 
quality standard regulations issued by US 
EPA on August 21, 2015 (codified in 40 
CFR 131). PSO has no comments on the 
new wording for compliance schedules 
and site- specific criteria.  We concur with 
the Board’s clarification that site-specific 
criteria can be developed by “various 
scientific approaches”. 
 
Regarding water quality standard 
variances, we recommend that language 
be inserted in proposed Section 
785:45-5-5(a) affirming that WQS 
variances may be approved during 
multiple permit cycles.  In some cases the 

Comment noted.  Thank you for your 
support.  As a point of clarification, no 
changes were made to the compliance 
schedule language (785:45-5-6).  This 
language only appears “new” due to the 
renumbering of Chapter 45 subsections.     
 
 
Staff agrees that the testing and 
implementation of new wastewater treatment 
technologies may take more than 5 years.  
The proposed language does not limit the 
variance term to a single 5 year permit cycle 
or any specific number of years.  Staff 
expects that the term of a variance will be 
determined on a case-by-case depending 
upon the particular circumstances.  Each 
variance will require an individual rulemaking 
action and specifics regarding the variance 
term and the relation to permit cycles will be 
addressed at that time.       
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testing and evaluation of new wastewater 
treatment technologies could take more 
than 5 years. 

8.3 Comments on Proposed Changes to OAC 
785 Chapter 46 
Section 785:46-5-10 – Implementation of 
multimedia criteria for bioaccumulative 
pollutants in permits 
 
This section describes the procedures 
that will be used to evaluate reasonable 
potential for bioaccumulative pollutants 
that have multimedia criteria and if no 
reasonable potential is determined, permit 
monitoring requirements for wastewater 
and fish tissue are indicated. Thus, 
permittees will not have water quality-
based effluent limits (WQBELs) 
incorporated into NPDES permits. PSO 
has the following comments on this 
section 
 
The specific pollutants that are 
bioaccumulative – and have multimedia 
water quality criteria – should be listed.  
PSO assumes that this section, at least 
for now, only applies to selenium. 
However, some tangible criteria are 
needed to identify a “bioaccumulative 
pollutant”.  Relative to mercury, selenium 
is only marginally bioaccumulative.  While 
the enrichment factor (ratio of selenium in 
particulate matter to dissolved selenium in 
water) can be greater than 1,000 L/kg (dry 
weight) in lakes and reservoirs, the 
biomagnification of selenium through 
upper trophic levels is relatively low; 
trophic transfer factors for invertebrates 
(ratio of selenium in invertebrate tissue to 
particulate selenium) and fish (ratio of 
selenium in fish tissue to invertebrate 
tissue levels) are generally less than 3 
(Presser and Luoma, 2010; DeForest et 
al., 2017). 
 
Some regulations define 
“bioaccumulative”.  For example, US 
EPA’s Water Quality Guidance for the 
Great Lakes (40 CFR 132; September 
1995) identifies specific pollutants that are 
“bioaccumulative”. The criterion for a 
pollutant to be bioaccumulative is 
measured bioaccumulation factors (BAFs) 

In order to promote clarity in Implementation  
of Oklahoma’s Water Quality Standards 
document, staff will list the bioaccumulative 
pollutants with multimedia criteria subject to 
785:46-5-10.   
 
A change has been made to proposed 
section 785:46-5-10.   
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equal to or greater than 1,000 L/kg.  
Mercury is the only inorganic pollutant 
identified as bioaccumulative; selenium is 
not listed. Methylmercury has BAF values 
that exceed 1,000,000 L/kg whereas BAF 
values for selenium are typically less than 
3,000 L/kg. 
 
PSO suggests that the Board consider 
developing a criterion for defining 
pollutants that are bioaccumulative.  We 
suggest a minimum BAF value of 2,000 
L/kg 

8.4 Under the “Reasonable Potential” 
section [785:46-5-10(a)] PSO agrees with 
the proposed permitting sequence 
indicating that a WQBEL for 
bioaccumulative pollutants having 
multimedia criteria (we understand that 
selenium is the only pollutant being 
referenced here) is not required if the 
applicable fish tissue criterion is not 
exceeded in a receiving waterbody. This 
is consistent with the prioritization outlined 
by US EPA in the 2016 revised aquatic 
life selenium criteria document (US EPA, 
2016a; Table 4.1) where compliance with 
the applicable water criterion is not 
required if applicable fish tissue criteria 
are being attained. This reflects the 
scientific consensus that concentrations of 
selenium in fish tissue samples (especially 
eggs and ovaries) are more directly 
associated with potential toxic effects 
relative to concentrations in the 
surrounding water (Chapman et al., 2010; 
US EPA, 2016a) 
 
Attached to these comments (Appendix 1) 
is a recommended flowchart (developed 
by the Federal Water Quality Coalition 
and submitted to US EPA) that depicts the 
sequence of NPDES permitting after a 
state adopts selenium fish tissue criteria.  
We request that the Board consider 
implementing these concepts for NPDES 
permitting activities. 

Comment noted.  Staff recognizes 
wastewater permitting as a key 
implementation program for the updated 
selenium criterion and carefully considered 
an effective permitting sequence.      
 
Staff has reviewed the provided flowchart 
and finds that it generally aligns well with the 
permitting process proposed in the rule 
(785:46-5-10).  In several locations the 
flowchart refers to the option to develop site-
specific criteria, staff agrees that this option 
is available to discharges and as part of this 
rulemaking has revised Oklahoma’s site-
specific criteria provision to improve its 
clarity and accessibility.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8.5 Proposed Section 785:46-5-10(a) 
indicates that “Discharges shall not cause 
or contribute to an exceedance of 
applicable water quality standards or an 

OWRB staff expects that the reasonable 
potential analysis (785:46-5-10(a)) would 
serve as the process to determine whether a 
discharge is causing or contributing to an 
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existing water quality impairment as 
identified on the 303(d) list…” PSO 
requests clarification on two items. First, if 
the proposed selenium fish tissue criteria 
are adopted, what process will the Board 
use to identify whether a discharge 
causes or contributes to the exceedance 
of this criterion? Secondly, when a 
waterbody is listed as impaired for a 
specific pollutant and there are facilities 
that discharge the pollutant, are WQBELs 
set as the applicable water quality 
criterion? 

exceedance of the selenium criterion 
(785:46-5-10(c)).    
 
OWRB is not the permitting authority for 
wastewater discharge permits in Oklahoma 
(i.e. Oklahoma Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (OPDES) permits).  
Questions regarding discharges to impaired 
waters and the establishment of WQBELs 
for a pollutant which the water is impaired 
should be addressed by the permitting 
authority ODEQ.   

8.6 Comments on Appendix G – Numerical 
Criteria to Protect Beneficial Uses 
 
PSO supports the Board’s adoption of 
EPA’s muscle and whole-body fish tissue 
criteria. These criteria are scientifically 
sound.  We do suggest that the Board – in 
conjunction with stakeholders – develop 
implementation guidance for how the 
agency and the Oklahoma Department of 
Environmental Quality (ODEQ) use the 
criteria for use attainment and permitting 
purposes. Other states have developed 
such guidance (e.g., Kentucky, West 
Virginia) and these could be referenced 
for planning Oklahoma-specific guidance. 
We do not, however, support the usage of 
US EPA’s draft implantation guidance 
documents (US EPA 2016b). This 
guidance does have some significant 
flaws such as the water quality criteria 
taking precedence over the fish tissue 
criteria for NPDES permitting purposes. 

Comment noted.  Thank you for the support 
and participation in the water quality 
standards rulemaking process.     
 
Title 785, Chapter 46 presents the 
Implementation of Oklahoma’s Water Quality 
Standards and staff has proposed revisions 
to 785:46 as part of this rulemaking.  The 
proposed revisions specifically address the 
implementation of the new selenium 
multimedia criteria in the Integrated Water 
Quality Assessment program and OPDES 
permitting.  The proposed implementation 
provisions include reasonable potential, fish 
tissue special studies, and assessment of 
the Fish and Wildlife Propagation beneficial 
use.       
 
The proposed implementation rules provide 
the necessary linkage to other existing rules 
(e.g. ODEQ OPDES rules) and 
implementation documents such as, the 
Continuing Planning Process.  Staff finds 
that another implementation guidance 
document is not necessary. 
 
However, staff in cooperation with 
stakeholders, is planning to develop a 
technical guidance document for conducting 
fish tissue monitoring as part of a fish tissue 
special study.  This is the first time a fish 
tissue criterion element is being incorporated 
into Oklahoma’s WQS and the first time fish 
tissue will be included as part of OPDES 
permits.  A technical guidance document on 
the subject of fish tissue monitoring will 
support both stakeholders and sister agency 
staff in the development and review of fish 
tissue special studies. 
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8.7 The adoption of US EPA’s lotic water 
quality criterion (3.1 µg/L). The revised 
EPA water criteria were calculated using 
back-calculated water concentrations (not 
based on actual laboratory studies) that 
were meant to not cause an exceedance 
of the EPA egg/ovary selenium fish tissue 
criterion. The back-calculated criteria 
were 1.3 µg/L for lake/lentic habitats and 
3.1 
µg/L for lotic (running water) habitats (US 
EPA, 2016a).  PSO recommends that the 
Board retain the existing chronic aquatic 
life criterion of 5 µg/L and apply this to all 
waterbodies. 
 
We believe that the updated EPA water 
criteria are too stringent (especially the 
lake/lentic value) and we agree with the 
Board’s decision not to propose adoption 
of this value.  In the absence of 
convincing technical studies indicating 
population-level adverse effects to 
selenium-sensitive fish species where 
proximal dischargers must comply with 
WQBELs based on the existing 5 µg/L 
criterion, the Board should simply retain 
and continue to implement this criterion. 
 
We have concerns that if the proposed 
chronic water criterion of 3.1 µg/L is 
adopted, many facilities will be found to 
have reasonable potential to either cause, 
or contribute to, an exceedance of the 
instream criterion. We note that, 
depending on the process used by a state 
in conducting reasonable potential 
analyses, the incorporation of WQBELs 
could be required even if a final effluent 
stream shows measured selenium 
concentrations less than 3.1 µg/L (US 
EPA, 1991) 
 
As an alternative to the agency retaining 
the existing chronic criterion of 5 µg/L, the 
agency may want to consider adopting a 
lotic water criterion of 6.5 µg/L as 
proposed by DeForest et al (2017). The 
authors used quantile regression analysis, 
based on several published studies on 
food web modeling inputs, to derive this 
value. 
 

It is a guiding principal of the OWRB water 
quality standards program to update criteria 
consistent with the most up-to-date sciences 
and leverage that science for water quality 
protection and effective regulatory 
approaches.     
 
The proposed update to the selenium 
criterion reflects the latest scientific 
knowledge regarding selenium toxicity to 
aquatic life, which is that selenium toxicity to 
aquatic life is primarily based upon 
organisms consuming selenium 
contaminated food rather than only being 
exposed to selenium dissolved in water.  
Selenium is a bioaccumulative pollutant and 
its bioaccumulation and transfer through the 
aquatic food web depends on several factors 
specific to each aquatic system.  Thus, it is 
not a foregone conclusion that selenium 
discharged via wastewater will result in 
detrimental selenium concentrations in fish.     
 
The updated criterion is a multimedia 
criterion that incorporates both water and 
fish tissue elements.  This multimedia 
criterion provides a direct measure of 
beneficial use condition and allows for 
considerable regulatory flexibility because 
the fish tissue criterion element can be used 
to confirm the need for permit limit.    
   
The current selenium criteria in Oklahoma’s 
WQS were adopted in 1987.  These criteria 
are based upon science from 1987 not the 
most up-to-date science for selenium toxicity 
to aquatic life.  The 1987 criteria do not allow 
for the use of fish tissue to confirm the need 
for a permit limit.    
 
Although, the proposed water column 
criterion element of 3.1 ug/L is less than the 
current chronic criterion of 5 ug/L the overall 
all approach of the multimedia criterion can 
be less stringent and provide more flexibility 
because of the fish tissue criterion element.     
The newly proposed criterion does 
necessarily translate to more stringent 
permit limits just because the water column 
element is lower than the current chronic 
value.   
 
Currently, about 23 facilities have 
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requirements for selenium.  It is expected 
that some facilities that do not currently have 
selenium permit requirements may receive 
requirements under the updated criterion.  
However, it is expected that a number of 23 
facilities and other facilities (that currently 
don’t have selenium requirements) may be 
able to modify and or be relieved of permit of 
requirements as a result of utilizing the fish 
tissue element of the criterion.  Moreover, 
the reasonable potential analysis present in 
785:46-5-10 is structured in a manner such 
that it does not create a situation where a 
permit limit would be required even if the 
discharge effluent quality was less than 3.1 
ug/L selenium.       
 
Staff is interested to review the by DeForest 
et al (2017) paper; it may be useful for future 
work.   

8.8 Regarding the stipulation that the 
proposed EPA chronic criterion of 3.1 
µg/L would supercede the EPA fish tissue 
criteria when selenium inputs are not at 
“steady-state”, PSO believes that this 
should be removed from Table 2 if the 
agency cannot define tangible guidelines 
that could be used for assessing whether 
steady-state conditions are in fact being 
achieved.  PSO suggests that “steady-
state” conditions apply to measured 
concentrations in fish tissue, not levels in 
upstream water or final effluents.  In 
theory, if a given fish species indicates 
declining concentrations of selenium over 
time (a favorable outcome), then affected 
facilities could still be required to meet 
water quality criterion-based WQBELs.  
Because chemical constituents in rivers 
and streams are typically not at “steady-
state”, expecting fish tissue selenium 
concentrations to achieve “steady- state” 
conditions (e.g., fish tissue levels in a 
given species varying less than 10% in 
multiple year samples) is unreasonable 
PSO believes. 
 

In the proposed OWRB rules, the fish tissue 
elements of the selenium criterion do 
supersede the water column criterion, when 
selenium input “achieves a quasi-steady-
state balance in the aquatic system”.  
Several instances where an of absence of 
steady-state condition in fish tissue may 
exist include fishless waters, new discharges 
where background selenium may be lower 
than detection or new inputs, or when fish 
tissue data do not exist.  In these instances, 
the water column element of the criterion 
would supersede the fish tissue element until 
a steady-state condition in fish tissue is 
achieved. In lotic systems, EPA “estimates 
that the concentration of selenium in fish 
tissue will not reach steady-state for several 
months”.  However, the time to reach 
steady-state does depend on some site-
specific factors including the location of the 
selenium input, hydrodynamics, and food 
web structure.   
 
As an outgrowth of comments, OWRB staff 
will include language to address steady-state 
condition.  However, how ODEQ would 
choose to implement a fish study into the 
permit of a new discharge that has met 
reasonable potential for selenium would be 
based on site-specific conditions.  Moreover, 
based on the estimation of time required to 
meet a fish tissue steady-state conditions 
within lotic waters,  it would also be time-
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limited and could be placed into a 
compliance schedule. 

8.9 Waters having high background 
conductivity: in Footnote 3 of Table 2 the 
Board stipulates that selected waterbodies 
are designated as having the existing 
chronic water criterion of 5 µg/L apply.  
For tributaries in these river systems, this 
same criterion could apply if average 
background specific conductivity levels of 
2,500 µS/cm or higher are documented.  
PSO requests that the Board explain why 
specific conductivity was chosen as the 
water quality constituent, and how the cut-
off value of 2,500 µS/cm was chosen.  
Does the Board have evidence that the 
bioaccumulation of selenium – in these 
river systems – is enhanced in waters 
having conductivity levels less than 2,500 
µS/cm?  PSO knows of no scientific study 
documenting this.  In contrast, other water 
quality variables have been known to be 
associated with selenium 
bioaccumulation. For some streams in the 
Midwest that received treated power plant 
wastewater, concentrations of selenium in 
sunfish tissue were most closely related to 
a combination of five water quality 
variables: selenium, molybdenum, total 
dissolved solids, sulfate, and arsenic 
(Reash 2012; Reash et al. 2019). 
 

In an effort to be regulatorily responsible in 
the promulgation of a new selenium criterion, 
staff investigated the suitability of the new 
selenium criterion for certain Oklahoma 
waters, specifically waters with higher levels 
of naturally occurring salinity co-occurring 
with selenium.   This effort was not driven by 
“evidence that the bioaccumulation of 
selenium – in these river systems – is 
enhanced in waters having conductivity 
levels less than 2,500 µS/cm”.  The 
rationale, data used, and staff 
recommendations for the exploration of 
conductivity and dissolved selenium are 
summarized below and are further 
documented in the OWRB staff report 
“Proposed Update to the Oklahoma’s 
Selenium Aquatic Life Criterion and 
Development of Implementation Rules” 
(http://www.owrb.ok.gov/rules/wqs/revisions/
pdf/2018-
19/SeleniumAquaticLifeCriterionStaffReport.
pdf) . 
 
A literature review revealed studies that 
demonstrate a relationship between salinity, 
expressed as conductivity, and dissolved 
selenium. As such, OWRB staff explored the 
relationship between known naturally higher 
levels of salinity in certain parts of Oklahoma 
and the co-occurrence of higher 
concentrations selenium.   Specific 
conductance was chosen to represent 
salinity in the analysis because it is 
commonly measured by monitoring 
programs and is typically used as a 
surrogate measure of salinity.  The results  
of this data driven analysis, make evident 
that a strong relationship exists between 
dissolved selenium and conductivity when 
mean conductivity exceeds 2,000 µS/cm.  
Below 2,000 µS/cm, the relationship 
becomes much weaker. 
 
An additional characteristic of higher salinity 
waters (specifically those with conductivities 
greater than 2,000 µS/cm) is a general 
negative effect on freshwater fish and 
benthic invertebrate communities. Biological 
collections of both fish and benthic 
invertebrates from the OWRB (OWRB, 
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2018) and the Oklahoma Conservation 
Commission (OCC, 2018) demonstrate that 
community population dynamics are affected 
by the occurrence of naturally high salinity in 
these waters. Generally, both richness and 
community diversity are adversely affected 
by higher salinity (OWRB, 2010 and 2013). 
Food web dynamics are likely disrupted in 
these waters, and as a result, the food web 
dynamics found in waters that do not have 
high levels of salinity are not representative 
of these waters. 
 
Based on both the relationship of higher 
levels of salinity with dissolved selenium as 
well as foundational ecological principals 
regarding biological communities and food 
web dynamics in waters with conductivities 
greater than 2,000 µS/cm, the OWRB finds 
that the 5 ug/L criterion for selenium should 
remain in place for certain waterbodies until 
such time as the OWRB can explore 
regionally-specific fish tissue and water 
column criteria for selenium in these waters.  
Because we know that the science for the 
new criterion is largely driven by dietary 
preferences in fish and local food web 
dynamics, OWRB staff finds that the 
maintenance of a 5 ug/L criterion for 
selenium is protective of the Fish and 
Wildlife Propagation beneficial use in these 
waters.  
 
As for the watershed tributary provision  
originally proposed, the OWRB is revising 
the proposed  2,500 µS/cm threshold.  
Instead the rule will apply the analysis 
supporting the 2000 µS/cm threshold to the 
watershed tributaries as well.  The tributaries 
meeting the 2,000 µS/cm threshold for this 
analysis are identified in the remarks column 
of the applicable table of Chapter 45, 
Appendix A. 

8.10 Comments on Rule Impact Statement for 
OAC 785:45 
 
Page 2 of this document states that there 
are, currently, a total of about 23 facilities 
that have a WQBEL for selenium.  The 
Board states that, for these facilities, 
selenium effluent and fish tissue 
monitoring will likely be required in the 
next permit cycle (assuming that the 

Comment noted, thank you for your support.   
 
Staff queried the EPA Enforcement and 
Compliance History Online (ECHO) 
Discharger Monitoring Report (DMR) 
databases for information regarding facilities 
with selenium requirements in their permit.   
The number of facilities returned in searches 
for the years 2016, 2017, and 2018 was 
about 23.  These facilities represent both 
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proposed WQS changes are adopted). 
PSO requests that the Board provide a 
listing of these facilities and what final 
effluent discharge levels of selenium are 
(average, median, 25

th and 75
th 

percentiles). The Board makes it clear 
that facilities will not be required per se to 
conduct fish tissue studies; 
rather, such a study would be optional.  
PSO agrees with this flexible approach. 

municipal and industrial operations around 
the state.  Staff can provide the list of these 
facilities separate from this document.   
 
Staff did not obtain any effluent quality data 
for these facilities and cannot provide the 
data summary requested.   

8.11 On page 3, cost implications of attaining 
the proposed WQS changes are 
discussed.  In general, some affected 
facilities will experience one or more cost 
implications (e.g., conducting fish tissue 
studies or installation of advanced 
wastewater treatment technologies): 
“…the variability of factors associated with 
any facility or process changes required to 
comply with the proposed rules precludes 
the calculation of specific costs 
associated with attaining the proposed 
selenium criterion.” The Board also states 
that they have received no cost 
information from a private or public entity. 
 
PSO recommends that the Board review a 
document that provides a compilation of 
selenium treatment technologies, “Report 
Addendum – Review of Available 
Technologies for the Removal of 
Selenium from Water” published by the 
National Metals Council – North American 
Selenium Group. The report can be 
accessed 
at  www.namc.org/docs?00113597.pdf 
 
The report provides estimated capital and 
annual maintenance costs for several 
technologies.  For example, assuming a 
wastewater flow design of 100 GPM, 
estimated capital (installation) costs vary 
from $2 - 12 million.  While PSO agrees 
with the Board that establishing firm 
wastewater treatment plant costs is 
difficult due to the effect of several factors, 
the report cited above would inform the 
Board at least at a first step. 
 

Thank you.  Staff has briefly reviewed this 
document and it is quite useful.  Staff will 
review it in greater detail and anticipates 
using it in the future.     
 

8.12 On page 4, the document states that: 
 
There will be considerable public benefit 

Currently there are 23 Oklahoma 
waterbodies with beneficial uses impaired 
due to selenium.  The purpose of the WQS 

http://www.namc.org/docs?00113597.pdf
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as a result of implementing the proposed 
updated aquatic life criterion.  Oklahoma 
residents and recreational visitors will 
benefit from the protection of aquatic life 
resources and improved condition of 
surface waters around the state. 
 
PSO requests that the Board provide 
supporting evidence of these claims.  How 
many waterbodies in the state are 
currently water quality-impaired due to 
selenium?  If there are none, then what 
would be the basis of the stated 
environmental and human health 
benefits?  At a minimum, an analysis of 
potential benefits should be made in 
conjunction with an assessment of 
potential compliance costs. 
 
There is a considerable amount of 
information indicating that environmental 
selenium antagonizes the 
bioaccumulation of mercury (e.g., Belzile 
et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2010; 
Bjerregaard et al., 2011).  In other words, 
when wastewater inputs of selenium 
cease in waters having fish, the uptake of 
mercury increases. 

is to maintain and protect the quality of the 
waters of the state.  Staff finds that there is 
public benefit when public waters attain their 
designated beneficial uses.       
 
Staff completed the Rule Impact Statement 
and made it available to the public in 
accordance with rules implementing the 
Oklahoma Administrative Procedures Act.  
The Rule Impact Statement includes a 
number of questions regarding the economic 
impact of the proposed rule.  Staff worked to 
address all questions in a substantive 
manner and be responsive to information 
received regarding the draft proposed rules.  
In the absence of specific information from 
outside entities staff evaluated the questions 
in a broad manner.       
 
When selenium is present in the same 
environment at mercury complex interactions 
involving the toxicity of both pollutants occur.  
Selenium at times seems to counteract 
effects of mercury; however, the mercury 
selenium interaction does not appear to be a 
simple relationship that works in all 
situations.   The interactions and 
relationships between mercury and selenium 
are not well understood and regulatory 
options or measures that would create a co-
criteria or adjust permit limits based on the 
presence of both pollutants is not possible.   

8.13 Summary of PSO Comments 
 
We commend the Board for its efforts to 
update the WQS regulations with the most 
current, up-to-date scientific findings.  We 
agree with the agency’s proposal to adopt 
EPA’s fish tissue criteria.  Allowing 
regulated industry the flexibility to conduct 
pre-emptive fish tissue studies is 
favorable. We are concerned about 
potential NPDES compliance issues if the 
Board adopts EPA’s chronic selenium 
criteria. In the absence of pervasive 
evidence that the implementation of the 
existing chronic selenium criterion is 
indeed causing adverse biological effects, 
we urge the agency to simply retain the 
existing 5 µg/L criterion.  We appreciate 
the opportunity to provide these 
comments. 

Thank you.  Please see response to 
comments above.   
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 Sac and Fox Nation  
9.1 The Sac and Fox Nation is pleased to 

submit these comments on the 
Proposed Oklahoma Water 
Quality Rule Changes by the Oklahoma 
Water Resource Board. 
 
The Sac and Fox Nation is a Federally 
Recognized tribe located in Central 
Oklahoma within Congressional  Districts  
003  and  005,  including  portions of  
Lincoln,  Potawatomi,  and Payne 
counties with over4,000 enrolled tribal 
members. The Sac and Fox Nation's 
historical boundaries include three 
watersheds: Cimarron River Watershed. 
Deep Fork River Watershed, and North 
Canadian Watershed. 

Comment noted.   

9.2 The first topic that the Sac and Fox 
Nation is commenting on, is the new 
Selenium Aquatic Life Criterion and 
Implementation Rules being proposed 
under Chapters 45 and 46. 
 
This decrease of the allowable levels 
from the chronic criteria of 5.0 µg/L to the 
3.1 µg/L is supported by the research 
data. 
Sac and Fox Nation supports this 
proposed change. 
 

Comment noted.  Thank you for the support 
and participation in the water quality 
standards rulemaking process.   

9.3 The second topic is the Water Quality 
Standards Variance (785:45-5-5) being 
proposed 
 
This new rule fails by allowing indefinite 
extensions of NPDES permit violation/s 
based on Oklahoma Water Quality 
Standards. 
 
 

The proposed change to the WQS variance 
provision does not sanction NPDES permit 
violations and in no way allows indefinite 
extensions of NPDES permit violations.   
 
A WQS variance is a tool that directs 
incremental improvements in water quality in 
situations where beneficial uses are not 
attainable in the short-term, but are 
attainable in the future.  A practical effect of 
a WQS variance can be an NPDES permit 
with less stringent permit limits; however, 
both the WQS variance and any associate 
permit limits would be developed and 
implemented under adopted regulatory 
frameworks, which include enforcement 
provisions.     
 
Enforcement of Oklahoma’s NPDES 
wastewater permits is the responsibility of 
the Oklahoma Department of Environmental 
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Quality (ODEQ) and is conducted in 
accordance with that agency’s rules. 

9.4 The term "time-limited" is equivocal if 
the time period is not defined.    There 
is existing verbiage in the definition of 
"Variance"  & 785:45-5-4  Section (I) that 
addresses this and should not be 
removed.  In part, the verbiage states 
"Variances shall be allowed only in very 
limited situations.  In no circumstances 
shall a variance be granted which 
exceeds three (3) years in duration and 
no renewal shall be allowed. 
 
In lieu of striking duration all together, 
tiers should be established.   Tiers 
should be for durations such as 1, 3, 5, 
and potentially up to 7 years.  Each 
increasing tier should require additional 
justification and accountability measures 
to ensure the non-attainment is resolved 
prior to the end of the variance 
expiration date and no renewal shall be 
allowed. There is already codified 
language regarding the 3 year tier that 
could be amended to accommodate 
other tiers. 

WQS variances are time limited; however,  
the term or time limit for the variance is 
determined on an individual basis for each 
variance depending upon the particular 
circumstances.  A variance must be 
reevaluated at least every 5 years.    
 
In fact, one of the hallmarks of when a 
variance is the apt WQS tool for a particular 
situation is when the specific amount of time 
needed to achieve the underlying WQS is 
uncertain, but it is known that some progress 
and improvements in water quality can be 
made.  In these types of situations the WQS 
variance works as a temporary WQS to 
direct incremental improvements in water 
quality with accountability measures to 
ensure progress.  The strict time frames 
suggested in this comment do not fit well 
with the situations under which a WQS 
variance would be the apt WQS tool.    
 
The suggested time frames better align with 
the water quality standards tool of a permit 
compliance schedule.  A permit compliance 
schedule is a tool that allows additional time 
to take specific actions to meet a permit limit.  
A compliance schedule is applied when it is 
known what actions can be taken to achieve 
permit limits and how long it will take.  The 
Oklahoma WQS contain a provision allowing 
permit compliance schedules (785:45-5-6) 
and this provision is implemented through 
ODEQ rules and policy.   Typically, 
compliance schedules are limited to a 
maximum of 3 years.  The WQS compliance 
schedule provision is not under revision as 
part of the 2019 rulemaking.        
 
Water quality standards define the goals for 
a waterbody and work to safeguard human 
health and aquatic life by establishing 
provisions to limit pollution.  However, WQS 
must be flexible enough to accommodate a 
range of specific water quality related 
circumstances while at the same time 
meeting both the goals and requirements of 
the Clean Water Act.  Thus, a number of 
tools for achieving water quality standards 
are provided in both federal and state 
regulations. OWRB staff endeavors to 
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ensure that WQS and associated tools both 
protect water quality and function as 
effective regulations. 
 

9.5 Language should be added to the 
definition of "Variance” to stipulate the 
newly granted  criterion  is the  result  of  
non-compliance  and/or  exceeds  the 
discharge allowed in the discharger’s 
permit. 

A WQS variance is not developed to address 
a particular permittee’s situation of 
noncompliance or failure to meet a permit 
limit.  A WQS variance is a tool that directs 
incremental improvements in water quality in 
situations where beneficial uses are not 
attainable in the short-term, but are 
attainable in the future.      
 
Language of this nature will not be included 
in the proposed rule.   

9.6 This proposal removes all accountability 
and incentive from the permitted facility 
to maintain compliance.  Furthermore it 
weakens the regulatory authority 
delegated to OWRB to enforce Oklahoma 
Water Quality Standards.  Indefinite 
"time-limited" variances  severely  
negates  the  need  of  enforcement   
and  puts  public  health needlessly at 
risk as a result 
 
If OWRB takes action that removes or 
weakens the delegated regulatory 
authority to a point where it is negated or 
cannot be adequately enforced, its 
delegated authority under that program 
should be rescinded. 

This proposal does not remove 
accountability or incentive for permittees to 
maintain compliance with their permits.  In 
fact, it will provide regulatory oversight and 
increased accountability in situations where 
a waterbody’s beneficial use is not currently 
being attained and the pathway to attaining 
the waterbody’s beneficial use is somewhat 
uncertain.   A WQS variance is only suitable 
when a waterbody’s beneficial use is not 
readily attainable and the variance provides 
a mechanism to direct progress toward 
improved water quality and attaining the 
waterbody’s beneficial use.    
 
Variances act as a temporary WQS and are 
enforceable.  In addition, variances can 
include interim milestones and accountability 
measures to assure that the anticipated 
progress toward water quality improvement 
does in fact occur. 
 
WQS variances are a legitimate water 
quality standards tool.  The federal water 
quality standards regulations (40 CFR 
131.14) empowers to states to utilize 
variances, when suitable.  Revising 
Oklahoma’s WQS variance provision in no 
way removes or weakens OWRB’s 
responsibility and authority to promulgate 
water quality standards for the state.     

9.7 This proposal fails by removing 785:45-
5-4 Section 3 Procedure and Scope of 
Variances. This section clearly provides 
regulatory certainty as it states specific 
processes and timelines. The procedure 
and scope should remain clearly 

The struck language that this comment 
refers to primarily addresses public notice 
and hearing procedures (785:45-5-4(e)(3)).   
The proposed revised language states that 
OWRB rulemaking is required for all WQS 
variances.  Thus, any WQS variance rule 
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defined and the public should remain 
involved throughout the process 
 
Industry pleads for regulatory certainty 
all the while imposing influence to 
ensure ambiguity when dealing with 
enforcement related regulations such as 
these. 

action would be conducted subject to public 
notice and public hearing requirements 
consistent with the Oklahoma Administrative 
Procedures Act. 
 
Moreover, OWRB staff values the 
participation of all stakeholders and routinely 
holds public stakeholder meetings to share 
information and solicit feedback on projects.  
These public meetings and other outreach 
activities are held in addition to the 
requirements of the Administrative 
Procedures Act.   Any WQS variance project 
will receive considerable public review as 
part of both the informal and formal public 
participation process. 

9.8 This  proposal  fails  by  not  providing  
adequate  and  definitive  measurements  
of incremental improvement 
requirements. 
 
This paves the way for no or 
microscopic improvements that could 
stretch on violations endlessly with no 
compliance ever attained. 
 
The issue of no goals or standards set 
by the proposal for the facility to get 
back into attainment or compliance is 
not addresses whatsoever. 
 
The proposal fails by not clearly stating 
that variances will not be issued 
consecutively. One variance could lead 
to another and to another and so on and 
so forth. 

The proposed action specifics that all WQS 
variances “shall be developed in accordance 
with and meeting the requirements of 40 
CFR 131.14…”   For example, these 
requirements include defining the scope of 
the variance, demonstrated need for a 
variances, implementation requirements, 
term of variance (which cannot be longer 
than necessary to achieve the highest 
attainable water quality condition), and a 
public hearing.  Additionally, a variance must 
be reevaluated at least every 5 years and 
the state must obtain public input on the 
reevaluation.   
 
These federal regulatory requirements 
incorporated into Oklahoma’s water quality 
standards rules.  The proposed revised 
WQS variance provision will direct the 
development of robust variances and ensure 
that the variance is used as intended - a tool 
to guide measureable improvement in water 
quality. 

9.9 The Sac and Fox Nation strongly 
opposes the proposal of Water Quality 
Standards Variances. 
 
A press release by United States 
Senator  for Rhode Island with support  
by Senators Hollen (D- MO), Merkley 
(0-0R), Booker (0-NJ), Gillibrand (0-
NY), and Markey (D-MA) write in official 
comment submitted  to EPA that, "The  
extreme  and well-documented  
regulatory capture of the Trump EPA is 
evidence that it has effectively  

Comment noted.   The purpose of 
Oklahoma’s water quality standards is to 
maintain and protect the quality of the waters 
of the state (785:45-1-1) and the OWRB 
fulfills all agency responsibilities for the 
protection of water quality on behalf of all 
Oklahoma residents. 
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delegated  its authority  to the industries 
that have captured it, in particular, the 
fossil fuel industry.  There is no 
substantive between an agency explicitly 
telling a company or industry to write a 
rule for it, and an agency telling a 
company or industry that it will write 
whatever rule the company or industry 
wants. Like Scott Pruitt's Devon Energy 
letter, the substance is all industry, 
whatever the letterhead, and the public 
interest is ignored." Let not the OWRB 
be captured as illustrated by the U.S. 
Senators. Let not OWRB fold to interests 
outside of the public's water resources 
they are pledged to protect. 

9.10 Sac  and  Fox  Nation  appreciates  this  
opportunity  to  comment  on  OWRB's   
consideration  of 
"Amendments  of Oklahoma's Water 
Quality Standards codified in OAC Title 
785 Chapter 45 and 
46 and Proposed Variances Discussed 
during the Public Hearing on January 
15, 2019." The Sac and Fox Nation is a 
tribal nation of over 4,000 enrolled 
members; we will continue to comment 
on issues that impact these citizens. 

We value the Sac and Fox Nation’s 
participation in the water quality standards 
rulemaking process.   

 Save the Illinois River Inc.  
10.1 Regarding: 785:45-5-5 WQ Standards 

Variance  
Oklahoma Scenic Rivers and Lake 
Tenkiller must have the very highest 
water quality protection possible. I ask 
you to reject the rule allowing a variance 
to Oklahoma water quality regulations 
especially for Oklahoma Scenic Rivers.  
Designated scenic rivers should not be 
compromised by allowing a variance to 
meet pollution limits. Oklahoma’s 
phosphorus limit for scenic rivers must be 
enforced without further delay. It must not 
be weakened for any length of time, for 
any reason or for any private, corporate or 
municipal entity. 

See response to comment 3.1 

10.2 We respectively ask Oklahoma State 
agencies including the Oklahoma Water 
Resources Board to work in concert to 
enforce the water quality regulations 
currently in place.  One of those 
regulations that is especially important to 
the protection of Oklahoma Scenic Rivers 

See response to comment 3.2 
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is our numeric, instream phosphorus limit.  
This protective limit, proven scientifically 
defensible by the Baylor University Joint 
Scenic Rivers Study, still is not being 
enforced by Oklahoma.  Phosphorus 
levels at the Arkansas-Oklahoma border 
surpass our phosphorus limit by greater 
than 80-percent.  After nearly 20-years of 
passage by the OWRB, this is 
unacceptable. 

 Sierra Club, Oklahoma Chapter  
11.1 Sierra Club is our nation’s oldest and 

largest environmental organization. The 
Oklahoma Chapter was established in 
1972 and now claims over 4,000 
members and more than 27,000 
supporters encompassing all 77 counties 
in the State. Water and water quality 
issues have been a top priority for our 
members and supporters throughout our 
history and we have a long record of 
advocating a clean and healthy future 
for all Oklahoma citizens. 

We recognize the long history that the Sierra 
Club has dealing with environmental issues 
in Oklahoma and we share your desire to 
ensure that our water resources are 
maintained for the beneficial use by our 
citizens. We welcome your continued 
participation in our rulemaking process and 
look forward to working we you in the future. 

11.2 We come before you today to state our 
opposition to the proposed rules titled 
Water Quality Standard Variance located 
at OAC 785:45-5-5. Our opposition to 
this new variance process stems from 4 
factors: 1) Variances are not allowable 
for Scenic Rivers; 2) the open-ended 
nature of the variance duration will lead 
to unacceptable delay; 3) there is no 
mechanism to ensure eventual 
compliance with the underlying standard; 
and 4) variances should not be available 
for human health standards. These 
rules, as proposed, will NOT contribute 
to a clean and healthy future for 
Oklahomans and we urge you to reject 
them. 
 

The proposed changes to Oklahoma’s WQS 
variance provision is to more closely align 
our state rule with the 2015 EPA federal 
variance language (40 CFR 131.14).  The 
proposed language does not establish a 
variance for our Scenic Rivers, thus your 1st 
mentioned factor is not germane at this time.  
As related to the next three factors, the 
proposed language is open-ended as each 
potential variance will be dealt with 
individually as a variance(s) is promulgated 
into rule. If there is any future action we 
would welcome stakeholder participation to 
ensure that any proposed variance is 
structured effectively.   
 
See response to comments 1.3, 1.5, 9.3, 
9.4, 9.6, 9.8 and 11.8.   

11.3 Variances For Scenic Rivers Must Be 
Prohibited 
 
It's no secret that this new variance 
proposal is being driven by large poultry 
corporations and northwest Arkansas 
development interests that have fought 
Oklahoma over clean water in our 
Scenic Rivers for decades. A variance 
wasn’t even on the rule-making agenda 
until it appeared in the latest 

The proposed changes to Oklahoma’s WQS 
variance provision is to more closely align 
our state rule with the 2015 EPA federal 
variance language (40 CFR 131.14).   
 
See response to comment 1.1 and 1.2.   
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“Agreement" between the States that 
was signed 2 months ago just as the 
previous State administration headed out 
the door. It was quickly slapped on to 
the tail of the rule-making process 
already underway, rushed to publication, 
and here we are. 

11.4 Our phosphorus standard for Scenic 
Rivers was adopted in 2002. Knowing it 
couldn't be met immediately, an 
implementation period of 10 years was 
allowed. Rather than using that 10 years 
to take steps toward compliance, 
Arkansas interests and others continued 
their opposition in every possible venue. 
In 2003, we got the first "Agreement” 
between the States". Oklahoma by then 
had already implemented minimal 
phosphorus controls on sewage plants. 
The Agreement applied those controls in 
Arkansas and some progress was 
made. But opposition to the standard 
continued. 
 
After spending the 10-year 
implementation period arguing about the 
validity of the standard, Arkansas was 
successful in forcing a re-study of its 
basis and in 2013 we got the second 
“Agreement between the States”. A Joint 
Study Committee was established, 
consultants were hired and the re-study 
was underway. Everyone in the Dirty 
Water Lobby was certain the standard 
would be found scientifically deficient, 
unworkable, unattainable and 
unnecessary. That didn’t happen. In 
2016, the study findings were released. 
The Joint Study Committee actually 
found that the standard should be 
slightly MORE stringent. That was a 
huge disappointment to those who 
forced the study in the first place. 
 
In another provision of that second 
"Agreement", both States agreed to be 
bound by the findings of the joint study. 
Arkansas explicitly agreed "to be bound 
by and fully comply with" the Oklahoma 
standard. Did they comply with that 
provision? NO! They’ve continued their 
opposition and managed to wrangle a 
third agreement that finally gives them 

Comment noted.  Oklahoma continues to 
engage with Arkansas to realize water 
quality improvements in the Illinois River and 
Lake Tenkiller. 
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what they want. This variance process 
now under consideration provides a 
clear path to letting them off the hook 
completely. 
 
It has now been over 16 years since 
Oklahoma adopted a phosphorus 
standard for our Scenic Rivers. 
Oklahoma has been more than 
reasonable in allowing for a phased 
implementation but we have been faced 
with 16 years of arguing, study, delay, 
more study, more delay and now this. 
Depending on how much it rains, the 
standard is still exceeded by a factor of 
7 to 10. It has never been met and we 
still have no plan to meet it. Our question 
is: How much longer do we have to wait 
for action? Allowing for variances to the 
standard will not get us any closer to 
meeting it.  

11.5 And then there’s the problem of our state 
statutes. There was a time when our 
statutes regarding water quality 
standards prohibited any downgrading 
and changes were allowed only to 
"upgrade and improve" the quality of our 
waters. The Legislature eventually 
changed that but not without 
controversy. In response, legislators 
included an explicit protection for Scenic 
Rivers. Downgrading and less stringent 
criteria would be allowed but not in 
Scenic Rivers. That prohibition is found 
at Title 82 §1085.30(A)(4)(b): "... 
provided, however, the Board shall not 
modify the Oklahoma Water Quality 
Standards applicable to scenic river 
areas as such areas are described by 
Section 1452 of this title, to downgrade a 
designated use, establish a subcategory 
of a use or provide for less stringent 
criteria or other provisions thereof." 
 
This variance as proposed absolutely 
would "provide for less stringent criteria" 
if applied to a Scenic River. Variances 
will only lead to more argument, more 
study and indefinite delay. Any variance 
for Scenic Rivers would violate our own 
laws. The rule must make it clear that 
any variance is prohibited for Scenic 
Rivers. 

The proposed changes to Oklahoma’s WQS 
variance provision is to more closely align 
our state rule with the 2015 EPA federal 
variance language (40 CFR 131.14).  If there 
is any future action we would welcome 
stakeholder participation to ensure that any 
proposed variance is structured effectively.   
 
Oklahoma’s Scenic Rivers are afforded the 
highest levels of water quality protection 
under the state’s water quality standards.  
OWRB staff acknowledges the questions 
and concerns regarding WQS variance and 
Oklahoma’s Scenic Rivers Act.  However, 
the proposed rules do not establish a 
variance for any Scenic River.  In the future, 
if a WQS variance is considered for a Scenic 
River all legal questions would be addressed 
at that time. 
 
See response to comment 1.5.   
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11.6 Duration of Variances Must Be Limited 
 
How long can a variance last? We don't 
know because there are no limits. There 
was a statement in the press that these 
variances would not last in perpetuity. 
Well, maybe. But nothing in the 
proposed rule prevents that. Yes, the 
variance is ''time limited" but the limit is 
left unstated. The variance could be 
“limited “ to 1 year, 5 years, 20 years or 
more. And at the end of that ''time 
limited" period, another variance can be 
issued. Sure, they must be approved by 
EPA but anyone who is depending on 
EPA to save us from ourselves hasn't  
been paying attention. The open- ended 
process proposed here goes too far and 
will lead to nothing but unending delay. If 
variances are not intended to last for 
perpetuity then put a time limit on them 
in the rule. 

See response to comment 9.4 & 9.8 
 

11.7 Require An Enforceable Plan For 
Compliance With The Underlying 
Standard 
This variance process as written will get 
us no closer to compliance with the 
actual standard for which the variance is 
issued. No plan for eventual compliance 
is required. The only enforceable 
compliance plan, mentioned in the 
federal rules incorporated by reference, 
is a plan to comply with the variance, not 
the actual standard. 
 
According to the federal rules, the 
variance can't allow for lower water 
quality than what is being attained. But 
the variance can be equal to current 
conditions and that is what we expect 
will happen. These variances will be 
used to institutionalize and legalize the 
status quo and that gets us nowhere. To 
be an effective tool for actually meeting 
our standards, any variance must 
include an enforceable compliance 
schedule leading to attainment of the 
actual standard in a reasonable time. 
Anything else is just more unending 
delay. 

A WQS variance is not a tool to 
institutionalize and legalize the status quo 
regarding water quality conditions.  WQS 
variance is a tool that directs incremental 
improvements in water quality in situations 
where beneficial uses are not attainable in 
the short-term, but are attainable in the 
future.  Variances act as a temporary WQS 
and are enforceable.    
 
See response to comments 1.3 and 1.5. 
 
See response to comments 9.4, 9.6, and 
9.8.    
 
It may be possible to combine WQS tools 
such as compliance schedules with WQS 
variances.  Staff agrees the use of various 
schedules to direct progress would be 
helpful.  Likewise, the underlying water 
quality standard remains as the long-term 
total for the waterbody and efforts should be 
directed to achieving this water quality 
standard.         
 
 
 

11.8 Variances For Human Health Standards 
Must Be Prohibited 

Comment noted.  Protecting the health of 
Oklahomans is a critical function of the 
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Water quality standards for human 
health protection are set at a level that 
will limit cancer and other serious 
diseases from eating contaminated fish 
or drinking polluted water. Oklahoma's 
standards are already at the least 
restrictive end of the range allowed by 
federal requirements. Allowing a 
variance to these human health 
protection standards is just wrong. How 
can we knowingly allow an increased 
incidence of cancer among certain of 
our citizens in order to prop up corporate 
profits or keep utility rates low? 
Variances to human health standards 
must be prohibited 
 

WQS.   WQS variance will be determined on 
a case-by-case depending upon the 
particular circumstances.  Specifics such as 
ensuring the protection of human health will 
be addressed at that time.   

11.9 Finally, we wish to express our 
appreciation to the OWRB staff for all 
their efforts that went into the revision 
process. Public servants these days do 
not often receive the gratitude they 
deserve. Even though we disagree on 
some issues, the Water Quality staff has 
always tried to follow an open and 
transparent process and has been 
available to discuss and answer 
questions about their proposals. We 
appreciate that greatly. 

Thank You. 

 Valero  
12.1 If the OWRB still intends to move forward 

with the selenium water quality criteria 
that was proposed on 
December 4, 2018, Valero does believe 
that OWRB's approach should focus on 
developing site-specific WQBELs rather 
than a universal WQBEL that the 
USEPA's  2016 methodology suggests 
should apply at affected facilities, 
regardless of site conditions, such as soil 
selenium concentrations,  water body 
conditions, aquatic wildlife characteristics, 
and facility operating conditions.  As part 
of its review of the ORWB proposal, 
Valero hired Mr. Tischler, who identified 
several key points that should be 
addressed to ensure the scientific rigor of 
the proposed methodology.  His detailed 
comments are attached in Appendix A, 
and they are summarized directly below. 
  

The proposed update to the selenium 
criterion reflects the latest scientific 
knowledge regarding selenium toxicity to 
aquatic life, which is that selenium toxicity to 
aquatic life is primarily based upon 
organisms consuming selenium 
contaminated food rather than only being 
exposed to selenium dissolved in water.  
Thus, the updated criterion is a multimedia 
criterion that incorporates both water and 
fish tissue elements.  This multimedia 
approach to the criterion provides for 
considerable regulatory flexibility and 
addresses the chronic nature of selenium 
toxicity.   
 
The current selenium criteria in Oklahoma’s 
WQS were adopted in 1987.  These criteria 
are based upon science from 1987 not the 
most up-to-date science for selenium toxicity 
to aquatic life.  The 1987 criteria do not allow 
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for the use of fish tissue to confirm the need 
for a permit limit and the acute criterion is an 
unnecessary requirement because selenium 
is not an acute toxicant.  Staff finds that it is 
important to ensure that the state’s WQS are 
scientifically defensible based on current 
information.        
 
Site-specific criteria are an important WQS 
tool and as part of this rulemaking staff   
revised Oklahoma’s site-specific criteria 
provision to improve its clarity and 
accessibility.   However, site-specific criteria 
are developed to protect beneficial uses at a 
particular site by addressing circumstances 
related to the site’s unique physical, 
chemical, and or biological conditions.  Site-
specific criteria are not a tool for creating 
patchwork beneficial use protection around 
the state.  Statewide criteria provide the 
foundation of equitable beneficial use 
protection across the state and site-specific 
criteria are employed on a case-by-case 
basis.          
    

12.2 Because a Reasonable Potential (RP) to 
exceed a fish-tissue concentration criteria 
is based on chronic water column criterion 
that is not site-specific, it is critical that the 
water column criteria be based on 
dissolved selenium concentration and not 
total recoverable selenium concentration.  
The OWRB is proposing that total 
recoverable selenium be used as the 
value for dissolved selenium, which is not 
only incorrect scientifically but is also 
problematic for Valero, given the 
presence of significant particle matter 
loading in the Washita River.  Valero 
already has a requirement to monitor the 
effluent and upstream in the river to 
compare the results to the water column 
criterion and will begin collecting its 
twelve monthly samples as required by 
the current OPDES permit... Valero will be 
reporting total recoverable and dissolved 
selenium concentrations in order to derive 
the appropriate, site-specific dissolved: 
total  recoverable selenium partitioning 
ratio.  Any RP calculated for the Valero 
Ardmore Refinery must be based on the 
dissolved concentration in the water 
column, which is the basis for the 

OWRB is not proposing that the total 
recoverable selenium value be used as the 
value for dissolved selenium.  The revised 
selenium criterion water element is proposed 
as dissolved selenium, which is consistent 
with EPA recommendations.  Furthermore, 
because most wastewater permit limits for 
metals are expressed as total recoverable 
metal it is necessary to have a conversion 
factor to relate the dissolved and total form 
of the metal.   Oklahoma’s WQS have long 
provided conversion factors for various 
metals (785:45, Appendix G); a conversion 
factor for selenium is included as part of the 
proposed revision. 
 
However, in order to provide regulatory 
flexibility and address site-specific conditions 
the WQS also include the provision for 
interested parties to develop a site-specific 
conversion factor, if needed.  There is 
nothing in the current or proposed revised 
WQS that would prevent Valero from 
developing a site-specific selenium 
translator.  Additionally, there is nothing 
proposed in this WQS update that would 
impact the monitoring Valero is currently 
conducting under their OPDES permit.    
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proposed selenium water column 
criterion. 

 
       

12.3 If Valero were somehow to exceed the 
chronic water column criteria based solely 
on dissolved selenium concentrations, 
under the current proposal, Valero would 
be required to conduct a fish tissue study.  
The results of the fish tissue study would, 
of necessity, supersede the water column 
data, as fish tissue data would be 
reflective of actual exposure, which can 
vary tremendously based on stream flow 
characteristics, biological uptake for the 
stream-specific aquatic life, as well as 
many other variables that are not 
accurately captured by modeling that 
uses water quality data as inputs. 

Comment noted.  As a point of clarification, a 
fish tissue special study is not a requirement 
of the proposed criterion revision.  The fish 
tissue special study is included as an option 
to provide regulatory flexibility and links 
selenium measurements between the 
wastewater discharge and instream biota.  
The fish tissue special may be used to 
confirm the need of a permit limit.   A 
permittee however, may choose to conduct 
only selenium water chemistry monitoring 
and receive permits limits (if necessary) 
based on only water chemistry results.       

12.4 Also, if it were necessary to conduct a fish 
tissue study, Valero, as well as any other 
facility required to conduct such a study, 
should be given a five-year 
implementation  window to allow the time 
necessary to conduct the comprehensive 
field studies of long enough duration to 
accurately demonstrate long-term effects 

Detailed questions and comments regarding 
an individual permit and the amount of time 
needed to conduct a fish tissue special study 
and any associated compliance schedule 
should be addressed by ODEQ.   

12.5 OAC Title 785, Chapter 45, Appendix G 
 
OWRB is proposing  to revise the 
selenium water quality criteria applicable 
to lotic (free-flowing)  fresh water bodies 
based on the U.S. Environmental  
Protection Agency's  ("EPA") Clean Water 
Act Section 304(a) recommended  
criterion  published  in Aquatic  Life 
Ambient  Water Quality Criterion  for 
Selenium -Freshwater 
2016 (EPA 822-R-16-006)(EPA 2016 
Criteria).' The selenium criterion is unique 
compared to other aquatic life criteria 
published by EPA in that the primary 
standard is on fish tissue (whole body, 
muscle, and egg-ovary) concentrations. 
The EPA criterion for water column 
selenium concentrations  (referred to as 
an "element" of the criteria) is intended as 
an implementation procedure for 
determining  if a point or non-point 
discharge will have a reasonable potential 
("RP") to cause or contribute to 
exceedance of the tissue criteria for 
selenium. Because bioaccumulation in 
aquatic life tissue is a function of the local 

The water column element of the criterion is 
not intended as an implementation 
procedure or surrogate for fish tissue 
concentrations.  The criterion water column 
element is an integral and fully applicable 
and enforceable component of the overall 
criterion.  The criterion water column 
element ensures aquatic life protection when 
fish tissue data are not available.  Appendix 
G, Footnote 6 clearly articulates that the fish 
tissue criterion elements supersede the 
water column element when both fish tissue 
and water selenium concentrations are 
measured.     
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aquatic food web and water chemistry, 
water column criteria are based on 
median nationwide data that may or may 
not be applicable to a specific surface 
water. 
 
However,  absent  site-specific  aquatic  
life  tissue  data,  the  water  column  
criterion  is to  be used  for regulating 
discharges to surface waters. Point 
sources that have RP based on measured 
effluent selenium concentrations  are 
required to have water quality-based 
effluent limits ("WQBEL")  for selenium 
that will assure compliance  with the 
tissue-based  standards  unless site-
specific  fish tissue testing demonstrates  
compliance. It is important that OWRB 
clearly acknowledge in the OKWQS rules 
that the primary selenium criterion is the 
fish tissue concentration in either whole 
body or muscle samples. Without such 
clarity, there will likely be interested 
parties that will want to require that the 
both the water column and fish tissue 
criteria should be given equal weight and 
that the more restrictive of the two should 
be used to set OPDES permit limits. 

12.6 The proposed revisions to Appendix G 
appropriately implement the EPA 
recommended criteria. However, Valero 
has three concerns with the proposed 
amended language in Appendix G. 
1.   The third paragraph of the 
Introduction to Appendix G (a) states that 
it is acceptable to assume dissolved 
selenium concentration equals total 
selenium in the absence of site-specific 
partitioning data. This is incorrect, as EPA 
built into the criterion the dissolved-
particulate distribution assumption (i.e., 
the enrichment factor, "EF") in developing 
the selenium criteria. (EPA 2016 Criteria, 
pp. 80-90). 

 
The 2016 selenium aquatic life criteria are 
developed using a food web model, which 
is completely different from the methods 
used to develop all other aquatic life 
criteria.2  As described in the EPA 2016 
Criteria, particulate matter in the model 
consists of algae, detritus, or sediment, 
and EPA developed the enrichment factor 

See response to comment 12.2 
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component of the food-web model to 
address the relationship of the dissolved 
and particulate forms of selenium in the 
water column to their uptake and 
incorporation  into fish tissues. The 
relationship of total recoverable to 
dissolved selenium in discharges (e.g., 
treated wastewater, storm water) to a lotic 
water body was not evaluated 
independently, and simply making the 
assumption that all selenium in such 
discharges is dissolved is scientifically 
unsupportable, especially given that 
EPA's food-web model explicitly 
incorporates the particulate-dissolved 
selenium relationship into the fish tissue 
criteria. As emphasized in the Federal 
Water Quality Coalition’s comments on 
the draft EPA technical guidance for 
implementing the selenium criteria: “The 
criterion is stated in dissolved form, and 
EPA cannot reverse that by specifying a 
default translator ratio that, in essence, 
restates the criterion in the total 
recoverable form." 
 
The EPA 2016 Criteria acknowledge that 
a simple assumption of total recoverable 
selenium equals the dissolved selenium 
criterion is not scientifically appropriate: 
"While states and tribes may express 
ambient water quality criteria in water 
quality standards as dissolved selenium, 
an additional step would be necessary to 
convert the dissolved selenium 
concentration to a total recoverable 
selenium concentration for the purpose of 
NPDES permitting." (EPA 2016 Criteria, 
page K-24). The proposed OKWQS does 
not provide for such conversion of the 
dissolved selenium criterion in a 
scientifically supportable step. There are 
no data or evaluations in the EPA 2016 
Criteria, technical support documents, or 
OWRB supporting documents to support 
the assumption that total recoverable 
selenium in a discharge is equivalent to 
dissolved selenium as used in the 
proposed OKWQS. 
 
Because the aquatic life criteria for 
selenium are based on dissolved 
selenium in the water column and have a 
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built-in assumption  relating to the 
dissolved-particulate selenium 
relationship to aquatic life tissue 
concentrations, RP analyses and 
WQBELs, if required, should be based on 
dissolved selenium in discharge samples, 
not on total recoverable selenium. 
Effluent limits (e.g., WQBELs if 
necessary) on total recoverable selenium 
can be established by requiring both 
dissolved and total recoverable selenium 
data be collected for effluents and 
provided in OPDES permit applications. 
The Oklahoma Department of 
Environmental Quality ("ODEQ") can 
calculate total recoverable selenium 
WQBELs for OPDES permits using the 
discharge-specific ratio of dissolved:total  
recoverable selenium provided in the 
permit application. 

12.7 2.   Table 2 should be revised to make it 
clear that the hierarchy of selenium data 
for determining that the criteria are 
attained is as follows: 
 
a.   Fish tissue (whole body or muscle); 
and 
 
b.   Water column criteria (dissolved 
selenium). 
 
Footnotes 3 and 4 of Table 1 of the EPA 
2016 Criteria make it clear that fish tissue 
data are the selenium aquatic life water 
quality criteria. The water column data are 
not the actual standard; they are only 
applicable to implement the standard in 
the absence of adequate fish tissue 
concentration data. 

See response to comment 12.5 

12.8 3.   Table 1 of the OWRB staff report 
shows the current chronic water column 
criterion as a 4-day average while the 
EPA criterion is a monthly average. 
Footnote 5 in Table 2 of Chapter 45, 
Appendix G, shows the lotic water column 
criterion as a 30-day average so this is 
apparently a recommendation that was 
changed when the rule was proposed. 
However, to avoid confusion in the future, 
the OWRB staff report should be 
corrected, or an addendum should be 
issued. 

Staff finds that the criteria as presented in 
the Staff Report and Table 2 Appendix G are 
consistent.   
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12.9 OAC Title 785, Chapter 46, 785:46-5-10 
 
Valero believes that the proposed 
amendment at 785:46-5-10 regarding 
implementation of multimedia criteria for 
bioaccumulative pollutants in permits is 
an important clarification of the 
differences between water quality criteria 
developed to protect human health and 
aquatic life from these bioaccumulative 
chemicals and those criteria developed 
for other aquatic toxicants that have short-
term effects. Because bioaccumulative 
pollutants are transported through aquatic 
food webs and may bio-magnify at higher 
trophic levels, acknowledging that the 
critical endpoints for toxicity are typically 
in aquatic biomass (e.g., fish tissue) is 
important. Bioaccumulation rates are site-
specific, and the "default" rates used to 
calculate water column concentrations are 
selected to be protective. However, 
because most EPA and state water 
quality criteria (including Oklahoma's) are 
promulgated as water column 
concentrations and not as tissue 
concentrations, collection of site-specific 
data for fish tissue concentrations cannot 
generally be used to determine 
compliance with a water quality standard 
without changes to the existing rules. 
 
The proposed fresh water aquatic life 
standard for selenium in most lotic 
surface waters in Oklahoma is different 
from the other OWRB water quality 
standards for bioaccumulative pollutants 
(e.g., mercury, DDT, etc.), because it is in 
fact promulgated as a fish tissue (whole 
body or muscle) standard. Therefore, the 
proposed implementation procedures 
should, as appropriate, acknowledge that 
for the proposed selenium criterion, it is 
the fish tissue concentration that is the 
standard and the water column 
concentration is only to be used as a 
surrogate to trigger sampling to document 
that fish tissues downstream of a 
discharge(s) comply with the standard. 
Therefore, Valero recommends that 
OWRB consider the following changes to 
the proposed implementation rule. 
 

See response to comment 12.5 
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1.   Provision 785:46-5-10(a)(1) correctly 
identifies that fish tissue data supersede 
water column data in determining 
reasonable potential for bioaccumulative 
pollutants. However, the text of this 
section should explicitly state that the fish 
tissue criterion is the water quality 
standard for selenium and thus is the 
ultimate determining factor of whether or 
not a WQBEL is needed. The use of the 
term "may" in the introductory paragraph 
to this section implies that ODEQ could 
apply the water column criterion for 
calculating a WQBEL even if the fish 
tissue data shows compliance with the 
applicable criterion. As pointed out earlier, 
the ambiguity of this statement could be 
used by third parties to argue that that 
water column and tissue column selenium 
data should be given equal weight, which 
is not the intent of the proposed standard 
and the EPA 2016 
Criteria. 

12.10 2.   Proposed Provisions 785:46-15-
5(c)(l)(C)  and (2)(C) provide that when 
fish tissue data are available for a 
bioaccumulative pollutant with a Fish and 
Wildlife Propagation beneficial use 
designation and tissue concentrations are 
below the numeric criteria, these tissue 
concentrations constitute the 
demonstration that the use is fully 
supported. Conversely, when the tissue 
concentrations exceed the criterion, the 
use is determined to not be fully 
supported. These provisions provide 
additional support for Valero's 
recommendation that Table 2 of OAC  
785:45 
Appendix G should clearly state that the 
fish tissue criteria are the OKWQS and 
that the water column criterion is only 
applicable for the determination of 
compliance with the selenium standard 
when fish tissue data are not available. 

The water column element of the criterion is 
not just an implementation procedure or a 
surrogate for fish tissue concentrations.  The 
criterion water column element is an integral 
and fully applicable and enforceable 
component of the overall criterion.  The 
criterion water column element ensures 
aquatic life protection when fish tissue data 
are not available.  The water column 
criterion element can be used, independent 
of fish tissue data, to make water quality 
assessments for beneficial use support or 
non-support consistent with 785:46-15-(c)(1) 
and (2). 
 
The purpose of the newly proposed 
language at 785:46-15-5(c)(1)(C) and (2)(C) 
is to allow for the use of fish tissue data 
under Oklahoma’s Use Support Assessment 
Protocols (785:46, Subchapter 15).  This 
implementation language is consistent with 
the hierarchal structure of the chronic 
selenium criterion as proposed in Appendix 
G, Table 2.      

12.11 3.   Provision 785:46-5-lO(a)(l) should 
explicitly authorize a 5-year compliance 
schedule to allow a discharger that has 
effluent selenium concentrations that 
result in RP based on effluent data and 

See response to comment 12.4 
 
Staff recommends that questions and 
comments regarding individual permits be 
directed to ODEQ.   
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the water column criterion to conduct the 
necessary fish tissue study to determine if 
the selenium criteria for fish tissue are 
being achieved. Although OWRB 
standards allow for compliance 
schedules, because the selenium criteria 
(and criteria for other bioaccumulative 
pollutants) are based on fish tissue 
concentrations and the field studies 
required are comprehensive and required 
to demonstrate long-term effects, it is 
justified for such criteria implementation 
procedures to explicitly allow for a 
sufficiently long compliance period before 
a WQBEL becomes effective to collect 
sufficient fish tissue  samples to evaluate 
compliance with the criterion. Valero 
notes that Provision 785:46-5-10(b) 
anticipates sampling at permit renewal 
and years 2, 3, and 4 following issuance 
of an OPDES permit; therefore, explicitly 
specifying a 5-year compliance period is 
consistent with this requirement. 

12.12 4.  The above recommendations could be 
included as an additional Provision 
785:46-5-10(d) that adds to the proposed 
785-46-5-10 to provide specific 
clarifications of the applicability of these 
provisions to the aquatic life standard for 
selenium in specified lotic waters of the 
state.  

Comment noted.  See responses to 
comments 12.5 through 12.10 above.   

12.13 OAC Title 785, Chapter 46,785:46-14-5 
 
Valero supports proposed 785:46-14-
5(c)(3), which states that whenever a 
decision of beneficial use impairment is 
based solely on water chemistry data for 
a bioaccumulative pollutant and before a 
total maximum daily load (TMDL) is 
developed for that  pollutant, a fish tissue 
study must be conducted to confirm that 
impairment decision. 

Comment noted.   
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PUBLIC COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM INDIVIDUAL PARTIES 
 
OWRB received comments on the 2019 Triennial Review of Water Quality Standards 
from 438 individual parties.  Individual comment letters were submitted by 78 parties and 
233 and 127 parties submitted form letter A and form letter B, respectively.  In order to 
facilitate considering and responding to all of the public comments received, the 
comments were grouped into five major categories.  For each comment category a short 
summary of the overarching comment is provided followed by the OWRB response.  The 
table following the comment summary and response text presents the comments from 
each individual party, form letter A, and form letter B.  In the two cases where a specific 
comment did not fit into one of the major comment categories a specific response was 
provided and is presented in the table.  Attachment A to this document provides the list 
of parties who submitted form letter A or B.        
 
 
COMMENT CATEGORY 1:  COMMENTS ON WATER QUALITY STANDARDS VARIANCE  
 
COMMENT SUMMARY 
 
Commenters are strongly opposed to any revisions to the WQS variance provision.  
Comments characterize WQS variances as the lowering of a standard, allowing 
pollution, giving a free pass to polluters, and with open-ended timelines.  Comments 
further stated that the application of a WQS variance to Oklahoma’s Scenic Rivers would 
be a violation of the Scenic Rivers Act; therefore, Scenic Rivers should be excluded from 
any revisions to the WQS variance provision.   
 
RESPONSE 
 
Water quality standards define the goals for a waterbody and work to safeguard human 
health and aquatic life by establishing provisions to limit pollution.  However, WQS must 
be flexible enough to accommodate a range of specific water quality related 
circumstances, while at the same time meeting both the goals and requirements of the 
Clean Water Act.  Thus, a number of tools for achieving water quality standards are 
provided in both federal and state regulations.  WQS variances are a legitimate water 
quality standards tool.  The option to develop a WQS variance has long been part of 
Oklahoma’s WQS and the intent of the proposed revision is to improve the structure and 
function of this provision and align it with the 2015 federal regulations (40 CFR 131.14). 
 
A WQS variance does not allow pollution.  It is a tool that directs incremental 
improvements in water quality in situations where beneficial uses are not attainable in 
the short-term, but are attainable in the future.  Variances act as a temporary WQS and 
are enforceable.  In addition, variances can include interim milestones and accountability 
measures to assure that the expected progress toward water quality improvement does 
in fact occur.  Furthermore, the waterbody’s underlying standard remains in place and is 
still the long-term water quality goal for the waterbody.   The variance provides a 
technically robust and structured regulatory pathway to improve water quality over time 
and eventually attain the original standard.  WQS variances are time limited; however, 
the term or time limit for the variance is determined on an individual basis for each 
variance depending upon the particular circumstances.  A variance must be reevaluated 
at least every 5 years.    
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Oklahoma’s Scenic Rivers are afforded the highest levels of water quality protection 
under the state’s water quality standards.  OWRB staff acknowledges the questions and 
concerns regarding WQS variance and Oklahoma’s Scenic Rivers Act.  However, the 
proposed rules do not establish a variance for any Scenic River.  In the future, if a WQS 
variance is considered for a Scenic River all legal questions would be addressed at that 
time.    
 
COMMENT CATEGORY 2:  COMMENTS ON THE VALUE OF CLEAN WATER  
 
COMMENT SUMMARY 
 
Commenters expressed heartfelt respect for clean water in general and stated the need 
to protect waters for a myriad of beneficial uses, particularly related to people and 
wildlife.  Commenters thanked and encouraged the OWRB to carry out its mission on 
behalf of all Oklahomans.  Some commenters voiced concern that the OWRB would 
prioritize the interest of industry over citizens.     
 
RESPONSE 
 
OWRB takes pride in fulfilling its mission and is committed to its responsibility to 
maintain and protect water quality on behalf of the State of Oklahoma.  OWRB staff 
values stakeholder participation and shares the desire to ensure that water resources 
are maintained and protected for beneficial use by citizens.   Stakeholders provide an 
essential voice in the WQS process and OWRB attends to stakeholder interest and 
concerns respectfully and without favoritism.     
 
COMMENT CATEGORY 3:  COMMENTS ON THE ILLINOIS RIVER TOTAL PHOSPHORUS 
CRITERION 
 
COMMENT SUMMARY 
 
Commenters conveyed frustration and disappointment that 17 years after the adoption of 
the Illinois River total phosphorus criterion it has not been effectively implemented, 
enforced, or attained.    
 
RESPONSE 
 
Since the adoption of the Illinois River total phosphorus criterion in 2002, OWRB staff 
has continuously worked with Oklahoma sister agencies and agencies in Arkansas to 
implement the criterion and improve water quality.  While there have been measurable 
water quality improvements over the years, this has proven to be a long and arduous 
process and additional water quality improvements are needed.  We recognize and 
respect the enormous contribution that all stakeholders have made to improve and 
protect water quality in the Illinois River watershed.  We value stakeholder’s hard work 
and recognize that they have been steadfast throughout a long and difficult process.  
OWRB staff is committed to continued work with stakeholders, responsible parties, and 
all agencies to restore beneficial uses in the Illinois River. 
 
OWRB does not have direct water quality standards enforcement authority nor does it 
specify how sister agencies make compliance and/or enforcement determinations.  
These decisions are wholly the responsibility of the implementing agencies. 
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COMMENT CATEGORY 4:  COMMENTS ON POULTRY OPERATIONS IN EASTERN 
OKLAHOMA  
 
COMMENT SUMMARY 
 
Commenters are opposed to the expansion of poultry farming operations in eastern 
Oklahoma, particularly in the Scenic River watersheds.  Commenters state that poultry 
operations and poultry waste are directly contributing to the declining water quality in the 
Illinois River and other waterbodies.     
 
RESPONSE 
 
OWRB does not have authority regarding oversight of poultry farming operations.  The 
Oklahoma WQS contain provisions, including the Antidegradation Policy, that serve to 
limit and/or mitigate nonpoint source pollution contributions to waters.  OWRB staff 
engages with sister agencies on a myriad of projects and is willing to assist sister 
agencies in their efforts to implement WQS in diverse water quality management 
programs.   
 
COMMENT CATEGORY 5:  COMMENTS ON COMPLETING UPDATE OF HUMAN HEALTH 
CRITERIA 
 
COMMENT SUMMARY  
 
Commenters requested that OWRB staff complete the review and update of human 
health criteria.  Commenters expressed concern that the project had been postponed 
and found that addressing human health criteria should be a priority of the OWRB WQS 
program.   
 
RESPONSE 
 
Staff agrees that the project to review and update human health criteria should be 
completed and this is a priority for the WQS program.  Human health criteria are 
essential to protecting Oklahoma’s Public and Private Drinking Water Supply and Fish 
Consumption beneficial uses.  It has been 28 years since OWRB last conducted a 
comprehensive review of human health criteria.  Since that time, both the types of 
chemical and industry activities in the state have diversified and increased and at the 
same time the foundational science supporting human health criteria development has 
evolved and improved.  Thus, staff finds that a comprehensive review to update and 
consider new human health criteria is warranted.  Staff expects to continue work on 
human health criteria throughout 2019 in preparation for the 2020 rulemaking.  Staff will 
include stakeholders in the project and values stakeholder participation.        
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Public Comments Received by Citizens 
Aaron Armstrong 
The number of new poultry farms in eastern OK is ridiculous. Stop allowing more pollution into the Illinois 
River watershed. OK only has a handful of scenic rivers, why allow more pollution and ruin them? 
Adam Snyder  
I would like to express my concern regarding pollution variances in the scenic waterways of Northeast 
Oklahoma.  I feel it is extremely important keep our rivers and streams free of environmental pollutants; not 
only for the health of our citizens, but to preserve the natural beauty of our state.  Outdoorsmanship is an 
important element of our traditional Oklahoma culture and values, and without clean water, all forms of fish 
and game will suffer.   Please consider keeping the standards of water quality as high as possible so that 
we can leave our children a clean a beautiful State to enjoy. 
Adrienne Gautier 
Dear OWRB members, 
Please do not adopt less stringent standards for our Scenic Rivers! This is a violation of Oklahoma law. 
Please exclude the Scenic Rivers from the variance process, as required by Oklahoma Statute: Title 
82:1085.30 (A)(4) (b)). It is time to stop letting the poultry industry off the hook for polluting the Illinois river. 
Enough damage has been done already.  Also, please restrict the variance process for our other waters as 
well. If a less stringent variance is adopted at all, it needs to be for a specified limited time, and only if our 
health and safety is not jeopardized. 
And finally, please have the OWRB staff complete the human health standards review. This 
comprehensive review of Oklahoma's water quality standards is required by law, and the staff was 
complying with this law until the dirty water polluter lobby expressed opposition. Please do not allow these 
polluter groups to dictate how you do your jobs! They should not be allowed to veto standards that protect 
our health and safety. Please direct your staff to complete this this review and propose the necessary 
provisions now. The have put a lot of work into this this past year, and it is imperative that they be allowed 
to finish the job updating the list and the toxicity levels of the pollutants in our water. 
Anita Mann 
OWR Board Members, 
I am writing to convey my concerns for the future of Oklahoma's scenic rivers and human health water 
standards.  I am opposed to the proposed changes to our state's water quality protections!  I do not believe 
that these changes are keeping with the mission and responsibilities of the OWRB, specifically, "...to 
protect and enhance the quality of life for Oklahoma by managing and improving the state's water 
resources to ensure clean and reliable water supplies...".  As a life-long citizen of this state, I believe it is 
imperative that ALL of our citizens have access to clean water and safe rivers. The Board must do their 
part, listening to and taking heed of OWRB staff's recommendations to update the current standards for 37 
pollutants already included and to adopt new standards for 38 pollutants not yet addressed. Frankly, that 
number is terrifying, and not for the same reasons that big polluters are concerned.  The Board must act in 
the best interest of the people of Oklahoma, not short-sighted, profit-oriented corporations! 
Please: 
•Protect our scenic rivers! 
•Exclude scenic rivers from the variance process, as required by Oklahoma law. 
•Exclude any variance for human health protections; protect the health of all 
Oklahomans! 
•Direct the OWRB staff to complete the review of human health standards and propose the necessary 
revisions now. 
Barbara Neas & David Miller 
Dear members of the Oklahoma Water Resources Board, 
The new proposed changes in water quality standards are surely going to reduce the quality of Oklahoma 
water and potentially affect the health of Oklahoma citizens. The proposed variances allow polluters to 
continue to pollute. Why should we do that?  Why should we lower our standards for anyone, much less 
someone from another state.  We should be protecting our state not facilitating polluters.  Polluters should 
be required to clean up their mess, not be given a free pass. Handing out variances would only guarantee 
that our standards will not be met any time soon, if ever. Before variances are issued, strict limits on them 
must be in place.  Any variance process must exclude Scenic Rivers altogether, as required by Oklahoma 
law.  The proposal has left too many things open-ended. It appears no limits are set on the length of time 
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variances are in effect and they can be renewed indefinitely. Any variance should be strictly limited in 
duration.  Thank you for consideration of these points.  We want to move Oklahoma forward, not increase 
the pollution in our state. 
Bernard Brown 
It is totally unacceptable to allow \"pollution Variances\" for the Lower Illinois River or any other waterway. 
Bob Frazier 
Please protect our natural resources here in eastern Oklahoma, and the entire state, from poultry interests 
that are turning are lives upside down. Our streams, creeks and rivers are all we have, they are the 
foundation of our communities, and our lives. Please protect the Oklahoma citizens affected by not 
compromising by allowing a variance to meet pollution limits. Help our people before helping corporate 
poultry polluters from Arkansas, we need all the help we can get from Oklahoma City and the state capital, 
our entire way of life is currently on the line. 
Bonnie Glidewell 
I am writing to you with regard to the changes in policy regarding chemical discharges into the Illinois 
River, as well as other bodies of water that may be impacted in our great state that are being considered 
by the OWRB.  I understand you have been with the OWRB for many years, so you were there when the 
lawsuit by Oklahoma against chicken and pig farmers was filed and litigated. Even though the lawsuit was 
"won" by big money enterprises, many positive changes came about because of that lawsuit, positive for 
Oklahoma and its watershed. 
 
The mission of the OWRB is to protect and enhance the water quality of Oklahoma's watershed. Please 
don't allow the positive changes that have come about to backslide by allowing loopholes for companies to 
slip through with regard to the amount of pollutants that are allowed by the standards.  Oklahoma has 
come a long way in restoring our beautiful and healthful watershed, but much work it still to be done.  We 
cannot let down our guard. We are the protectors of our future generations' legacy. Many of the polluters of 
our rivers don't live in our state or even in our country, and they will not be impacted by whatever happens. 
 
The people who operate companies that pollute our watershed need to be held to the standards that have 
been implemented over the years to maintain clean water, though I'm sure it's not always easy. Easy is 
what got our watershed polluted in the first place. But must we constantly change the rules that are in 
place because some find it difficult to comply?  I find that unreasonable, and I don't believe I'm alone in my 
thinking. The people of Oklahoma want clean water!   
 
I would appreciate it if you would please share this letter with the other OWRB Board members before a 
decision is made on the changes in policy. Thank you. 
Dr. Bradford Hoopes 
Re:  785:45-5-5 WQ Standards Variance 
I am an Illinois River property owner for more than 25 years and I have been around the river for more than 
60 years.   I have seen the river water quality go from really good to really bad to OK over the last 50 
years. I have served on state policy boards so it makes me question what motive the members of such 
boards have when I hear Monty Porter, Water Quality Program Division Assistant Chief, make statements 
like: variances are one more tool to allow us to reduce pollution.  A variance is a tool to help a bank get a 
wider drive way, it should not be a tool to pollute Oklahoma's natural resources. Variances should not be 
used on Oklahoma's water quality regulations. Such use is clearly for misguided economic development, 
please reject variances as a means to regulate water quality. 
Bridget Wood 
Protect the Illinois!’ No chickens! My children all got sick after a trip to the river. The ER said they had 
many sick folks that weekend with D and ear infections. All had been on the river. This was a few years 
ago, imagine how bad it is now! The water is too polluted for people and animals! Please enact strict limits 
on chicken houses or BAN them! 
Carol Preston 
I write as a citizen  of OK and a member  of the Stillwater League  of Women  Voters to vigorously object  
to the proposed  rules to loosen  restrictions for granting of a variance to water quality standards that must  
be met by those who discharge pollutants into a body of water.  Substantiated by scientific study, the 
phosphorus limit of .037 mg/L was adopted by the OWRB in 2001. I t was approved by the legislature, the 
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Governor and the EPA, but it is not being enforced due to a delaying agreement with northwest Arkansas, 
endangering the Illinois River and Tenkiller Lake. 
 
Far from being useful regulatory tools, these variance procedures allow for continued pollution of our 
precious waterways by poultry farms and others. and they appear  to be in violation of state laws that curb  
the agency’s authority  to modify  water quality  standards by providing  for less stringent  criteria for scenic  
rivers such as the Illinois.  I therefore  urge the OWRB  not to approve  the proposed  water variance rules 
and to consider  the best interests of the citizens of Oklahoma rather than those of the poultry fanners who 
want to increase  profits by failing  to ab ide by the state standards. 
Charles Stuart 
My name is Charles Stuart, and I am writing today regarding the water quality standards for Oklahoma's 
scenic rivers. As I understand the situation, the OWRB is considering lower safety standards, through the 
use of variances, in order to accommodate businesses pouring waste into Oklahoma waterways. 
 
Variances would allow the poultry industry to dodge pollution standards for nebulous amounts of time, 
tying up required compliance in red tape while human beings suffer the consequences.  The .037 mg/L 
phosphorus limit is not some arbitrarily chosen number. Rather, it was researched and substantiated by a 
two- year scientific study, and approved by the EPA, the legislature, the governor, and the OWRB itself.  
These standards have been set, studied, and proven valid by government officials in both Arkansas and 
Oklahoma, and our citizens deserve no less. 
 
In conclusion, I am vehemently opposed to this proposal, and I want Oklahoma's standards and water 
quality to remain intact. If there is to be a change, it should be to improve water quality, not endanger it. 
Christopher Monroe 
I am writing this to voice my concerns with changing the water quality standards in our rivers. We enjoy the 
healthy habitats that house our fish and game. I oppose any change that would harm our beautiful rivers, 
streams, and waterways in any way. Thank you for listening my concerns and I hope they influence your 
decisions in the future. 
Citizen 7 
For the last several years, our family has enjoyed camping and swimming at the Illinois River and Baron 
Fork Creek. Also grandkids and friends still go there. We don’t need anymore waste from chicken houses 
run into these waters. We are very concerned. 
Citizen 9 
I am unalterably opposed to variance and rule changes to our water quality rules. Phosphorous reduction 
and control is a must. Save out beautiful Illinois. 
Claire Robinson 
I grew up on the Illinois River, and loved to swim, float and fish there with my family at our cabin. My 
husband and I visit Tahlequah and eastern OK frequently throughout the year to enjoy our scenic rivers. 
However, it’s becoming increasingly gross to be in the water, making it less fun for us to visit small towns. I 
know the temporary pollution rule seems small, but the pollution is becoming visible again. There was a 
period after the lawsuit where we could see fewer brown bubble buildup piles around log jams and shallow 
water, but they are coming back. I want to support all of Oklahoma’s towns and communities but without 
safe scenic rivers, there’s nothing to take us back to my eastern OK hometown. Please pursue the Total 
Maximum Daily Load phosphorous study and do not approve the temporary pollution limit changes. 
Connie Dillon 
I am writing to you in your capacity as Chair of the Oklahoma Water Resources 
Board (OWRB) relating the Board's responsibility to manage and improve the state's water resources for 
Oklahomans. In keeping with that mandate, I urge the Board to support the recommendations of OWRB 
staff regarding minimum water quality standards and to exclude our Scenic Rivers from the variance 
process, in keeping with the "less stringent" requirements for scenic rivers as per Oklahoma Law (State 
Statute, Title 82: §1085.30(A)(4)(b)). 
Our scenic river areas are among our most precious resources. They are among our most popular 
recreational destinations, one of our most important wildlife habitats, and certainly the hub of one of our 
most vital industries. My daughter received her Girl Scout canoe badge on a canoe trip down the Illinois 
River. I scuba dive in Lake Tenkiller, a lake known as Oklahoma's clearest. And I fish in the river below 
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Tenkiller dam as bald eagles sore above hoping for a chance at a trout. In late afternoon, a heron skims 
along the surface of the meandering river grateful to find a place to rest. And none of this would be 
possible without the lodging, restaurants, marinas and services of so many local businesses in the area. 
 
My family and friends have had these opportunities because we have a state agency that has a mandate 
to ensure a "clean and reliable water supplies, a strong economy, and a safe and healthy environment".  I 
urge you to ensure that our children and our children’s children will continue to find that quality in their lives 
by demonstrating your commitment to protecting and improving the health of our environment. 
Thank you for this opportunity to express my views. 
CR Solomon 
Please reject the rule allowing a variance to Oklahoma water quality regulations. The Okla. scenic rivers 
are a vital 
asset to Oklahoma. Oklahoma Scenic Rivers and Lake Tenkiller must have the very highest water quality 
protection possible. I am begging you to reject the rule allowing a variance to Oklahoma water quality 
regulations, especially for the Oklahoma Scenic Rivers. Endangering the quality of waters is dangerous to 
everything and everyone in the state of Oklahoma. Thank you. 
Craig Clifford & Patricia Clifford 
We are writing in response to the article in today Tulsa World. As concerned citizens who care about 
Oklahoma's Scenic Rivers.  Chemical limits designed to protect human health should not be compromised. 
Variances should be allowed ONLY under STRICT time limitations.  We urgently plead with you to decline 
changes in rules. Our water quality standards must be enforced to protect Oklahoma's scenic rivers.  
Enough is enough. Water is life. 
David Marks 
I stand with the “Save the Illinois River” and other concerned groups in opposition to the OWRB delaying 
water quality improvements. This is Oklahoma’s primary scenic river and must be preserved at all costs. 
David Nelson 
The Lower Illinois River in northeast Oklahoma is a precious conservation resource and attracts sportsmen 
and women from all over the country as a trout fishing paradise. Minimal flows of clean water from the dam 
are NECESSARY to keep this resource alive. Please include this in your considerations 
Deanna Homer 
It is vital that our scenic rivers be protected, as required by OK law: \"the Board shall not modify the OK 
Water Quality Standards applicable to scenic river areas...to downgrade a designated use, establish a 
subcategory of a use or provide for less stringent criteria or other provisions thereof.\" For other waters no 
variances should be allowed for human health protection. The review of human health standards and 
proposed revisions need to be completed now. 
Denise Deason-Toyne 
I am writing in my individual capacity, as well as president of Save the Illinois River (STIR), to voice my 
objection to this irresponsible and potentially costly proposal for allowing variances to the water quality 
standards. 
STIR and the OWRB share a similar mission: STIR seeks to protect the water quality of the Illinois River, 
Tenkiller Lake and their tributaries.  Your Mission statement includes "managing and improving the state's 
water resources to ensure clean and reliable water supplies." How then, can allowing variances to our 
already insufficiently enforced water quality standards meet your mission? 
 
Our phosphorous standard has been in place for twenty years, yet it has not been enforced - even after it 
has been determined to be scientifically substantiated.  Granting variances will simply degrade even 
further our water. How does allowing continued impairment of water quality meet your mission of "ensuring 
a safe and healthy environment." That is the ultimate irony. OWRB wants to "ensure clean and healthy 
water" yet will give polluters a pass on meeting our standards.  And even more, there will be no a limitation 
or deadline during which polluters have to come into compliance with our standards. That is unacceptable. 
While I am certain the OWRB believes that scenic rivers such as the Illinois will not be affected by granting 
variances, there is nothing in your regulations which specifically excludes scenic rivers and their tributaries 
from further pollution due to improvidently granted variances.  In this case, you can expect costly lawsuits 
from environmental groups, which could have otherwise be avoided. Not a good use of my tax dollars.  I 
urge the OWRB to reconsider allowing ANY variance to water quality standards and, to instead, work to 
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further enforce those standards so we may actually live what our Mission Statements state. 
Dian Jordan 
Water polluters should be required to clean up their mess, not be given a free pass. Variances guarantee 
that our standards will not be met any time soon, if ever.   Any variance process must exclude Scenic 
Rivers altogether, as required by Oklahoma law.  Standards that protect human health also should not be 
subject to any variance. These standards prevent cancer and other serious illness. Allowing variances 
would be immoral.  Please consider the impact to Oklahoma as you proceed, and not just the fat pockets 
of industry. 
Dick Swift 
My wife and I have been very fortunate.  We are able to travel throughout our great country.  This travel 
has been particularly rewarding.  Through my readings and our travel I have become painfully aware of the 
continued loss of our major waters to overuse, pollution and excessive harvest.  We are not doing right by 
the waters of our nation.  What has been done to the Chesapeake Bay and the eastern Gulf of Mexico 
represents a great immorality.  Basically we are creating lifeless deserts of our waters. Shall we not protect 
the waters of Oklahoma?  Shall we allow unrestrained pollution to eventually make our rivers and lakes 
unusable?  I would hope not.  The fondest memories my now grown children are the golden days we spent 
recreating at Lake Tenkiller.  Our water system is connected.  Lakes and ponds are connected by 
waterways to other bodies of water and our aquifers are recharged by those same streams, lakes and 
ponds.  If the unrestrained use is a sign of progress, please count me out.  Hopefully those in power can 
look forward past the next election cycle in making decisions which will have a lasting impact on our 
children for generations to come.  Please don't let our waters go the way of the blue fin tuna.     
Ed Wampler 
Please keep high standards. Especially concerned about the L.I.R. area. Thanks for all you do 
Edward Phillips 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed water quality rule changes affecting 
Oklahoma's Scenic Rivers. 
 
Water quality has improved in the Illinois River and Lake Tenkiller but has a long way to go in the 
watershed. The proposed water quality changes would be a serious step backwards affecting fish and 
wildlife as well as public safety from threats to personal contact and water supplies such as toxic blue 
green algae and other Hazardous Alga Blooms. 
 
Maintaining the existing water quality standards are particularly critical in view of well-known, greatly 
increasing poultry and livestock feeding facilities as well as required upgrades to Waste Water Treatment 
Facilities in the watershed. No doubt lobbyist pressure is greatly increasing as well. 
The proposed changes to existing water quality standards on nutrients and chemical pollutants are not 
justified without effective monitoring, enforcement action plans and results. Examples of phosphorous 
reduction are provided in Wisconsin's Phosphorous Fact Sheet https://www.fdl.wi.gov/cofuploads/FACT  
SHEET.pdf 
Excessive phosphorous levels can be reduced with more effective and modern farming and ranching 
methods practiced in other areas. Phosphorous can also be significantly reduced in new and upgraded 
Waste Water Treatment Facilities with lowered costs of phosphorous control systems reported by U.S. 
EPA and state water authorities. 
 
Does it really make sense to lower Nonpoint and Point Source water quality standards for a critical 
Oklahoma watershed when threats to fish and wildlife as well as public safety and tourism are increasing? 
Fred Kirk 
Please, I ask you to reject the rule allowing a variance to Oklahoma water quality regulations for Oklahoma 
Scenic Rivers. Designated scenic rivers or any of Oklahoma's rivers should not be compromised by 
allowing a variance to meet pollution limits. Oklahoma’s phosphorus limit for scenic rivers must be 
enforced without further delay. It must not be weakened for any length of time, for any reason or for any 
private, corporate or municipal entity.  These entities have had plenty of time to meet the standards but 
chose to delay and must now suffer the consequences of their actions. 
Gary Raasch 
Please reject:  785:45-5-5 WQ Standards Variance 
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Glen Sturgeon 
Do not pollute the lower Illinois River water please or any water in our state 
 
 
Grant Hall 
Having read the various changes proposed, I will focus on two areas, one specific and one general that I 
feel a regular citizen can address. 
 
The first deals with proposed ability to grant variances from clean water standards. Comments from OWRB 
staff defended this in that the regulations have not kept up and such variances would allow greater 
flexibility in dealing with outdated regulations. Outdated regulations should be replaced to reflect the 
current and anticipated environment in the utilization of one of the state's most vital resources, water. 
As has been seen by residents  of Delaware  County and other  adjoining counties, the massive influx and 
concentration of poultry factories  has been encouraged  by an outdated registration process, costing $10, 
allowing massive poultry factories  to locate adjacent  to longtime residents  with  little or no recourse.  This 
process, in turn, allows the grower to come to OWRB for a permit. However, because the applicant already 
has the greenlight from ODAFF to build and operate, OWRB is essentially obligated to issue a permit. 
Residents are notified and may protest but none are ever upheld. 
 
This is an outdated process where an industry that is overwhelming the resources of northeast Oklahoma. 
To the extent  you are being asked to allow "variances" from  clean water  standards, with  an arbitrary 
time  limit, simply gives more  power  to the applicants  with  the greatest resources and influence  to 
overwhelm local residents. If the rules are outdated then perhaps it is time to quit piece mealing them and 
attempt to modernize a process that simply encourages "the mining of water" and fails to comprehend that 
clean water is a vital resource of Oklahoma. How is it that years after legal wrangling, failing to meet 
phosphorous standards that OWRB now proposes a mechanism that plays into the hands of  
 
Arkansas poultry companies to side step clean water requirements. The best way to protect the waters of 
Oklahoma is to create standards, require adherence and insure that industries and municipalities must 
modernize to protect the resource that makes Green Country Green. Today, Governor Stitt mentioned the 
"abundant waters of eastern Oklahoma", but that abundancy and the purity of those waters are not 
guaranteed without modern regulations that cannot be varied, lobbied, bought away or side stepped. 
The very fact that wells permitted to massive poultry factories  are not required to be cased or metered 
shows that current regulations, while keeping costs low for Arkansas poultry integrators, fail to protect 
water  resource usage or intervening zones of water accessed by private  wells of long time landowners 
adjacent  to concentrated poultry factories.  Variances are not the answer, but better regulations that keep 
up with much larger, more aggressive industries are needed.  Thank you for your consideration. 
Dr. Howard Baer 
I am writing to register my strong opposition to the OWRB's consideration of lowering the standards for 
Oklahoma's water. Please do not lower these safety standards, through the use of variances, in order to 
accommodate businesses pouring waste into Oklahoma waterways.  These standards have been set, 
studied, and proven valid by government officials in both Arkansas and Oklahoma, and our citizens 
deserve no less. 
 
Oklahoma is our home, and we rely heavily on these precious water resources. We must maintain and 
improve water quality as per Title 82:1085.30 (A)(4)(b) which is the law. Anything less or exceptions to the 
rule would be a clear violation of this law. 
Howard Iba 
I’m adamantly opposed to delaying water quality improvements and allowing industry or cities to exceed 
discharge limits!! Our scenic rivers’ water should continue to improve as these are Oklahoma’s greatest 
natural assets and should be protected for our future Oklahomans. Please protect them. 
Ida Hershey 
Protecting our water resources protects human heath and wellness. The proposed new variance process 
means enacted standards don't have to be met. Variances could be applied to drinking water standards 
This violates the late. 
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Environmental regulations are not solely created to protect the environment, they protect our health and 
that of our grandchildren. The established standards have been shown to reduce cancer and other serious 
illness. 
Adopting this new variance process is a step backward for human health and a step forward for polluters. 
The future of Oklahoma - it's economy and human condition - is in your hands. 
What is your mission, OWRB?   ...to protect and enhance the quality of life for Oklahomans by managing 
and improving the state's water resources to ensure clean and reliable water supplies, a strong economy, 
and a safe and healthy environment.  I urge you to consider my comments as you proceed. 
Jacqueline Morris 
Speaking from the concern of our clean streams and rivers. Especially the Illinois River near Talequah! 
Please help us to stop the pollution! 
James Townsend 
It took three years to get enough support to pass the Oklahoma Scenic Rivers Act. 
The following are my concluding remarks in the final debate before the Bill Passed the House of 
Representatives. 
This Act will be a positive program for Oklahoma, with emphasis on our Rivers.  Our goal should be to 
make the free flowing streams a symbol of the great Oklahoma spirit. 
The Rivers were the life lines of our ancestors---- providing food to keep them Strong ---- water to cleanse 
and heal their bodies, beauty to stimulate their minds and spirits.  Their flood planes nourished the animals 
that provided fur for clothing and shelter.  The sparking rapids and cool clear holes are mirrors that reflect 
our past ---- our Present---- and our Future.  We have a moral obligation to keep them free of the 
contamination of progress that is based only on material gain.  We must become the first generation of 
Oklahomans who will put a stop to the rape of our natural resources, particularly our air and water. 
 
Oklahoma's future is bright only so long as our air is fresh and our water is 
Clean ---- Oklahomans wake up ---- the slimy shadow of pollution is approaching and threatening our 
environment ---- it must be attacked ---- it must be stopped. 
As little raindrops can join together and make a mighty river go on a rampage and cut a new river channel -
--- you and I ---- as Oklahomans must join hands in the common cause of conservation ---- perhaps we will 
have to go on a rampage to develop a new thought channel. 
 
ENVIRONMENT FIRST---- INDUSTRY SECOND ---- OKLAHOMA ALWAYS 
Janna Corn 
I am writing this letter to discuss the importance of water and protecting it and our health. Water is life! 
Without clean, healthy water, life cannot flourish. It is my understanding that under the Clean Water Act, 
this year you will review of the standards of Oklahoma's water. I strongly encourage you to do this and 
make sure we have a high standard for water quality in our scenic rivers and lakes as well as our drinking 
water and do not let the opposition dictate your recommendations. 
 
In addition, I implore you not to adopt the new variance process that would most definitely keep us from 
reaching the Phosphorus standard. Please do not grant variances or appeals of any polluters, and if done, 
please make sure they are severely limited. Oklahoma is our home, and we rely heavily on these precious 
water resources. We must maintain and improve water quality as per Title 82:1085.30 (A)(4)(b) which is 
the law. Anything less or exceptions to the rule would be a clear violation of this law. If chicken feces and 
sewage run off is allowed into our bodies of water because polluters requests variances or oppose 
standards, it is completely irresponsible, will be a detriment to ourselves and future generations, and is 
breaking the law. We are the ones that will suffer from contaminated water, not the polluters. Please 
strongly consider these comments and support high water quality and propose the revisions that address 
the other 38 pollutants in your recommendation. We support you, and please listen to the people who live 
on this land and fight to protect it, not those who take simply take advantage of it. 
Jared Wileman 
Oklahoma Water Resources Board, Please do not let the water variances go into effect.  My family and I 
enjoy fishing and kayaking in Oklahoma streams.  The fact that companies will be allowed to put extra 
pollution into our waters is unthinkable and will have long lasting detrimental effects to those aquatic 
systems, as well as putting the people who enjoy those waters at an increased risk from environmental 
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toxins.  Such an allowance is extremely short sighted and irresponsible.  Clean water is a right shared by 
all Oklahoma residents.  Please do the responsible thing and do not allow companies or other private 
entities to further pollute our waters. 
Jeannette Wilson 
My drinking water and other water uses comes from the Illinois River. Any dilution of the current legal 
standards for phosphorus and other pollutants will negatively impact my life and health. I have many 
friends who share this opinion.  We will take action to protect ourselves. Do NOT let Arkansas companies 
dictate Oklahoma policies. 
Jennifer Saltzstein 
The OWRB is tasked with the protection of our single most important resource: water. It has come to my 
attention that the board is considering the adoption of a variance, allowing increased pollution in the Illinois 
River. Further, it seems that the board is planning to ignore the recommendations of its own staff to update 
the pollution standards meant to protect the health of Oklahomans. Simply put, the changes proposed are 
probably illegal and will certainly downgrade our water quality. 
 
If the board adopts a variance procedure for Scenic Rivers such as the Illinois River, Arkansas chicken 
farmers will be subject to less stringent Phosphorus standards. The poultry industry has already done 
extraordinary harm to our waterways. They must not be allowed to pollute the Illinois river with impunity. 
Moreover, adopting  a variance for our Scenic Rivers would be a clear violation of Oklahoma Statute, Title 
82:1085.30 (A)(4}(b), which specifically  forbids modifying  water quality standards for scenic river areas. 
Unless the board excludes the Scenic Rivers from the variance process, it will be breaking the law.  The 
board should exclude Scenic Rivers from the variance process, as Oklahoma law requires. Moreover, the 
variance procedure should be used rarely, it should be governed by a set timeframe, and it should never 
be used if the adoption of less stringent standards could jeopardize human health. 
As a resident of this state, my right to clean water should be non-negotiable. Given this, I am alarmed that 
the board has abdicated its responsibility to update its current pollution standards. The board's own staff 
recommended updating current standards for 37 existing pollutants and adopting new standards for 38 
additional pollutants after extensive review. It is shameful that the board would bow to the demands of 
industries whose profit is dependent on endangering the health and safety of citizens. Please continue the 
hard work of the OWRB staff, and allow them to finish their list of standards for the toxicity levels of 
pollutants in our water. Move forward with the human health standards review and propose the necessary 
provisions now, as required by law. Industry groups should not be allowed to veto standards designed to 
protect human health and safety. 
Jo Lana Farris 
Who were the stakeholders wherein OWRB decided to delay proposed rule changes in junction with EPA 
Human Health Criteria formulas. Porter has stated there were several stakeholders that raised questions 
who were they? 
JoBeth Hamon 
Please do not adopt less stringent standards for our Scenic Rivers! This is a violation of Oklahoma law. 
Please exclude the Scenic Rivers from the variance process, as required by Oklahoma Statute: Title 
82:1085.30 (A)(4)(b)). It is time to stop letting the poultry industry off the hook for polluting the Illinois River. 
Also, please restrict the variance process for our other waters as well. If a less stringent variance is 
adopted at all, it needs to be for a specified limited time, and only if our health and safety is not 
jeopardized. 
And finally, please have the OWRB staff complete the human health standards review. This 
comprehensive review of Oklahoma's water quality standards is required by law, and the staff was 
complying with this law until the dirty water polluter lobby expressed opposition. They should not be 
allowed to veto standards that protect our health and safety. Please direct your staff to complete this this 
review and propose the necessary provisions now. The have put a lot of work into this this past year, and it 
is imperative that they be allowed to finish the job updating the list and the toxicity levels of the pollutants in 
our water. 
John Solomon 
Re: 785:45-5-5 WQ Standards Variance 
I am writing to request that the board reject the above-referenced proposal. The variance is described as 
“a temporary, less stringent, substitute standard adopted for a stream that has problems meeting the 
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actual standard”. Such variance gives the worst polluters the necessary regulatory and legal cover to far 
exceed pollution discharge limits on an indefinite basis.  Issuing such a free pass to polluters would pose a 
severe threat to the public interest and safety of fellow Oklahomans, ensuring the destruction of our state’s 
most treasured scenic rivers, watersheds and lakes, which are some of our state’s greatest assets. 
The Oklahoma Scenic River Act of 1970 states that “some of the free-flowing stream and rivers of 
Oklahoma possess such unique natural scenic beauty, water conservation, fish, wildlife and outdoor 
recreational values of present and future benefit to the people of the state that it is the policy of the 
Legislature to preserve these areas for the benefit of the people of Oklahoma. For this purpose these are 
hereby designated certain “scenic river areas” to be preserved as a part of Oklahoma’s diminishing 
resource of free-flowing rivers and streams.” 
Despite legislation, judicial proceedings, and the overwhelming public interest of Oklahomans, our 
Oklahoman political and judicial leadership has been unwilling or unable to protect our water resources 
from big money poultry interests in Arkansas. These out of state interests have a decades-long record 
stained by wanton pollution, effective manipulation and lobbying of political, judicial regulatory and 
academic institutions, poor labor practices, and substandard health and safety controls.  By hook or crook, 
a few Arkansas chicken billionaires have got away with caking Oklahoma’s once pristine scenic rivers and 
watersheds in biohazardous waste from their poultry and swine empires. Tulsa’s drinking water has been 
grossly contaminated. The Illinois River and Lake Tenkiller have suffered irreparable damage from 
Arkansas-sourced human, poultry, and swine waste. This has been the case despite the rule of law, public 
opposition, and firm regulatory standards. What will happen when these same bad actors are given a free 
pass to discharge solid waste at will? The fact that this variance has even been proposed raises worrying 
questions as to how and why such a gift to Arkansas poultry at such great public cost to Oklahomans ever 
came about.   
Recently, Arkansas-controlled poultry operations have been proliferating in Oklahoma’s key watersheds 
and scenic rivers at a worrying rate. Local residents have been forced to move or else face biohazardous 
pollution and illness. Waste levels of noxious poultry manure discharge in Oklahoma’s most vulnerable 
watersheds have risen to record levels year-on-year, according to the Oklahoma Department of 
Agriculture, Food and Forestry. For example, in 2017 Arkansas poultry interests dumped over 15,000 tons 
of chicken manure, containing dangerous E. Coli and phosphorous, into the Illinois River watershed alone. 
Giving these same polluters a special pass and political cover to pollute at will is clearly not in the interest 
of Oklahomans.  
 
Recently, Kansas just said “no” to big poultry from Arkansas due to these health concerns, telling a large 
poultry operator to go elsewhere. It is time for Oklahoma’s leadership to do the same. We should not sell 
out Oklahoma’s safe clean water and scenic rivers to appease a few billionaires in Arkansas. It is 
overwhelmingly in the interest of public safety, health and well-being to current and future Oklahomans that 
this variance is rejected immediately. 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
Julie Gahn 
I'm writing to express support for the view that more should be done to enforce the rules that protect water 
quality in Oklahoma's streams and rivers. 
 
As a former Coast Guard officer who developed policy at the headquarters level and oversaw regulatory 
enforcement at the unit level, I understand the balancing act that regulatory agencies manage; that rules 
have to be feasible.  However, I think that giving variances to polluters of Oklahoma's streams at this stage 
is bending too far to the needs of commerce and is not doing enough to protect water quality and thus 
quality of life. 
I recall participating in a regional work group several years back that sought to answer the question, what 
will bring highly qualified professionals to Oklahoma and what will prevent Oklahoma's brain drain? If I was 
solely looking for "what's in it for me and my family," I wouldn't stay in Oklahoma because Oklahoma 
doesn't seem to care about providing places to connect with nature, rest and rejuvenate. It would be 
wonderful to be able to take a "back country" float trip down some of Oklahoma's streams (of course the 
Illinois is the first that comes to mind, but I'm sure there are many more.) Or to be able to plan a family 
reunion at a lake where I felt good taking young nieces and nephews swimming and boating.  But frankly, 
I'd rather take a vacation out of state that take my family to Lake Fort Gibson or Lake Tenkiller where I 
can't see my hand when it is hanging straight down. That is, about a foot into the water.  These large scale 
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poultry operators and other polluters have been in business for a long time.  In my opinion, a variance isn't 
the appropriate tool at this juncture to encourage compliance with Oklahoma's laws. It is time for strict 
enforcement of our laws.  It is time to clean up our rivers and make them the joyous places to visit that they 
could be.  Thank you for your time and consideration of this comment regarding OWRB's rules. 
Karen Chapman 
As a Blue Thumb volunteer I monitor Bishop Creek in Norman. I've been a volunteer since 
2012 and my heart breaks for my creek at times.  As an urban creek it faces constant challenges.  Among 
these challenges: 
1.  An overwhelming amount of litter. 
2. Lower than normal levels of dissolved oxygen. 
3. Higher than normal levels of orthophosphate phosphorus. 
Trying to promote awareness of the need to protect Bishop Creek is extraordinarily difficult since so many 
individuals fail to see an urban creek ecosystem as a living thing worth preserving. Instead they see a 
mere drainage channel that exists solely as a flowing repository for our polluted stormwater runoff.  
Convincing people that water we don't drink is worth protecting is as exasperating as trying to convey to 
people the need to protect the aquatic life living in such a waterbody.  After all, damselfly and dragonfly 
nymphs, caddisfly larvae, crawfish, sunfish, mosquitofish, turtles, snakes, frogs:  These creatures aren't 
the same as puppies and kittens. They're not cute, furry, and huggable, and rarely are they considered 
visually pleasing or even interesting to observe.  So why should anyone care about the health of these 
"unappealing" creatures that live in water we don't drink? 
Sadly, these are the attitudes I encounter.   
OWRB Response 
 
Thank you for all of your hard work as a Blue Thumb volunteer and advocate for urban streams.  
Staff shares your desire to restore and protect the beneficial uses of urban streams.  OWRB staff 
would be happy to meet to discuss your efforts and potential opportunities to work together.  
Thank you for participating in the WQS rulemaking process.    
Now I'd like to address human health and water quality.  It's my understanding that safe exposure criteria 
were updated for chemicals already listed in the human health criteria for drinking water and consumption 
of fish and that safe exposure limits were recommended for an additional list of proposed chemicals. I'm 
worried that delaying the rule-making process necessary to incorporate these proposals into the Standards 
will have 
a negative impact on water quality and public health in this state. 
It's also my understanding that a proposed rule involves adopting the EPA's current variance requirements, 
which if I'm not mistaken are less rigorously binding than the state's. If variance requirements are to be 
changed, the change should involve making them far more stringent- not less.  For instance, the duration 
of variances should be severely curtailed.  Scenic rivers should be excluded from the variance process as 
should any variance for human health protections. 
 
Where water quality is concerned, higher standards and stricter regulations should always be the goal.  
Water is earth's blood and it exists for all life on this planet.  Safe, easy access to dean water is a basic 
need and right.  · 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
Karen Gunter Dosser 
I am writing to voice my opposition to the WRB proposal that would further DELAY water Quality 
improvements for OK scenic rivers! Our state does not need to have industries and municipalities to 
EXCEED discharge limits that are set on NUTRIENT and CHEMICAL pollutants. Water QUALITY = 
Human HEALTH!! 
Katherine Trent 
This letter is concerning proposed changes to the OWRB Water Quality Standards. I appeared in public on 
January 15, 2019 and reminded the board that as Trustees of the Public Trust, you owe the public a duty 
of care to ensure that the resources common to all- the land, air, and water, are protected from nuisance 
and potential health hazards.  
 
I made those comments out of concern for the Variance procedure that is being re-written under Title 45, 
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which is abandoning specificity for a very generic and much less stringent code. The primary concern 
expressed in the meeting involved the potential impact to Tier 3 waters, namely the Illinois River, which is 
already an impaired water body. Legally Tier 3 waters cannot be downgraded or polluted, and are subject 
to the most stringent anti-degradation protections. The potential of increased pollutants or “legalization”, 
even temporary and not time barred, of current levels of nitrogen and phosphorous pollution from Chicken 
Farms in Arkansas have the potential to subject the waters, people and wildlife dependent upon its 
sustenance to further danger. Fish kills along the Illinois River have become a regular occurrence. 
 
The new variance process also has the potential to impact negatively any other Oklahoma waters, as 
polluters may simply seek a “variance” that is now open-ended and not time barred. Excessive nitrogen 
and phosphorous pollution, and other pollutants that were considered for human health criteria during the 
triennial process but not adopted, leads to lower dissolved oxygen, decreases the ph of the waters, and 
make the water less capable of sustaining the lives of those dependent on the water body. Approximately 
35% of Oklahomans drink their water raw from a well.  As noted in the forum, 3 Counties in the NE portion 
of the State, where the Illinois River is most contaminated, have the lowest life expectancy rates in the 
Nation. Oklahoma in 2017 was ranked #43 in total health outcomes, and that number moved to #47 in 
2018. Although it is understood that many factors contribute to public health rankings, it is certainly 
incumbent upon the members of this board, as Trustees of public resources, to ensure that all efforts be 
made to protect the resources which the public must rely upon to stay alive and healthy. 
I understand that these are very sensitive and difficult issues to resolve, however, there is no reason that 
industry should ever be given a pass to pollute, particularly by those charged to regulate them. Technology 
does exist to filter the waters before entry to water bodies, and Industry should be deploying all 
mechanisms necessary to the health and safety of the public. If this raises the cost of doing business, the 
economy will adjust to the reality of true costs and adjust their behaviors accordingly. I appreciate your 
work and willingness to consider my comments. 
Ken Parker 
I am flatly against any variances / permits which allow pollution in any form to be introduced into Oklahoma 
rivers & lakes.   Please take any and all steps necessary to stop these types of actions. 
Kurt Frantz 
Pollution variances should NOT be granted. Please protect our streams, lakes and groundwater. Any 
pollution is too much. We are already living in a chemical soup that is doing us untold harm. 
Larry Murphy 
I would like to oppose the Oklahoma Water Resources Board proposal that reworks the state’s process for 
allowing water quality variances and temporary permits. The proposed rules are too flexible with open time 
frames. Chemical limits designed to protect human health should not be compromised. We have rules and 
regulations in place that have been tested in court and should be enforced as written. 
Larry Shaw 
I am writing to oppose a ruling being considered by the Oklahoma Water Resources Board to permit a 
variance for the chicken industry to pump additional waste into Oklahoma rivers. These rivers are already 
under great stress from these companies as it is. Allowing factory farms and producers an indeterminate 
amount of time “while working to meet standards” is almost unbelievable, were it not for lobbyists with 
deep pockets who dreamed up this “variance, with no time limits”. Perhaps the State Department of 
Revenue and the IRS will give me a pass if I perhaps, “work toward paying my taxes some time in the 
future,” if I get around to it. DOUBTFUL. 
I’m not big on unnecessary rules on business for the most part, however when it comes to clean air and 
water, I am a zealot. Limits should have been established a long time ago and enforced. Just because 
business desires to expand is no excuse for extra pollution. Factory farms, and this includes swine and 
cattle as well as the poultry industries, require rules and enforcement. Variances and opened time limits 
are just allowing; THE FOXES INTO THE HEN HOUSE, to paraphrase another author.  I oppose any 
variance and non-establish time restrictions. 
Larry Shepard 
I am urgently requesting that you DO NOT LOWER the water quality standards for any of Oklahoma's 
water ways. 
If these standards are lowered now for say 10 major polluters in the water way's drainage area, what will 
happen later when there are say 50 sources later?  As our population grown, the likelihood of more 
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sources is more likely to occur. 
 
I am requesting that you keep the standards strong now, so that later we do not have more pollution in our 
water.  If you keep it clean to begin with, you will not need to spend more funds late to clean it up.  In the 
case of the Illinois River, keeping it clean will allow for more recreation, which is a big source of income in 
that area. 
Please consider these comments as you proceed. 
Leigh Ward 
PLEASE DO NOT CHANGE THE RULES. WE NEED THE .037 MG/L PHOSPHORUS LIMIT. 
I HOPE YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY MADE UP YOUR MIND..PLEASE CONSIDER THE FUTURE 
HEALTH OF THE RIVER. 
Lisa Lambert 
I am strongly opposed to loosening restrictions on water quality standards. Please do not allow variances 
for those who will release pollutants into rivers, streams and lakes. 
Lyntha Wesner 
Please put people before polluters and reject  efforts to further degrade the  Illinois River Scenic 
Waterway.  Honor the rest of us-Oklahoman citizens all-as well as your scientific staff-by making the 
recommended changes that protect our health. 
Madeline Burget 
As a long-time homeowner of property fronting on the Lower Illinois River, I have seen varying water 
quality on the river.  Due to environmental regulations and protections, the water quality is better than it 
was 30 years ago, but weakened regulations are again threatening our waters. The Oklahoma Scenic 
Rivers are vitally important and valuable assets for the State of Oklahoma. As such, Oklahoma Scenic 
Rivers and Lake Tenkiller must have the very highest water quality protection possible.  I ask you to reject 
the rule allowing a variance to Oklahoma water quality regulations, especially for the Oklahoma Scenic 
Rivers.   Designated scenic rivers should not be compromised by allowing a variance to meet pollution 
limits.  Oklahoma's phosphorus limit for scenic rivers must be enforced without further delay.   It must not 
be weakened for any length of time, for any reason, or for any private, corporate, or municipal entity.    
Endangering the quality of our waters is dangerous to humans, livestock, wildlife, and Oklahoma's 
economic well-being. 
Mary Crossland 
I understand that soon you will be updating Oklahoma state’s water quality standards. I’m not sure how the 
whole process works, but I am told there is something called a Human Health Standards Review, that is 
applied to our river and lake water quality. Is the review completed once every three years? I want to 
strongly urge that this be completed, as all of that info is pertinent when evaluating and setting water 
quality standards. Please do not skip this or rely on old information, I would like to read it. 
Please protect our scenic rivers, our drinking water and our health! I love and revere nature like many 
people love and revere god. I am constantly awed and amazed by the beauty, power, interconnections and 
complexities of nature. Keeping standards high for water quality will protect us, and nature as well. If it is 
hard to maintain water quality because of human farming practices, please do not ease up the standards… 
make sure we humans find ways to control what ends up entering the water stream! If we can’t control it, 
we must find other means of livelihood. Harming nature is unacceptable. Scenic Rivers should never be 
defiled, and I believe OK Statute: Title 82:1085.30 (A)(4)(b) makes sure that the water quality standards 
are not allowed to be lowered.  I implore you not to use the Variance process to adopt less stringent 
standards for any of Oklahoma’s water bodies or rivers. It might help businesses, but we all lose in the 
long run when we degrade our natural environment. If it is absolutely necessary to invoke a variance, 
please do it for the shortest amount of time you can.  A healthy natural environment with abundant wildlife 
and plants is more important to the health of myself and other Oklahomans (mental as well as physical 
health) than farming practices or industries who create waste products which they cannot (or choose not 
to) keep from flowing into our water. If we consumers have to pay higher prices for their products when 
they adopt practices to protect the environment, we spend our carefully save money with pride knowing 
that we see the big picture, and are doing our share to keep our fellow Oklahomans in business and also 
protecting nature from assault.  
Mary Edwards 
Protect our waterways to the best of your ability.  Without clean water our state will go further done on 
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livability chart and the future of our residents will be in question.  
Mary Francis 
Why bring on a law suit by VIOLATING OK Statute, Title 82:1085.30(A)(4)(b)? 
You will embarrass the state and the Water Board and WASTE the Oklahoma tax payers $$$. Proving you 
are unfit to follow the laws and OWRB policy. Protect our health!! 
Melissa Burget 
As a long-time homeowner of property fronting on the Lower Illinois River, I have seen varying water 
quality on the river.  Due to environmental regulations and protections, the water quality is better than it 
was 30 years ago, but weakened regulations are again threatening our waters.  The Oklahoma Scenic 
Rivers are vitally important and valuable assets for the State of Oklahoma. As such, Oklahoma Scenic 
Rivers and Lake Tenkiller must have the very highest water quality protection possible.  I ask you to reject 
the rule allowing a variance to Oklahoma water quality regulations, especially for the Oklahoma Scenic 
Rivers.   Designated scenic rivers should not be compromised by allowing a variance to meet pollution 
limits.  Oklahoma's phosphorus limit for scenic rivers must be enforced without further delay.   It must not 
be weakened for any length of time, for any reason, or for any private, corporate, or municipal entity.   
Endangering the quality of our waters is dangerous to humans, livestock, wildlife, and Oklahoma's 
economic well-being. 
Michael Beilfuss 
I am writing today to express my deep concern about the proposed new variance process in revisions to 
the Oklahoma water quality standards. The standards that are currently in place aren't enough, as is 
attested to by the current water quality. Allowing polluters off the hook with variances will make things 
worse. 
The people responsible for polluting our waters should be responsible for cleaning it up, they shouldn't be 
allowed to continue to pollute. They may think of clean waterways as an underused resource, and the 
pollution that they release into the waterways as externalities. It's time for them to pay for the mess they 
make. Clean waterways, and the human healtl1 that comes with them, belong to all of us.  Standards 
related to Scenic Rivers and human health should not be compromised through variances given to 
polluters.  Please don't allow theses variances to go through. 
Michael Spradlin 
I am writing to ask you to reject the rule allowing a variance to Oklahoma water quality regulations 
especially for Oklahoma Scenic Rivers. Designated scenic rivers should not be compromised by allowing a 
variance to meet pollution limits.  The phosphorous limit for scenic rivers must be enforced without delay, it 
must not be weakened for any reason, for any length of time, for any private, corporate or municipal entity.  
The Illinois River in particular is a scenic jewel for Oklahoma and should not, cannot be compromised 
without suffering a great loss to the state.  This river needs the highest protection possible. 
Michael Wackenhuth 
Please accept my letter to protest continued discharge of dangerous and polluting chemicals into the 
Illinois River in Northeast Oklahoma. This river along with just a few others in the State of Oklahoma is a 
precious resource with very high water quality. Oklahoma cannot afford to let the Business and Farm lobby 
override concerns about high water quality. Our Grandchildren and future generations deserve a chance to 
enjoy these resources as we have. Please consider ceasing any permits allowing discharge of any 
contaminants into the Illinois River. 
Nancy Moran 
I have property along the Illinois River and I frustrated that the OWRB is considering a new system of 
variances that would allow variances which allow polluters to continue to contaminate this beautiful river 
which tens of thousands of happy floaters and fisherman enjoy and love.  The 20 year old phosphorous 
standard has never been met. Now I wonder if it ever will be.  I am tired of the new euphemism for 
polluters--"stakeholders." Why are they now going to be given more dispensation to pollute our commonly 
held water resources? Those of us who love and treasure our water resources outnumber them and our 
concerns should hold more value. Our health and enjoyment matters! 
The Illinois River and other scenic rivers are beloved to us and they should be EXCLUDED from the 
variance process altogether, as required by Oklahoma law. Variances should not be handed out so freely 
and for indefinite time periods. Lets' first try to meet the minimum standards for health and safety of the 
Illinois River which were established by researchers and experts in the field 
Norma Boren 
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I have been informed that the OWRB is considering a rule that will allow a variance to Oklahoma water 
quality regulations.  I am against any proposed changes that will weaken the Oklahoma Scenic Rivers Act.  
I am especially concerned about the waters of northeastern Oklahoma that includes the state scenic river 
area of Flint Creek, the Barren Fork Creek and the Illinois River.  These waters flow into Lake Tenkiller and 
can have a devastating environmental and economic effect on this region if you permit pollution.  This law 
mandates the state environmental agencies, including the OWRB, protect the water quality standards and 
preserve the natural habitats of these scenic state rivers. 
 
As stated on your WEB page: 'The mission of the OWRB is to protect and enhance the quality of life for 
Oklahomans by managing and improving the state's water resources to ensure clean and reliable water 
supplies, a strong economy, and a safe and healthy environment."  Allowing a variance to anyone, either 
private individuals, industries, or municipalities will degrade our water system.  It is your responsibility to 
protect northeastern Oklahoma's scenic rivers from pollution.  Such variances will violate the Oklahoma 
Scenic Rivers Act and I therefore urge you to reconsider allowing this rule change. 
Pamela Stephens-Karnes 
Our streams are already at or above maximum pollution loads and this year they\'ll come under even 
heavier attack to use them as corporate sewers; rather than do the right thing and clean up pollution at the 
source they want to flush it downstream where we fish and let us pay to clean it up. Threatens our 
fisheries, our great outdoor heritage and the $6 billion that tourism pumps into the OK economy. Protect 
our rivers, they ain't makin any more of them. Stop the corporate pollution. 
Patricia Wade 
I strongly oppose the proposed change to delay the water quality improvements for Oklahoma's scenic 
rivers.  Not only do corporations take advantage of the slightest opening to dump toxins in the water - give 
'em an inch and they will have us drowning in their waste - but we have a duty to keep these rivers as 
pristine as we can keep them for our citizens and the state coffers. These are beautiful rivers that attract 
visitors. They won't come to enjoy our state when the water quality if unsafe. 
It is past time to make sure we do everything possible to keep these rivers as clean as possible. 
Paul Rowsey 
As a long-time homeowner on property fronting on the Lower Illinois River, I have seen varying water 
quality on the river. Due to environmental regulations and protections, the water quality is better than it was 
30 years ago, but weakened regulations are again threatening our waters. The Oklahoma Scenic Rivers 
are vitally important and valuable assets for the State of Oklahoma.  As such, Oklahoma Scenic Rivers 
and Lake Tenkiller must have the very highest water quality protection possible.  I ask you to reject the rule 
allowing a variance to Oklahoma water quality regulations, especially for the Oklahoma Scenic Rivers. 
Designated scenic rivers should not be compromised by allowing a variance to meet pollution limits.  
Oklahoma's phosphorus limit for scenic rivers must be enforced without further delay. It must not be 
weakened for any length of time, for any reason, or for any private, corporate, or municipal entity. 
Endangering the quality of our waters is dangerous to humans, livestock, wildlife, and Oklahoma's 
economic well-being. 
Peggy Simmons Hart Miller, PhD 
I am writing in response to the alert I saw on Facebook that the Oklahoma Water Resource Board (OWRB) 
is considering changing rules that will possibly affect my life and property in the Kiamichi River Basin.  I am 
a riparian landowner of 108 acres land in Pushmataha County bordered on the entire southern boundary 
by Ten Mile Creek.   
My requests follow: 
1. Please list clearly for all interested public the current rule(s) under consideration for change. 
2. Clearly list the changes planned/under consideration. 
3. Clearly state the pros and cons of each of the changes under consideration. 
4. Publish the above three (3) lists/statements in easily accessible venues for all concerned citizens in 
Oklahoma.  
5. Allow each concerned citizen to submit questions/concerns in writing regarding the above 
considerations for change in a timely and legal fashion. 
6.Conduct an open, legal and ethical forum/discussion so that all citizens of Oklahoma are given an 
opportunity to ask questions and get answers before any decisions for change are made.  
7. Consider the needs/wants/desires of each Oklahoman equally as was stressed by the members of the 
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OWRB at the 10 October 2017 meeting that decisions made are for “all Oklahomans”.  In other words, do 
not “take from one group” to their detriment to “give to another group” for their benefit.  Each and every 
Oklahoman is important.  Justice is not served when change is made without carefully gathering data that 
will prove one group is harmed/not harmed to the benefit/detriment of another group.   
 
First principles (foundational of all logic and reason)  clearly state when change is desired, the person(s) 
seeking change must prove, at their expense, that the change is clearly justified legally and ethically and 
will not do harm to another before the change occurs or is considered for change. Also, the 
needs/wants/desires of the rural sector may be different from those of the big city sector but 
governmentally elected and appointed persons are servants of all and one is just as valuable as the other. 
Government and governmental agencies are established to protect the minority. Who else speaks 
for/protects the minority when the majority may want and has the power to take what the minority owns 
without recourse or remedy. 
 
OWRB Response 
 
1 & 2) The water quality standards rules (and supporting materials) that are currently proposed for 
revision have been published both in the Oklahoma Register with the Oklahoma Secretary of State 
and on the OWRB website. http://www.owrb.ok.gov/rules/wqs/index.php  If you have any questions 
regarding the proposed rules please contact OWRB staff. 
 
3)  The staff reports and other supporting materials provide background information and the 
scientific and regulatory foundation for each proposed rule action.  These reports are available on 
the OWRB website (see link above). If you have any questions regarding the proposed rules please 
contact OWRB staff.  
 
4) All materials are posted on the OWRB website (see link above).  Interested parties without 
internet access may contact OWRB staff to request materials.   
 
5, 6, & 7) OWRB staff held 3 public meetings (March 1, 2018, August 29, 2018, October 10, 2018) to 
answer questions and solicit feedback from stakeholders while the proposed rules were under 
development.  The official public comment period (as required by the Oklahoma Administrative 
Procedures Act & federal regulations) was from December 3, 2018 – January 17, 2019.  A public 
hearing was held at the regularly scheduled OWRB meeting on January 15, 2019.  Stakeholders 
provided verbal comments to the Board at that time.  Finally staff has prepared this response to 
comments document for all written comments received.  The OWRB is scheduled to take action on 
the proposed rules at the February 19, 2019 meeting. 
 
Stakeholders provide an essential voice in the WQS process and OWRB attends to stakeholder 
interest and concerns respectfully and without favoritism.    
 
Phillip Owens 
Stop trashing our river  The lower Illinois is our oldest trout stream and you are destroying it 
Robert Kellog 
Just want to add my two cents. I, too, believe that variances can be useful in certain permitting instances in 
Oklahoma.  I know that they can sometimes help permitees move forward, and help the environment to 
thereby improve later.  But the Illinois River has been struggling way too long with an existing phosphorus 
standard that is not being met.  The Illinois River should no longer have to wait for "later."  Therefore, I 
respectfully ask that you specifically exempt Scenic Rivers from this variance provision.  And if it's not too 
much to ask, that you further work to curb non-point sources of phosphorus to the Illinois River. 
Robert Frost 
Pollution variances:  Your willingness to destroy our creeks and rivers with your pollution variances is 
unacceptable Stop trashing our Rivers and creeks 
Robert French and Lela French 
We are writing to object to the removal of the 3 year time limit for variance. We also do not want to see an 

http://www.owrb.ok.gov/rules/wqs/index.php
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increase in the allowable discharge limits for any period of time. 
Our children and grandchildren need to have water they can drink and rivers where they can play and 
enjoy nature. This needs be "in perpetuity" to quote Monty Porter.  Each of you, along with Porter, need to 
protect our state water resources.  Thank you, in advance, for your consideration 
Sara Brown 
Please do not lower the standards of water quality in Oklahoma! It will damage the joy and peace of our 
citizens! We need to take care of our water and natural resources for our grandchildren! 
Sharon Armstrong & Guy Armstrong 
It is critical that you reject the rule allowing a variance to Oklahoma water quality regulations, especially for 
Oklahoma Scenic Rivers.  Oklahoma's limits on phosphorus for scenic rivers must be enforced without 
further delay. Our scenic rivers are a critical element to the growth of northeast Oklahoma. These rivers 
are vital to the health and well being of our communities. 
Susan Ward 
I am writing this letter as a healthcare professional to discuss the importance of water and protecting it and 
our health. Water is life! Without clean, healthy water, life cannot flourish. It is my understanding that under 
the Clean Water Act, this year you will review of the standards of Oklahoma's water. I strongly encourage 
you to do this and make sure we have a high standard for water quality in our scenic rivers and lakes as 
well as our drinking water and do not let the opposition dictate your recommendations. 
In addition, I implore you not to adopt the new variance process that would most definitely keep us from 
reaching the Phosphorus standard. Please do not grant variances or appeals of any polluters, and if done, 
please make sure they are severely limited. Oklahoma is our home, and we rely heavily on these precious 
water resources. We must maintain and improve water quality as per Title 82:1085.30 (A)(4)(b) which is 
the law. Anything less or exceptions to the rule would be a clear violation of this law. If chicken feces and 
sewage run off is allowed into our bodies of water because polluters requests variances or oppose 
standards, it is completely irresponsible, will be a detriment to ourselves and future generations, and is 
breaking the law. We are the ones that will suffer from contaminated water, not the polluters. Please 
strongly consider these comments and support high water quality and propose the revisions that address 
the other 38 pollutants in your recommendation. We support you, and please listen to the people who live 
on this land and fight to protect it, not those who take simply take 
advantage of it. 
Vonceil Harmon 
I was greatly encouraged in 2018 when I heard that the Board was planning to adopt the recommendations 
of the OWRB staff for updating and adopting standards for new and existing pollutants. This action was 
long overdue considering Oklahoma had not done a comprehensive Human Health Criteria review since 
1991, which is the dark ages in regards to current scientific health standards and would not have even 
addressed some of the new substances that are already occurring in our aquatic systems and drinking 
water.  Imagine my dismay when the proposed rule changes were recently halted with little information as 
to why this rulemaking was pulled. On this issue I encourage you to reconsider this action and move ahead 
with the rule making decision or at the very least allow the public to be privy to the comments/objections 
that have caused this delay. People's health and well- being are in the balance here and another year of 
delay could cause harm to our water quality, our public health, and our economically valuable scenic 
rivers. The recent  justification by OWRB's Monty Porter that "the delay does create concern about  
potential health effects  Oklahomans  might suffer, but there is also concern about getting the acceptable 
safe amounts right," is unacceptable and reflects  a disturbing lack of concern for people's health, safety, 
and our long term stewardship of Oklahoma's scenic rivers. 
With regards to the consideration of changes to the variance provision I believe the Board is putting the 
cart before the horse in light of the halt on updating the health standards. Again, I quote Mr. Porter, "I 
would say the concerns are we want to make sure we're protecting human health." We want to make sure 
we're updating water quality standards and providing water quality standards that protect the citizens of 
Oklahoma." A change to the variance when the agency is questioning the science behind the Human 
Health Criteria Review puts the state's water quality, public health, and economic stability at risk and is 
obviously not substantiated by current scientific data if the OWRB is to consider Mr. Porter's previous 
statements. 
 
I urge the Oklahoma  Water Resources Board to halt all changes to variance procedures regarding any of 
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the waterways of Oklahoma but in particular the Scenic Rivers which are still protected under Oklahoma 
Statutes: Title 82: §1085.30(A)(4)(b) 
 
''The Board may amend the Oklahoma  Water Quality Standards to downgrade a designated use, establish 
subcategories  of a use or may provide for less stringent criteria or other provisions thereof only to the 
extent as will maintain or improve the existing uses and the water quality of the water affected; provided, 
however, the Board shall not modify the Oklahoma  Water Quality  Standards applicable to scenic river 
areas as such areas are described by Section 1452 of this title ,to downgrade a designated use, establish 
a subcategory  of a use or provide for less stringent criteria or other provisions thereof." 
 
Walt Cotner 
Oklahoma Scenic Rivers and Lake Tenkiller must have the very highest water quality protection possible. I 
ask you to reject the rule allowing a variance to Oklahoma water quality regulations especially for 
Oklahoma Scenic 
Rivers.  Designated scenic rivers should not be compromised by allowing a variance to meet pollution 
limits. Oklahoma's phosphorus limit for scenic rivers must be enforced without further delay. It must not be 
weakened for any length of time, for any reason or for any private, corporate or municipal entity. 
Since 1973 (Clean Water Act signed by President Richard Nixon) the business community of the USA has 
been told to clean up USA streams and rivers to the goal of "swimmable and fishable" standards. The 
businesses of USA continuously fight this standard because of greed. 
The business community wants to maximize profits at public resource expense.  Our governmental 
agencies are the empowered counterbalancing voice of the people to act as guardians of those resources 
on the public's behalf. The business community constantly tries to dilute and scrap those empowered 
agencies to maximize profits and typically for out-of-state corporations who care little for another state's 
citizens and the quality of those resources. 
 
Businesses do not want to spend the money to properly treat waste effluent in water that they use in 
Oklahoma.   Please make the businesses to complete the cycle of water usage- ie. if they intake or use 
clean swimmable/fishable water then they should return or keep that water swimmable/fishable. Common 
sense says you can't forever pollute a water source and no impacts will happen. Stop the greed.  Rein it in. 
The chicken industry needs to add wastewater treatment facilities with every chicken house to rein in the 
waste and treat it as a responsible corporate citizen should do.  We require treatment of human waste.  
How does agricultural waste in the chicken houses, cattle feedlots, and crowded pig farms get a pass?  
Tell the ag industry there is a new normal and grow up. 
 
Our state has approximately 33% of its streams and rivers polluted and impaired to such an extent that 
they are neither swimmable without causing harm to the swimmer nor fishable because of 
pollution to the extent that any  recreational fish are toxic and uneatable.   This is not the state I grew up in 
or want any future children to know and remember.   In years past my Dad would drink the waters straight 
out of Mountain Fork and Illinois Rivers without any problem. If he were alive today, he could not drink 
those river waters much less swim or fish in those waters without harm. 
Allow no variances to stream/river water regulations until Okla. waters are swimmable and fishable 

Public Comment Form Letters 
Form Letter A 
I am quite concerned about the new variance process that has been proposed in revisions to Oklahoma 
water quality standards. These variances would devastate efforts to clean up water pollution in Oklahoma. 
Polluters should be required to clean up their mess, not be given a free pass. Handing out variances would 
only guarantee that our standards will not be met any time soon, if ever. Before variances are issued, strict 
limits on them must be in place. 
 
The on-going pollution of our Scenic Rivers is a particular concern. Our Phosphorus standard has been in 
place for more than 20 years but is still not met. Variances will not help. Scenic Rivers have been formally 
recognized for their outstanding values. Any variance process must exclude Scenic Rivers altogether, as 
required by Oklahoma law. 
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Standards that protect human health also should not be subject to any variance. These standards prevent 
cancer and other serious illness. Allowing variances would be immoral. As proposed, there are no limits on 
the length of time variances are in effect and they can be renewed indefinitely. Any variance should be 
strictly limited in duration. Please consider these comments as you proceed. Thank you.  
Form Letter B 
Regarding: 785:45-5-5 WQ Standards Variance Oklahoma Scenic Rivers and Lake Tenkiller must have 
the very highest water quality protection possible. I ask you to reject the rule allowing a variance to 
Oklahoma water quality regulations especially for Oklahoma Scenic Rivers. Designated scenic rivers 
should not be compromised by allowing a variance to meet pollution limits. Oklahoma’s phosphorus limit 
for scenic rivers must be enforced without further delay. It must not be weakened for any length of time, for 
any reason or for any private, corporate or municipal entity.  
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ATTACHMENT A 
 

 

Public Comment Form A 

List of Commenters  

1. Adrienne Gautier 2. Alan Schmidt 3. Aleece Mann 4. Alexandra Gibson 

5. Alice Ah Lo 6. Allen Soltow 7. Alli Laird 8. Amanda Scofield 

9. Amy Graham 10. Andreana 
Blakemore 11. Andrew Johnson 12. Angela Outlaw 

13. Angela Thompson 14. Anita Taylor 15. Anita Zein 16. Ann Bornholdt 
17. Annette Long-

Stinnett 18. Arianna Parkinson 19. B Bergeron 20. B Geary 

21. Barbara VanHanken 22. Barbara Vogt 23. Becky Knight 24. Bethany Bates 

25. Beverly Grace 26. Beverly Rubino 27. Bill Erwin 28. Bob Frazier 

29. Brent Hays 30. Candace Hibbard 
Lillie 31. Carol Merovka 32. Carol Watson 

33. Carole Warren 34. Caroline Mason 35. Catherine Burton 36. Chadwick Cox 

37. Charlette Hearne 38. Charlita Maupin 39. Chase Counts 40. Cheryl Johnson 

41. Cindy Shanks 42. Claudia Martinez 43. Clova Abrahamson 44. Colette Peterson 

45. Connie Stark-Doak 46. Courtney 
Clarkwilkerson 47. Crystal Valencia 48. Cynthia Ellis 

49. D Holt 50. Danna Garland 51. Dawn Browne 52. Deanna Homer 

53. Debbie Spence 54. Deborah Smith 55. Debra Dean 56. Debra Luther 

57. Delilah-Jody Ayres 58. Dennis Daly 59. Derek Weeks 60. Diana Sturges 

61. Diane Helt 62. Dora Boyd 63. Ed Brocksmith 64. Edward Sankowski 

65. Eleanor Blanton 66. Elizabeth Tilley 67. Elizabeth Wirth 68. Ellen Garrison 

69. Elsie Weaver 70. Eve Atkinson 71. Evelyn Morton 72. Francess Janelle 
Baltazar 

73. Fred Bray 74. Gayla Henson 75. Genevee Suba 76. Gina Bradford 

77. Jacque Foster 78. Jacqueline Braun 79. James Healton 80. Jane Boren 

81. Jane Dye 82. Janet Holly Romine 83. Janice Mcgee 84. Janna Corn 

85. Jeff Linduff 86. Jen Wynne 87. Jennifer Price 88. Jennifer Wester 

89. Jenny Woodruff 90. Jerry Messick 91. Jessica Sherwood 92. Jim Long 

93. Jo Farris 94. Joanne Kondratieff 95. John Crawlfield 96. John Ehret 

97. John Havens 98. John Ryder 99. John Winters 100. Joseph 
DrowningBear 

101. Judith Coker 102. Judy Clay 103. Karen Blum 104. Karen Fleming 

105. Karen Harris 106. Kari Singelton 107. Kathie Cross 108. Kathleen Romero 

109. Kathy Marquis 110. Katie Gosselin 111. Katie Simmons 112. Kay Black 

113. Kay Murphy 114. Ken Ackley 115. Ken Mcwatters 116. Kevin Evans 

117. Kevin Littlefield 118. Kimberly Moore 119. Kip Jones 120. Krena White 
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121. Lana Henson 122. Larry Shepard 123. Laura Wahpepah 124. Laurie O’Driscoll 

125. Lena Henson 126. Leslie Bradforx 127. Lester Cowden 128. Lianna Rachel 

129. Linda Kuczwanski 130. Linda Roberts 131. Lisa Brown 132. Lisa Grimm-
Bridgewater 

133. Lisa Hart 134. Lisemarie 
Schleicher 

135. Lori Hamilton-
Hobbs 136. Lora Marschall 

137. Ludmila Dmitriev-
Odier 138. Marg Beall 139. Margaret Hooper 140. Margaret Wedel 

141. Maria Hernandez 142. Maria Littlefield 143. Marilyn Bedford 144. Mark Manley 

145. Mark Maxey 146. Mark Sorrells 147. Marla Saeger 148. Marshall Line 

149. Marshall Neill 150. Martha Holland 151. Marty Mccutchen 152. Mary Athens 

153. Mary Gard 154. Mary Hacker 155. Marsheli Sargent 156. Maurice Hawthorne 

157. May Francis 158. Michael Anthony 159. Michael Beilfuss 160. Michael Disapio 
161. Michael 

Winebrenner 162. Michele Logan 163. Mike Franke 164. Mike Lucas 

165. Nancy Acton 166. Nancy Moran 167. Nathan Huntley 168. Neil Fisher 

169. Neil Miller 170. Neil Rogers 171. Norma Sapp 172. Pam Leader 

173. Pat Jaynes 174. Patricia Rodrigues-
Lozano 175. Patricia Taylor 176. Patrick Green 

177. Paul Clear 178. Paul Gray 179. Paul Moore 180. Paul Scott 

181. Peggy Brown 182. Peggy Spurling 183. Penny Watson 184. Phil Mayfield 

185. Phoebe Schmitz 186. Priscilla Kinnick 187. Rachel Harcrow 188. Rebekah Harrick 

189. Rex Tarr 190. Richard Balentine 191. Richard Calk 192. Richard Dennis 

193. Richard Lowe 194. Rob Dunham 195. Robert Fiegel 196. Robert Karges 

197. Robert Lowe 198. Robin Wright 199. Rodney Jones 200. Ronnie Metzger 

201. Sandy Sage 202. Scheree Davis 203. Sharla Owens 204. Shyloh Divilo 

205. Simuel Bell 206. Sophia Zook 207. Stephen Sanders 208. Steve Blankenship 

209. Steve Cardell 210. Steve Trammell 211. Steve Wold 212. Steven 
Christofferson 

213. Steven Kerbrat 214. Sue Delcamp 215. Susan Garzon 216. Susan Perez 

217. Susan Pomeroy 218. Susan Schmidt 219. Susan Singh 220. Susie Shields 
Derichsweiler 

221. Suzy Cline 222. Tiffany French 223. Troy Mckelvy 224. Trudy Ross 

225. Vicki Frederick 226. Vicki Muir 227. Vicki Rose 228. Vickie Smith 

229. Virginia Davis 230. Vivian Lowe 231. Wayne Olson 232. Wendi Hollanf 

233. Zach Young    
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Public Comment Form B 

List of Commenters  

1. Aaron Hutson 2. Adile Shackelford 3. Alex Mercado 

4. Alice Adair 5. Alicia Osborne 6. Andrea Wilcoxeu 

7. Andrew Solomon 8. Ann Lancaster 9. Barb Daily 

10. Benjamin Hay 11. Bethyln Rooney 12. Bettiann Clark 

13. Bob Hendrick 14. Bob Parrish 15. Bob Zimmerman 

16. Boyd Stevenson 17. Brad 18. Brad Hoopes 

19. Brittany Cessna 20. Bud Osborne 21. C H Parker 

22. Charles Mills 23. Chase Mowery 24. Cheryl Parrish 

25. Citizen 1 26. Citizen 2 27. Citizen 3 

28. Citizen 4 29. Citizen 5 30. Citizen 6 

31. Citizen 8 32. Citizen 10 33. Citizen 11 

34. Citizen 12 35. Citizen 13 36. Claire Robinson 

37. Curt Draper 38. Dale Bushyhead 39. Dan Skerbitz 

40. Darren Hill 41. David Shackelford 42. Dawn Cain 

43. Deanna Todd 44. Debbie Hendrick 45. Debra Whitfill 

46. Diana Witty 47. Dorothy Fite 48. Dr. Clinton Moore 

49. Dr. Grace Ferris 50. Dr. Robert Tomshany II 51. Dr. Stuart Woods 

52. Ed Brocksmith 53. Frank Kohn 54. Franklin Yates 

55. Gary Dill 56. Gary Wickham 57. George Harris 

58. George Karmp 59. Jack Pool 60. Jacob Martin 

61. James Townsend 62. James Mathewson 63. James Nichols 

64. James Wilhena 65. Jan Gulbis 66. Jane Moore 

67. Janet Yates 68. Jarod Moore 69. Jess Wisely 

70. Jessie Feather 71. John Farris MD 72. Julie Hamilton 

73. Keith Mott 74. Ken Parker 75. Kenneth Roberts PhD 

76. Kenny Greer 77. Kevin Carey 78. Kevin Gassaway 

79. Laura Doss 80. Lonnie Yates 81. Lou Neldon 

82. Madison R 83. Marcia Robb 84. Marianna Wilson 

85. Mark Cromwell 86. Mark Hurd II 87. Mark Wilkerson 

88. Mary Hoopes 89. Mary Margaret Richie 90. Michael Purcell 

91. Nancy Draper 92. Nancy Garber 93. Nancy Hamill 

94. Nancy Landreth 95. Nicholas Estes 96. Pat Daly 

97. Patrick Long 98. Patrick McCright 99. Paula Blakely 
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100. Paulla Shires 101. Phillip Curtis 102. Randall Gradwohl 

103. Richard Brocksmith 104. Rick Fortner 105. Rita Gassaway 

106. Robert Rainey 107. Robert Wilson 108. Robin Crawford 

109. Robin Henry 110. Scott Hood 111. Shawnda Cox Caraway 

112. Sheryl Thygesen 113. Shirley Ann Wise 114. Stacy Moore 

115. Starsha Powers 116. Steven Whitfill 117. Susan Moorman 

118. Talisha Lewallen 119. Terri Ussery 120. Terry Fife 

121. Thomas Pienkos 122. Tim Sawyer 123. Tina Smith 

124. Todd Box 125. W E Sachau 126. William Wise 
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